


Why GOLD-N-PUSH RODS are like 
a World Championship Baseball Team

Watch a world championship baseball team in 
action and you are seeing nine superior perform
ers, each doing what he does best. You're watch
ing a team that has proved itself to be second to 
none.

Same's true with Sullivan's Gold-N-Push Rods. 
Nine superior performers, each best suited to do 
its own particular job. And when you use a Gold-N- 
Push Rod, with its patented splines on its yellow

inner rod for no-bind, smoother operation, you 
feel like a World Series winner, yourself. Since the 
special material used in Gold-N-Push Rods is tem
perature compensated to minimize shrinkage and 
expansion, you're ready for the heat of the All Star 
Game or the chill of the Fall Classic.

Check out this world championship line-up...and 
what each one is designed to do best:

The G R F  Brothers

These two brothers — GRF 36 and 
GRF 48 — are identical twins, except 
"48" is longer...48" instead of 36".
The "F” in their name means “flexi
ble” since each can turn a mighty 
tight corner. If you were to draw an imaginary circle 
using this corner, you'd find they turn on a 2'A·" 
radius. Great for ailerons, steerable nose gear, 
routing through fuselages, etc.

These brothers always wear a red outer sheathing 
and come complete with two sets of inners and 
outers, one 4" and two 1W  all thread 2/56 rods, and 
one rubber nut. Clevis not included.

Their Cousins - The G R S F  Boys

You’ll notice the family resemblance but these 
two brothers always wear blue. Again, GRSF 36 is 
36" long while GRSF 48 is 48" long. The “SF" 
stands for "semi-flexible" since they turn on a 3W  
radius. They’re fine for the same applications as 
their red cousins so long as the turns are less severe. 
They’re much better, though, for the straight appli
cations. Contents of each package identical to GRF 
brothers.

Mr. Precise — GRC-3
A favorite of scale modelers, this 36" long cable 

type (.030” cable) Gold-N-Push Rod — the "C" 
stands for "cable” — can turn on a 1W  radius. That 
makes it ideal for throttle control, steerable nose 
gear (retracts), controls for smaller aircraft, and 
double cable scale installation.

Mr. Precise wears a yellow outer sheathing and 
includes one sheathing, one cable and one copper 
coupler.

The GRC Outfielders
These three Gold-N-Push Rods, like their GRC-3 

relative, are all the cable type and wear a yellow 
outer sheathing. But they’re heavier because they're 
for heavier installations. Two of them, GRC-6 and 
GRC-8, have an .058" cable and can turn on a 2" 
radius. The third, GRC-S, has a 1/16" diameter 
galvanized steel cable and turns on a 2Ά" radius. 
GRC-8 would be the centerfielder since it’s the 
tallest — 48" long; the others are 36" long.

Ideal for larger aircraft — as big as you can fly — 
they’re also used for ailerons in gliders, elevators, 
rudders, etc. If the nose gear wiggles with the GRC- 
6 or GRC-8, then move up to the more rigid GRC-S. 
Each comes complete with one outer sheathing, 
one inner cable, and two brass couplers.

The “Iron Man” - SR
Tough guy of the team, “SR" means “steel rods.” 

Underneath the red sheathing is a rigid 2/56 steel 
rod, threaded both ends. Use SR instead of arrow 
shafts or balsa wood for aileron hook-ups, eleva
tors, rudder, etc. Each SR package includes two sets 
of sheathings and rods plus a rubber nut.

That’s the Gold-N-Push Rod line-up. Ninegreat 
performers — just like a world championship 
baseball team. But a word of caution: always 
select the one specific Gold-N-Push Rod best

suited for the particular job to be done. After all, 
who would ask Steve Carlton to play Pete Rose's 
position?

WARNING
Do Not Fly Near 

Overhead Power Lines

P R O D U C T S ,  I N C 535 DAVISVILLE ROAD · WILLOW GROVE. PA. 19090 · (215) 659-3900



MOTOR MOUNT SET Die cast alu
minum, complete with 5" Master 
Mount, Screws and Washers, and 
Insert Adapter for ,40 or .60 en
gine. Inserts can be rail mounted 
in boats with confined engine 
placement areas.

DOUBLE RUDDER
OUTDRIVE ASSEMBLY For .40 or .60
boats. Aluminum die cast. Complete 
with Master Bracket (designed with 
twin ribs for individual modification),
2 Rudder Pivot Brackets, 2 Retainer 
Plates and all necessary Mounting 
Screws and Washers. Also includes 
Adjustable S tru t-w ith  installed Olite 
Bushings, Pivot Pins — with Nylon Bushings, 3 Control Arms — 
with set screws and 2 Rudder Blades (2 ARB for .40, 3 ARB for
.60). The SINGLE RUDDER OUTDRIVE ASSEMBLY is the same as the 
above, except it only includes 1 Rudder Blade, Rudder Pivot Bracket, 
Pivot Pin and Control Arm.

RUDDER ASSEMBLY
Aluminum die cast.
Available for both .40 
and .60 boats. Easy to 
assemble. Comes com
plete w ith Mounting 
P late and Screws,
Pivot Bracket, Rudder Blade, Pivot Pin -  
with Nylon Bushings, and Water Pick-up 
— threaded and adjustable. The .40 and 
.60 Rudder are identical, except the .60 
Rudder Blade is V i" longer.

K & B 3.5cc (.21) R /C  ENGINE Designed specifically as 
a marine engine. Powerful, rugged and dependable. Will 
provide countless hours of high-performance operation. Easy 
to start, no break-in required. Precision machined U-Joint 
Nuts f it  most existing ball drives. ·
Features include: ·  Efficient Muffler — under 90 decibels 
•  ABC Cylinder and Piston ·  Ball Bearings ·  Water-Cooled 
Head ·  Rear Exhaust -  Butterfly Throttle ·  Rotatable Case 
(center block)—permits changing 
exhaust from forward to aft po
sition. '

K & B 3.5cc (.21)
OUTBOARD ENGINE The firs t of its kind. 
Destined to set a trend others w ill follow! 
Equipped with ABC piston and liner, this 
water cooled competition engine is the 
ultimate in outboard engines.
Other features include: A new K & B car
buretor & Pressure Tap ·  Ball Bearings ·  
Flywheel designed for cup electric starter 
•  Built-in water pick-up ·  Integral cavita
tion plate and skeg ·  Tough transom 
mounting plate to withstand stress of 
flat-out racing at top speeds. K & B 7.5cc (.45) R/C

INBOARD MARINE RACING ENGINE, the engine that 
replaced the popular K & B 6.5cc. Since its introduction 
it  has broken most of the old records held by the 6.5cc. 
Features include: ABC Piston & Liner ·  Con Rod ma
chined from 7075-T6 aluminum solid bar stock, bushed 
both ends ·  New machined steel rotor disc ·  Rotatable 
Case (Center Block) permits changing of exhaust from 
forward to aft position ·  Beefed-up Crankshaft ·  K & B’s 
Quintuple Porting.

HARDWARE
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Send lor your K&8 
Catalog. "Matched rimsb 

System" Handbook and

L Super Proxy Paint Chart 
Include 50c to cover 

postage and handling 
Address to Dept SR

K&B MANUFACTURING
12152 WOODRUFF AVE., DOWNEY, CA. 90241 J
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'KANSMITTER-
OPERATED

Starts engines .049—.45
Super Torque-826
mini-starter

SUPER

•  EASY TO INSTALL 
LIGHT W EIGHT AND COM PACT 
DESIGNED FOR SAFE OPERATION

(ONE CHANNEL) A T  TRANSMITTER SW ITCH

S m T ENG,NE W H,LE FLY,NG
Engine mount, Nicad battery and charger included.

Model 101-B-ll*.
(For .40 size engines)

. $99.95

Model 101-S-Boat*........
(For .40 size engines)

$109.95

Model 102-B-ll*..............
(For .60 size engines)

$109.95

Model 102-S-Boat*........
(For .60 size engines)

$119.95

Model 102-BH Helicopter*........................ $129.95

Control Amplifier......................................... $29.95
(Replaces servo and mechanical switch)

(Add $2.00 to each unit for postage and handling. 
In U.S.A. Only. Arizona residents add 4% Sales Tax)

SELF STARTER
B y  U ^ a T T R o n ]

color catalog 
of all items $1.00

•  BELT TYPE —  Because o f the belt, its installation is quite flexible. It is carefully designed fo r safe operation, so as no t to
damage the gears and other parts by any strong shock from engine starting.

•  BALL BEARING and ONE-WAY CLUTCH___The d u tch  w ill run free at speeds greater than 15,000 rpm w ithout causing
any loss in the eng ine’s power.

CONTROL AMPLIFIER___Replaces standard servo and m echanical switching. Plugs in to spare channel. Supplies a ll
necessary voltage to the starter, receiver, and g low  plug. Continues to supp ly receiver after starter and  
glow  pow er are lo s t Shuts o ff pow er to p lug when engine starts.

POWERFUL GEARED MOTOR___High torque, com pact in size, easily installed. Approxim ate ly 30  starts on one charge
with standard pow er source.

PLAYTRON ENGINE MOUNT___Designed and m anufactured for easy installation o f the starter, and can he m ounted
with no problem  on any type o f model.

«— "  η  3 4 4  London B ridge  P laza, S u ite  D,
P L A Y  T  RO NJ Lake  Havasu C ity , A rizona  8 6 4 0 3 Phone (602) 8 5 5 -095 5



A WHOLE NEW CONCEPT INTRAINERS

Designed by  
Tom Williams

COWBOY 1 — Flat bottom airfoil (easiest to fly.)
— Flies rudder elevator, or full house. 

COWBOY 2 — Semi-symmetrical airfoil (fully
aerobatic.)

— Uses same fuselage as COWBOY 1.

This combination of a BASIC TRAINER and an 
ADVANCED TRAINER all in one is a new and 
exciting concept from CRAFT-AIR. It’s so simple 
and straightforward, one can’t help but wonder v/hy 
it ’s never been done before. ONE AIRPLANE FOR 
TWO JOBS, yet equal to the best at both tasks - 
and a heck of a lot less time and money needed.

MORE OF THE SUPER FEATURES YOU WANTWITH

• Easiest to build. Fuselage uses preshaped plywood sides and only 3 formers. Similar simplicity employed throughout.

• Frame wing in one evening, tail surfaces in one evening, and fuselage in one evening. Fitting out takes one evening 
and covering another. Truly a “ buy it on Monday, fly it on Sunday project.”

• Easiest to learn to fly. The flat bottom airfoil, combined with the exceptionally light wing loading and the excellent 
ruggedness, makes COWBOY 1 the easiest to fly, 20 to 40 size, full house trainer ever developed. The light wing loading 
makes it fly slower, giving you more time to plan, to steer, to correct. It’s a lot easier to learn anything slowly, especially 
flying.

• COWBOY 2 is made from your COWBOY 1 by simply changing the wing to a semi-symmetrical airfoil. Although COWBOY 1 
is capable of many maneuvers, COWBOY 2 will do all the pattern maneuvers and prepare you for the full pattern contest 
type ship.

• Premimum quality kit. Precision machine sanded ribs (no die crushing.) Preformed plywood fuselage sides, frames, 
wing braces, etc. Hardwood engine rails with plywood breakaway mount. Preformed nose gear. All gear hardware, 
control horns, clevises, aileron controls, etc. Quality second to none.

Cat. 203 COWBOY 1 $49.95
Cat. 204 COWBOY 2 $49.95
Cat. 203W COWBOY 1 Wing Kit $19.95 
Cat. 204W COWBOY 2 Wing Kit $19.95

Wing Span................................571Λ in.
Wing C o rd ................................IOV2 in.
Wing A rea................................. 600 in.2
A ilerons................................... 1” x22”
Airfoil-COWBOY 1...........Flat Bottom
Airfoil-COWBOY 2 ...........NACA2412

Wing Loading.............. 12 to 14oz./ft.2
Engine.................................... 19 to .40
Weight....................3V« lb s .to 3 3/4 lbs.
Fuselage...............Plywood and Balsa
Landing G ear......................... Tricycle
Radio....................................4 channel

20115 NORDHOFF STREET ·  CHATSWORTH, CALIFORNIA 91311 (213) 998-3700
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HUMMER
There's more fun per ounce in this miniature tiger than in most any other model. Using 
lust 2 channels of control you can fly up an aerobatic storm. Large wing area and light 
weight produces a low wing loading and that's the way to get superior performance 
from small models. Take off from any smooth surface even close cropped grass
DOUBLER II
Don't let the tact that the Doubler II fits 1/4 midget racing specifications lead you to a 
conclusion that this is a hot handful suitable only for expert pilots. All it takes to turn 
this sharp looking bird into a docile sport flier is the installation of a reasonably priced, 
non-racing, 15 sized engine In this conliguration it is aerobatic and responsive.
KIWI
We're all sport fliers at heart and this is a great model for Sunday sessions. Does well 
on wheels, floats, or skis Big control surfaces for lull aerobatic performance. You name 
it and the Kiwi can probably do it. And check that price against comparable models of 
other companies. A bargain without any shortcuts Engine 15

Wing Span: 36"
4 Channel Radio

$19.95

Designed by

Designed by - BRAD SHEPPARD
KIT RC-40

ODGDQDII3I1BII2 □□ $34.95

DOQDRflDKIBtS

$52.50
Engine: .35 - 45 
Wing Span: 54" 
4 Channel Radio D3D\357D

KIT RC-42

Designed by · HANK POHIMANN

GET INTO THE AIR FAST WITH A MOLDED FOAM WING DESIGN
The models below come with Sig's own high-density foam wing, formed in one piece, ready to fly. The wing is fuelproof and needs no covering, but can 
be painted if desired. Tails are sheet balsa and fuselages are built up on printed balsa sides in a quick and easy assembly technique. The result is a 
rugged little sportster that can take the hard knocks of Sunday flying. All include the following: Die cut plywood parts, formed aluminum landing 
gear, aluminum motor mounts, nylon control horns, RC links, threaded control rods, molded hinges, hardware pack of screws, blind nuts. etc. and an 
illustrated building and flying instruction book. In addition, the Colt and Klipper have a nose gear, nylon nose gear bearing and nylon steering arm. A 
formed plastic cowl is supplied with the Klipper and Super Sport. Many RC clubs have used this series tor special fun-fly events because of the con
venient size and economical price.

KIT RC-36

$27.95

Engine: .09 -1 5  
Wing Span: 45"
2 - 3 Channel Radio

Engine: .09 -1 5  
Wing Span: 45"
2 - 3 Channel Radio

DStLDCPEPBLS

KIT RC-43

$27.95

Designed by - CLAUDE McCULLOUGH

Every designer has favorite outline shapes and some of the familiar lines of the Kadet 
and Komander are mixed together in this model Steerable nose wheel

Engine: .09 -.15 
Wing Span: 45"
2 - 3 Channel Radio

Designed by JEFF FOLEY

•  ©GDCLTF
This scale-like (sorta-Cessna) little gem is an ideal subject to paint in lull size color 
schemes. Inspiration can be found at any airport or in aviation magazines

$26.95
Designed by MIKE GRETZ

SQDCPBtH ©[PCDBiU
Clean and simple lines characterize this functional design. That approach makes it a 
snap to built and the wing loading can be kept to the lowest possible minimum.

Engine: 09 - .1Í 
Wing Span: 45"
2 - 3 Channel Radio

KIT RC 45

$26.95

Designed by MIKE GRETZ

SGBZÄXRflCP
Remember the lightplanes of Aviation's Golden Age · the Cub, Champ. Taylorcraft. etc 
The Scamp is reminiscent ot several of those classic lightplanes of the 1930's and 40's

See your dealer first! To order direct, add  $1 postage under $10, postage free over $10. No C.O.D. 
Send $ 2 .0 0  fo r latest cata log  o f kits , accessories and supplies by SIG and o ther m a jo r com panies.

SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC...........Montezuma, IA 50171
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CURSE YOU, FRANK ZAIC!!
The other day we receive a small 

package from Frank Zaic. Actually, it was 
in the pile of mail that had accumulated 
while we were visiting our Mom in 
Sarasota, Florida. The unfair part of it was 
that there was no warning about the 
contents. When we opened it, out 
popped a half-inch thick, 5 by 7 book 
with the telltale orange-red cover. 
Before we knew it, we were hopelessly 
entangled in a "new reprint" of model 
aeronautica that boggles the mind. The 
cover simply reads “ 1934 Junior Aero
nautics Yearbook,”  but again, without 
warning, Frank Zaic has loaded the book 
with a bunch of nostalgic reprint ringers; 
1935 catalog of special indoor supplies, 
1938 JASCO catalog, JASCO Catalog and 
Flandbook No. 7, the JASCO Story, a 
series of plans prepared in 1939 but 
never published (how about Pete Bow
er's "Rebel” and a 33-inch span Udet’s 
Flamingo for the Brat engine!), reprints 
of the first two issues (June 1936 and 
August 1936) of Model Aviation, and a 
complete rundown of the 1936 Nats 
including a listing of all placings of all 
contestants.

If you should be careless enough to 
send Frank $5.50, at Box 135, Northridge, 
CA 91324, then be prepared to blow 
many pleasant hours of reading, study
ing plans, and reminiscing through a 
catalog showing a "Thermic 72”  for 
$2.50, Mighty Atom for $12.50, ‘D’-cell 
batteries for 10 cents, Μ & M gas model 
wheels in pairs from 90 cents to $2.75 
(4-1/2 inch diameter).

This book contains more of the basics 
of model building, crowded into one 
lump, than any publication we have 
seen in many years. The original Hand
book was the bible by which we learned 
model building. It still seems to say it 
better than anything we’ve seen before 
or since.

WARREN G. HITCHCOX

FLIGHT COMPLETE
It is with great personal sadness that 

we must announce the passing of War
ren G. Hitchcox, 56, of Oakville, On
tario, Canada. President of Canada's 
"AM A,”  the Model Aircraft Association 
of Canada (MAAC) for the past nine 
years, he died of a heart attack early 
Sunday morning, February 15, 1981, in 
Oakville, where the Annual General 
Meeting Conference of MAAC was 
being held. All 12 of the delegates from 
across Canada had gathered here to 
discuss the 1981 agenda. Warren was 
planning to retire from the Presidency in 
1981.

We first met Warren and Shirley, his 
wife, at one of the early Buffalo, New 
York R/C symposiums in the late ’50s 
and early '60s, and have continued our 
friendship through repeated get-to 
gethers at nearly every major model 
aircraft function ever since. As an avid

and skilled pattern flier, he frequently 
represented Canada as a member of its 
aerobatic R/C team, and this writer, as a 
judge or chief judge at the world cham
pionships on five occasions, repeatedly 
met him on a "business” basis as judge 
and competitor. Warren was a serious 
and dedicated modeler who certainly 
paid his dues to the sport as its leader in 
Canada, yet he and Shirley were always 
right in the middle of things when it 
came to the social side of the hobby. 
Their presence at any gathering always 
brightened the proceedings.

On the flying field, Warren was an 
intense competitor who kept officials on 
their toes, yet not so intense that he 
could not have his “ Coolie,”  Shirley, at 
his side as chief mechanic, caller, and 
plane wiper-offer. Theirs has been a 
close relationship that many others 
envied, and we wish Shirley all the best 
in adjusting to her new world.

THOSE LIBERTY SPORT COWLS
The first shipment of white gel-coated 

fiberglass cowls for the 3-1/4 inch scale 
Liberty Sport, featured in our February 
’81 issue, have just arrived from Zim
babwe (Rhodesia). To save trouble and 
expense to individual buyers, we have 
agreed to act as a go-between for Roger 
Stern, who designed the Liberty, and 
Dennis Hunt, both from Southern Cross 
Hobby House, in Salisbury, who pro
duced the cowls. The price, including 
handling and Parcel Post shipment to 
anywhere in the U.S.A., has been set at 
$19.95. Notice has already gone out to 
those who expressed a desire to obtain a 
cowl, when purchasing plans, and unless 
a few of those have changed their minds,

the first shipment is just about all been 
spoken for. However, a follow-up ship
ment is expected within a few weeks.

Incidentally, one of those interested 
in purchasing a cowl is Orval Lloyd, 
builder of the full-size prototype Liberty 
Sport. In case you don’t know, Orval’s 
brother, Liberty Ray, did most of the 
design work on the aircraft, so Orval 
named it after him.

The April 1970 issue of Air Progress 
and the May 1967 issue of Air-Britain 
Digest both carried interesting stories 
about this aircraft. Orval sent copies of 
both of these to us so we could forward 
them to Roger Stern. Of particular

Continued on page 102
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OVER THE COUNTER

"Eaglet 50". R/C trainer and sport model fo r .09 to .20 engines, and 2 to 4-Channel radio, from  
Carl Goldberg Models, Inc.

A l l  m a te ria l pu b lished  in "O ver the  C o u n te r"  
is q u o te d  o r paraphrased from  press releases 
fu rn ished b y  the  m anufacturers a n d /o r the ir 
advertis ing agencies, unless otherw ise speci
fied. The review  a n d /o r descrip tion  o f any  
p ro d u c t b y  R /C M B  does no t co n s titu te  an 
endorsem ent o f  tha t p roduct, n o ’  a ny assur
ance as to  its  safe ty or perform ance by  
R /C M B

•  From Airborne Mfg., comes the Juno, 
Bill Werage’s latest design that helped 
him qualify as a team member, repre
senting the United States in the 1980 
World U/C Championships. In deluxe 
form , featuring a 56-inch wingspan, 
flying weight of 52 ounces and requiring 
a .40 to .46 engine, each kit contains 
select, sawn and sanded premium balsa 
wood, pre-formed landing gear and 
canopy, wing building jig, step-by-step 
instructions, including photographs, 
along with Bill’s tips on trimming and 
flying. Each kit is serialized and signed 
personally by Bill, two-times World 
Champion and four-times National 
Champion. Satisfaction is guaranteed. 
Order from Airborne Mfg., P.O. Box 
113, Sagamore Hills, OH 44067. Price is 
$59.95, Ohioans add 4% sales tax.

★ ★ ★

Balsa U.S.A. is proud to announce the 
release of its new 1/3-scale Flybaby 
biplane. The kit is a Stand-off Scale 
model of the famous Peter Bowers- 
designed homebuilt. All outlines, rib 
spacing, etc., are to scale. A scale three- 
view is included along with full-size 
rolled plans, formed ABS cowl, formed 
wire parts, cable and cable ends, turn- 
buckles, rubber cockpit padding, decals, 
complete instructions and photos, and 
complete hardware, except for hinges. 
The kit is all AAA balsa and plywood, and

has no foam parts. Wingspan is 88 inches 
and flying weight is listed at 19 pounds, 
making it ideal for such engines as the 
Quadra or Fox Twin. The kit is priced at 
$99.95, or $183.95 with Quadra engine, 
plus $1 for handling. Available direct 
from Balsa USA Co., Inc., P.O. Box 164, 
Marinette, Wl 54143, or phone (906) 
863-6421.

★ ★ ★
To be seen at Toledo is another biggie 

for bipe lovers, the Stearman PT-17, in 
1/4-scale. Richard Barron, of Barron’s

RS-21 (right) and RS-23 (left) servos, from  Royal Electronics. Ball/Clevis strip aileron set, by Bob M artin R/C Models.

The "M an tis", .40-powered R/C helicopter by American R/C Heli
copters, Inc. Price is low $149.00.

Ready-to-run No. 100-SX 1/12-scale electric car by Leisure Elec
tronics.
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Adjustable 9 to  13 volts O.C. power supply 
from  Leisure Electronics.

Scale Classics, indicates that his plan set 
is designed for Sport Scale, but it is 100% 
scale outline, with scale a irfo il, rib 
spacing and fuselage structure, utilizing 
wooden dowels to simulate the tubing 
structure of the real aircraft. Shock 
absorbing landing gear and sprung, 
steerable, and full-swiveling tail wheel 
are shown on the four full-size sheets, 
plus a step-by-step construction manual. 
The plan set is priced in the $25 to $30 
range, plus postage. For complete in
formation, send $1 to Barron’s Scale 
Classics, 1213 Holly Spring Ln., Grand 
Blanc, Ml 48439.

★ ★ ★
Received recently was Sig's newest 

catalog, »42, affectionately called the 
model builder’s "Wish Book." Thou
sands of items are described and pic
tured. Kits, engines, R/C equipment, 
accessories, balsa, plywood, glue, dope, 
and covering materials, are among the 
many items listed that cover R/C, U/C, 
F/F, gas and rubber, Super Scale and 
Sport Scale, electric power, and sail-

MRC-Tamiya 1200 mah nickel cadmium bat
tery pack.

planes. Pick up a copy at your dealer, or 
send $2 to Sig Mfg. Co., Inc., 401 S. Front, 
Montezuma, IA 50171.

★ ★ ★
AJ’s Division of TWINN-K Inc. has just 

released its 1981 decal line. The six-color 
sponsor sheet is available in HO, slot, 
and fuel-proof R/C scales, while the 
contemporary number sheet is available 
in HO, 1/32, 1/24, 1/12, and fuel-proof 
1/8-scale sizes. Separate decal sheets, 
co n ta in in g  its tradem arks; AJ's, 
TWINN-K, and Glo-Bee are available. In 
addition, they have a logo decal sheet 
illustrating a Glo-Bee driving a race car 
equipped with AJ’s White Dot tires. 
When you need decals, for any scale, 
contact TWINN-K, P.O. Box 31228, 
Indianapolis, IN 46231.

★ ★ ★
In response to numerous requests, 

Dynamic Model Products has updated

Laser 200 drawings from  Repla-Tech.

its 43-inch harbor tug hull with a molded- 
in rub rail. Full size plans of a 1/2-inch 
scale replica of a typical harbor tub of 
the ’30s and ’40s are now included with 
each hull. This one-piece, hand laid hull, 
w ith a beam of 10 inches, is strong 
enough that no bulkheads are required. 
This allows the entire underdeck area to 
be available for installation of electricor 
steam propulsion systems.

Price of the 43-inch harbor tug hull, 
with plans, is $124.95 FOB. A 36-page 
catalog and manual listing 20 other 
fiberglass hulls, kits, and accessories is 
available for $2, sent first class mail, 
refundable on your first order. Write to

The "Rascal", tunnel hull boat fo r the 3.5cc outboard engine, by Quarter-scale Unlim ited, by J-5 Enterprises. Can use Quadra.
Glen Spickler Radiomodels.
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Seagoing Tug Thor 4, from  Curcao Modelbouw. Decals by TWINIM-K.
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Pete Bowers' Flybaby biplane in 1/3-scale, from  Balsa USA.

Dynamic Model Products, Inc., Drawer 
C, Port Jefferson Station, New York, NY 
11776, or call (516) 928-8200.

★ ★ ★
The RS-21 and RS-23 servos, by Royal 

Electronics, now in quantity production, 
are available with proper connectors 
and amplifiers to work with Royal, Kraft 
C, and Kraft Sport A series, EK Logitrol, 
Futaba, Cox/Sanwa, Ace (deans 3-pin) 
World 3-pin, and Hobby Shack Radios. 
They are also available without connec
tor. Featuring the NE544 servo IC plus

two external motor driver transistors, 
high quality 5-pole motor, heavy-duty 
gear train and external centering, both 
servos have a full range of servo mount
ing trays available. The RS-23, smaller of 
the two, is recommended for 1/12-scale 
cars, sailplanes, and small sport planes. 
The RS-23 is capable of controlling 60- 
sized models, but Tech R/C by Royal 
recommends the RS-21 if you only fly 
large models. The RS-21 with connector 
lists for $19.95, while the RS-23 with 
connector lists for $24.95. For more

Dynamic Model Products' updated 43-inch Harbor Tug hull w ith  molded-in rub rail.

Modeler’s Mansion brings back the Jim Walker 
Fireball.

information, see your dealer or contact 
Royal Electronics, 3535 S. Irving St., 
Englewood, CO 80110, or call (303) 
761-5960.

★ ★ *
MRC announces the Young Star 

Glider, a new performance oriented 
2-channel kit at a suggested retail price 
of $49.95. The 31-inch fuselage comes in 
one piece, and the wing goes together 
with just two precisely molded pieces, in 
this simple-to-assemble kit. All hard
ware, including a built-in tow hook, 
hinges, control horns, pushrods, tire, 
canopy, decals, and instructions, are 
included. Unlike most conventional 
glider kits, this one comes with a .049 
size engine pod (engine not included). 
For additional information on the Young 
Star glider, we suggest you see your 
dealer or contact Model Rectifier Corp., 
2500 Woodbridge Ave., Edison, NJ 08817.

★ ★ ★
For those who are on the lookout for 

additional scale info, Repla-Tech has 
added the Bjorn Karlström and the MAP 
(Model and Allied Publications, Ltd.) 
plans lists to its own high quality docu
mentation. Repla-Tech’s four-view  
drawings on two sheets, each 17 by 22 
inches, are profuse with details and 
cross-sections; really do justice to Gene 
Soucy’s Christen Eagle 1. “ REPLA- 
SKETCH,” a 48-page booklet, filled with 
detailed drawings, photos, and history 
of aerobatic aircraft, such as the Zlin Z- 
50-LS, the Laser 200, and the Stephen
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By DICK HANSON . . . Part 13: The Avalanche and the Figure M with 1/4-Rolls.

•  This is the 3rd article dealing with 
Masters Class maneuvers. . .  the Febru
ary issue did not include our column 
(due to our missing the publication 
deadline).

We attended the Las Vegas Tourna
ment of Champions last fall. This event is 
probably the best thing that ever hap
pened to advance the state of the art.

If watching the models designed for 
the "Vegas”  doesn’t convince you that 
smooth and slow flying works, then 
there’s no hope. The models were the 
best ideas from 1/4-scale, pattern, and 
full scale, all blended to produce the 
most "flyable”  R/C ships we’ve seen. 
They were not cheap, and for many fliers 
will remain only a wish. One thing was 
evident, M onokote sales must have 
doubled last year, judging from the 
acres used on the entries.

Our present 825 sq. inch model was an 
outgrowth of a plane we worked on for 
the previous tournament, and the re
sults have been quite good. I expect to 
see more changes in design as a resultof 
this last event.

Now on to the practice field. We’re 
going to review the Avalanche and the 
Figure M with 1 /4-rolIs.

The Avalanche is simply an inside loop 
with a snap roll on top. The rule book is 
hazy on which snap to use (inside or 
outside), in as much as the snap starts 
from the inverted position, and a “ nose 
high attitude'’ dictates an outside (down 
elevator) snap. We have been using an 
inside (up elevator snap) and getting 
scored, so. . . .

As you might suspect, the charac
teristics that allow good snaps can cause

a model to be spooky . . .  a hi-lo-rate 
control is a real asset here. Also, the 
airspeed at which the snap starts will 
greatly dictate how violent the snap will 
be.

If the control throws are not properly 
matched, the snap will cause a heading 
change. Typically, if the roll starts before 
the nose pitches, the snap will complete 
on a new heading. Sometimes simply 
increasing elevator throw will correct 
things. I have seen a popular .40-size 
sport design which w ill snap nicely 
w ithout doing anything other than 
abruptly hitting full “ up.”  The most 
predictable snaps are usually done at a 
fairly slow speed with lots of control 
surface throw. If possible, try to make 
the snap stop short and complete the 
roll using aileron. This only works with a 
slow snap and goes like this; hit full 
elevator and rudder simultaneously and 
instantly add aileron. Release elevator 
and rudder and then release aileron. 
This may not work on your particular 
plane but it does prevent overshooting 
the roll on some birds.

The position of the maneuver is the 
same as used for any loops . . . dead 
center and full frame if possible.

A typical sequence goes like this; 
enter the frame at about 50-foot alti
tude. Call the maneuver about one 
second before reaching center frame 
and pull up into almost a half-loop and 
hit the snap. You may find it desirable to 
momentarily chop the throttle as you 
execute the snap. This is occasionally 
helpful. As soon as the snap is com
pleted, re-establish heading and com
plete the loop.

And now the Figure M with Ί /4-rolls. 
This maneuver is a kissin’ cousin to the M 
with half-rolls described a few months 
ago. The changes are only in the 1/4-roll 
and the obvious need to stall turn in the 
same direction each time.

The rule book calls out the down
grades a little bit inconsistently but I’m 
certain our rules committee will clear up 
the details.

When you enter the frame for this 
maneuver, call the start early enough to 
allow for the two stall turns which are 
now aligned with the original direction 
of flight. The sequence requires roughly 
twice the frame space as used for the M 
with 1/2 roll.

Let’s do one noting the typical errors...
Enter the frame at approximately 50- 

foot altitude and call start. One second 
later pull up and establish the vertical 
heading . .  . ro ll 1/4 turn (90°), re
establish vertical heading if required. 
Cut throttle to high idle and execute 
180° turn. Establish vertical dive then roll 
90°. Re-establish vertical heading if 
required, push through 1/2 outside 
loop and repeat rolls and turns exactly as 
described. Like it or not, you have only 
300 feet of altitude in which to complete 
the exercise.

If you are fly ing  a design which 
changes in pitch after a vertical heading 
is established, you should attempt to 
m inim ize this problem by balance 
(usually the plane is noseheavy) or by 
adding downthrust, by raising the en
gine relative to the wing, or by adding 
drag below the wing (use some big 
wheels and leave the gear down).

As we’ve m entioned before, the 
model should trim to fly almost handsoff 
in any attitude for at least a moment or 
two. If your pattern ship has all the drag 
above the wing and the thrust line is very 
low, you will almost certainly experience 
a definite climbing (up pitch tendency) 
as the engine speed increases.

It’s impossible to come up with a truly 
neutral design which doesn’t change 
trim  requirements from upright to 
inverted or vertical, but I hope no one 
gives up trying.

The March '81 issue of Model Builder 
included an article by Editor Bill North
rop noting pattern rules proposals 
which had been selected for voting. I 
was sorry to see the proposal for FAI 
rules go down but perhaps it will be 
more appealing the next time i t ’s 
brought up. The Rules Committee does 
an excellent job of reviewing the many 
proposed and required changes, and we 
offer our personal thanks for their 
efforts. ·

NOTE DESCREPANCY W ITH RULES ILLU STR ATIO N  ON pg. 42!
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Beautiful shot, by M onty Groves, of our " I  to  I"  R/C Scale columnists Hiperbipe, taken at the 
Scale '80" O ttowa, 1980 World Championships.

•  What’s the hardest time? The tick-tock 
chimes and another hour bites the dust. 
The article won’t finish itself and the 
model sits on the workbench in its not- 
quite-all-together state. Blank pages and 
a flat gray colored balsa form waiting to 
be transformed into a living, breathing 
entity.

Each person has his own Waterloo 
when it comes to completing a model. I 
never can wait to dive into an airframe. 
The pieces seem to flow together into a 
meaningful whole at a rapid rate, but 
when I reach that finishing stage, oh, 
how the time drags. It always seems that 
if something is going to go wrong, it is 
during the finishing stages.

What is your general attack plan on a 
model? It pays to give it some critical 
thought. Granted, if you are building a 
kit, the manufacturers more often than 
not will provide the order for you. Some 
manufacturers will provide a detailed 
manual for you to follow. If it is one of 
your earlier efforts you would be well 
advised to follow the lead given you. 
Very often certain steps are quite depen
dent on earlier ones and serious building 
problems can develop if the proper 
order is not followed.

The two varieties used for directions 
consist of the super plan sheets that 
detail critical steps or the supplemental 
book. In some cases you will find a 
combination of both. The use of photos 
can be most helpful, especially if there 
are difficult curves and joining panel 
lines to duplicate.

When it comes to a scratch-built task, 
the decision becomes yours. Consider it 
carefully. Special consideration can 
include many things, but for a start, plan 
ahead on the following:

If the elevator-rudder linkages are to 
be enclosed, either plan a method of 
getting to them later or have them 
completely hooked up prior to final 
sheeting. Be especially careful if some 
soldering is involved, since balsa chars 
rather easily.

Don’t forget items such as blind nuts 
for the motor mounts, nose gear, etc., 
that may become boxed in and difficult 
to see if the nose section is completely 
finished off. The same might be true for 
fitting or even putting in a fuel tank. 
Don’t forget to fuel-proof that area with 
epoxy or resin before it is buttoned up.

If you have retracts to worry about, 
remember to work out the linkage or air 
line passageways in the wing. As I am 
building, I use sections of plastic push- 
rod outer housing to work into the 
structure as guides for such items later, 
after the wing is closed up with sheeting. 
The air lines, for instance, can easily be 
pushed through later on. In a twin, you 
might find the same process helpful for 
routing flexible cables for throttle link
ages.

One pre-planning aspect that drives 
some to a great state of stress is what to 
do with the hinge situation. In a well 
finished scale subject, the individual 
most often wishes to install the ailerons, 
etc., after the painting,etc. Thedifficulty 
becomes the pinning of the hinges or at

least gluing them in without creating a 
mess. You’ll find several methodscasting 
about that enable you to do this job, 
however. I have, on several scale sub
jects, used Robarts hinges and had very 
little problem. Since the hinging point 
was recessed into the movable surface, I 
installed them in that surface before 
covering. Following this, when I was 
ready to install them to the stationary 
surface, I pushed epoxy into the hole 
with wire. Then a thin coat was placed 
on the hinge itself and the surface put in 
place. Since the movable portion of the 
joint was recessed in the surface already 
attached, I encountered no problem in 
gluing the hinge shut. (Did anybody 
follow that? wen)

There are many problems to think 
ahead on in regard to building. We can 
be thankful that so many of the kit 
manufacturers have done such an effec
tive job in researching and providing 
instruction in assembly. It still behooves 
you to break from the building every day 
or so to check where you are and where 
you are going next. Ungluing just ain’t 
fun!
Letters and Stuff

I received a letter recently that I must 
share with you. It came from an old (?) 
friend, Charles O’Donnell, from Bloom
ington, Illinois. Many of you will remem
ber Charles from the Nats, vintage early

1970’s, as a judge, etc. Most recently you 
may have read his concerns about the 
rule added to scale requiring the addi
tion of a "dummy” pilot to our models. 
Following some letters during the last 
rules cycle protesting that rule, Charles 
submitted a rules proposal to eliminate 
that rule during the current cycle.

I suspect that printing the letter is 
purely academic at this point, as his 
proposal SC-82-18 was defeated on the 
initial vote, but I want to include it 
because (A) it is interestingly written and 
(B) he has a very good point. Therefore, 
at the risk of his never talking to me 
again . . .
Dear Old Bob,

Sorry I didn't get this to you before the 
preliminary vote, but I was just over
loaded with things to do. You just can't 
realize, until you try it, how much work 
is involved in organizinglynchingparties 
in ten of the eleven districts. And have 
you tried collecting pikes latelyf It’s not 
that people are unwilling to lend them, 
particularly in such a worthy cause, but 
there are not that many suitable ones 
available.

Let me first commend to your atten
tion 5C-82-28, a most interesting pro
posal by a sterling fellow, even if they 
did get his middle initial wrong in Model

Continued on page 72
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You never know what yo u 'll find  next on a backyard picnic table! This tim e it's Walt Winberg's 13-1/2-foot Zeppelin L11. What you 're  looking 
at in the photo weighs only 7 ounces. Finished model w ill weigh 18-1/2 to  19 ounces . . .  less helium, o f course. B

tWORLD by B ILL NORTHROP

•  Over the 10 years that Model Builder 
has been published, one of the most 
popular construction articles presented, 
if full-size plans sales are any indication, 
was the twin-rotor autogyro based on 
the Focke Achgelis FA-61, as designed 
by Skip Ruff, of Taft, California. This 
unusual R/C aircraft, which is quite 
easily built and uncomplicated to fly, has 
turned Skip into somewhat of an inter
national figure. Modelers from all parts 
of the world have written to him to seek

help in trimming the model and/or to 
relate their flying experiences. Some 
have also sent photos of their versions of 
the model, and we’re presenting some 
of them this month. Skip also has some 
added notes:
Dear Bill,

Enclosed are the pictures I mentioned 
to you during our discussion at the (IMS) 
show last month. These are all the 
pictures sent by builders who have 
written to me (usually with problems). I

have included their names and addresses 
on the back of their respective photos. I 
don’t know if any of the photos are 
printable, with the exception of the 
B&W from Sweden, which looks pretty 
good. In addition, I might add that I have 
received letters from England, Ecuador, 
France, Germany, Canada, and Romania, 
plus all over the U.S. The letter from 
Germany was from Hanna Reitsch, the 
famed German test pilot of WW-II, who 
flew the real FA-67. I sent her the issue 
with the construction article and she 
wrote to thank me and to say that she 
had sent the magazine on to Professor 
Focke, who was still alive at the time. I 
believe both are now dead.

Also enclosed is a short article on what 
seems to be the most common problems 
builders are having with their gyros, as 
described in their letters, with what I 
believe to be possible solutions. Also 
enclosed are photos of my latest gyro, 
which kind of go with the article.

Skip Ruff
P.S. All the photos were taken by Al 
Davis.

THE FA-61 IN REVIEW
It has been just over six yearssince the 

article on the FA-61 autogyro was pub
lished, and I still occasionally receive 
letters from builders who have con
structed the model and are having 
problems with it. From all the mail I've 
received, I would have to say that the 
models all appear to be pretty much 
individualistic and require slightly dif
ferent adjustments to make them fly 
properly. It is d ifficu lt to diagnose 
problems without actually observing

R/C MODEL BUILDER

Over 300 feet of surgical silk provides radial bracing inside Walt Winberg's dirigible. W ill use 
Dart diesel fo r power. Whatta project! See text.
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Nicely bu ilt version of Skip Ruff's Focke-Achgelis FA-61 tw in -ro to r autogyro (MB plan No. 4751) by Sten Persson, of Sweden. Original aircraft 
actually a helicopter. Cut-down prop was only fo r cooling front-m ounted engine which drove rotors by shaft and gear transmissions.

This is Skip's latest version o f his original design, powered by a K & B 40 and w ith  constant 2- 
inch chord rotors.

Going to  a tail-dragger landing gear provides a higher angle of attack fo r the rotors, gets them 
tw irling  earlier in the takeoff run.

them, but I have listed what seem to be 
the most numerous, according to my 
mail, with my recommendations.

1. Model will not takeoff: That is a 
simple problem, with several possible 
causes, but it has been a common one in 
my correspondence and usually there 
has not been much else included to 
provide a clue as to why. My first guess 
would be a lack of thrust, but any .29-,40 
engine should fly the model if it is not 
overweight. An extremely nose-heavy 
model w ill certainly not leave the 
ground, but I believe most of the prob
lem would lie with incorrect rotor 
angles. These should be checked and 
rechecked to make sure they corres
pond with the specifications shown in 
the follow-up article in the November 
1977 issue of Model Builder and in
cluded with all plans sold since then. 
(Upon investigation, we find it is possi
ble that not all FA-61 plans shipments 
included the November 77 addendum. 
Anyone desiring a reprint of this adden
dum may obtain a copy by sending us a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope, wen) 
If any of the angles are incorrect, this 
may prevent the rotors from achieving 
the proper rpm.

2. Model lifts off, appears to stall, and 
descends tail-first to the ground: Clear
ly, this is an indication of tail-heaviness. 
When a model is tail-heavy, the elevator 
is required to carry part of the load. The 
autogyro will fly so slowly and at such a 
high angle of attack that, if tail-heavy, 
the elevator can actually stall and allow 
the tail to drop rapidly. If low, the model 
may not recover before striking the 
ground. If in doubt about your model, 
add noseweight. I might add that my 
latest gyro exhibited these same symp
toms and required a C/C move approxi
mately 1/2-inch ahead of that shown on 
the plans. Like I said, individualistic!

3. Tipsy ground handling: If fie ld 
limitations or other reasons prevent you
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B ill Rauch, Crofton, Maryland FA-61. Many builders stayed w ith  
Skip's marking and tr im  scheme.

This one by Lennart Brune, Lafayette H ill, PA. These photos all 
from  color prints, causing poor reproduction.

George T ibbett, Halifax, Nova Scotia bu ilt this one. See te x t fo r 
more hints from  Skip on trim m ing, etc.

Fred Strauss, Washington Township, N.J., to o k  2nd place in Sport 
category at 1978 W RAM'S show w ith  th is orange and white FA-61.

from taking off DIRECTLY into the wind, 
even the slightest breeze, I recommend 
waiting until conditions are better. Any 
crosswind will cause one rotor to speed 
up much sooner than the other, ending 
in a possible rollover. A good modifica
tion is to remove the nose gear, add a 
tail wheel, and move the main gear 
about 7 inches forward. In other words, 
make a tail-dragger out of it. This lowers 
the model and makes it much less tipsy, 
while increasing the ground angle for a 
faster rotor spin-up. Since it is only semi
scale, I don't think it w ill hurt the 
appearance too much.

4. I’ve had several reports, and a first
hand experience with another builder's 
model, of the rotor blades striking the 
booms while in flight. This usually 
happens in turbulence when the blades 
flex up and down. After making sure that 
the rotor hubs are not made out of 
material that is too thin or too soft, 
simply bend more cone angle into the 
blades. The cone angle is not critical to 
stability and is there mainly for clearance.

As I mentioned in the fo llow -up 
article, after checking to make sure that 
the rotors are adjusted as per the plans, 
don't be afraid to use the good old free- 
flight methods of altering the thrust
line, C/C, and elevator incidence to 
achieve the proper flight trim.

The model flies pretty much like a 3- 
channel trainer (although slower), with 
one exception. Climbs and descents are 
controlled much more w ith th ro ttle  
than elevator. Elevator control doesn’t

do much more than change the angle of 
attack, making the model fly somewhat 
slower or faster. In this respect, it is more 
akin to a helicopter. Also try to limit 
rudder throw to 3/4 inch or less (total) to 
prevent over-control.

My latest gyro has a K&B 40, conven
tional gear, and constant 2-inch chord 
rotor blades. It required the previously 
mentioned C/G change and a bit more 
side-thrust to fly properly.

If you still have problems or questions, 
drop me a line, along with a stamped 
and self-addressed envelope. Send to: Dick Tuck, Portsmouth, England, closely fo l

lowed Skip's tr im  and marking scheme.

Yes, it  do f ly !  Skip's new tail-dragger autogyro cruises overhead. T hro ttle  sorta controls a lti
tude; elevator changes a ttitude, slowing or speeding up forward m otion.
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Technopower's 5-cylinder radial on the nose o f Don Adams' 9-foot Dallaire on fly -by . Can be pulled in to  loop from  level fligh t. This is
span Dallaire Sportster. Purrs like a k itten ! proper type o f ship fo r the radial.

Skip Ruff, 128 Lexington St., Taft, CA 
93268.
ONE FOUND, ONE TO CO

On page 12 of the October 78 issue of 
Model Builder, we published two photos 
of the 1951 Selingsgrove (Pennsylvania) 
radio control get-together. One photo 
showed some of the modelers apparent
ly washing up pots and pans after a 
dinner. Those identified included Carl 
Schmaedig, Howard McEntee, Norm 
Tanberg, and Fran McElwee. Two others 
were listed as "unknown."

We have just received a letter from Joe 
Stadelman, of Canton, Ohio, who was 
one of the "unknowns." The photo was 
recently brought to his attention by 
another 1951 Selingsgrove attendee, Jim 
Schenck. Joe, of course, was hoping we 
could send him a copy of the October 
78 issue, and we would have been glad 
to comply, however, that issue happens 
to be one of the few that is completely of 
of stock. We have only the office library 
copies which cannot be released. If 
someone out there has a copy of that 
issue which they can spare, please let us 
know (don't send us the magazine) and 
we will put you in touch with Joe.
R/C LTA

Possibly spurred on by reports of the 
indoor R/C competitions at the IMS 
Pasadena, California model trade shows 
of the past three years, there seems to be 
an increasing amount of interest in LTA 
(Lighter Than Air) models for radio 
control. With the exception of several

Roger Simpson fires up bottom  plugs while 
Don braces model. Plugs can fo u l from  long 
idles, need on-board battery to  cut in at about 
half th ro ttle  , maybe just fo r  bottom  two.

European models, however, most of the 
LTAs have been blimps, i.e., non-rigid 
bags full of lifting gas with gondolas 
suspended underneath. Dirigibles, on 
the other hand, are rigid structures, 
covered with non-airtight fabrics, inside 
of which are containers of lifting gas (of 
course, everyone knows the story of 
helium vs. hydrogen and the famous

Hindenburg tragedy).
Walt Winberg, of Richmond, B.C., 

Canada, who occasionally contributes 
photos of his super-light compressed air 
powered models, has turned his weight
saving talents toward LTA. Photos this 
month show his model of the Zeppelin 
L11. Designed to what he felt was the 
minimum size to carry a Cannon Miro 
radio and a Dart Diesel, the model is 
13-1/2 feet long and just under 20 inches 
in diameter.

Continued on page 100

Ye Editor fin a lly  flies fu ll house after about 
8-year drought. Back to  peak (?) after 5 m in
utes on FB-100 and JR FM 6-meters. Product 
reviews coming on both.

Interesting canard design by Skip R uff (He sure enjoys staying out of the ru t!)  is based on Ace foam wings, is extremely stable and easy to fly . 
Construction article coming.
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The L-13J version of the Blaník. In this powered configuration, the 
model could be entered in Sport or Precision Scale.

The L-13 w ith  Fowler-like flaps extended. These are not detailed on 
plans, though enough in fo  is given fo r scratch building.

BLANÍK L-I3
By L. HOUHA . . . We saw this model as published in the Czechoslovakian model magazine MODELAR and 
had to have it. The plans and original photos were furnished by MODELAR's editor, Vladimir Hadac, and 
the text was translated by Jiri Havel. We tried not to change the character of expression when proof reading.

•  The Blanik glider is one of the most 
popular Czechoslovakian aircraft. Its 
creation started in 1953, and the first test 
flight of the prototype was performed in 
the spring of 1956. Since that time, it has 
been used on many airfields of the 
Czechoslovakian Svazavm aerocluband 
in many other countries of the world.

Bottom  view o f wing panel shows spoiler and 
flap extended. Flap runs out on track at each 
end. Spoilerstop and bottom .

and serves for basic training as well as for 
contest flying. It has been used to 
achieve some outstanding performances 
in Czechoslovakia and even abroad, and 
is a holder of Czechoslovakian and 
world records. It holds an unofficial 
world record in total number of pro
duced gliders, which is now over 2500, 
and another world record in the time of 
production. It is a really unique success 
which is a credit to its outstanding 
quality of construction.

Blanik is a double-seat, all-metal 
glider with classic tail surfaces, and a 
wing with negative arrow (swept for
ward) shape. Wingspan is 16.2 metres, 
length is 8.4 metres. The Czechoslo
vakian version, with additional engine, is 
equipped with a three-cylinder JAWA 
M 150 engine placed on a pylon above 
the fuselage. Detailed technical specifi
cations, drawings in scale 1:50, and 
photographs of both versions of the 
Blanik glider can be found in Modelář

W ith one wing removed, the various contro l linkages are displayed. Note that prim ary support 
jo iner is fla t spring steel. Mold w ill have to  be carved to  fo rm  canopy unless a stock item can 
be found to suit.
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magazines No. 12/1962, No. 10/1969, 
and No. 2/1979.

The Model Blanik is designed as a 1:5 
scale model. Both halves of the wing and 
elevator surfaces are removable from 
the fuselage, as well as the pylon for the 
engine. The interior of the cockpit is not 
equipped in detail with scale instrumen
tation, the wheel is not retractable, and 
even the lift flaps are not functional 
because their efficiency on the model is 
not too remarkable. For those who wish 
to equip the model with flaps, there is a 
shape of flaps and their extended posi
tion shown on the drawings. The wheel 
is shown in its retracted position be
cause the visible part of it is quite 
enough for landing.

Prototype of the model has been 
constructed and tested by Mr. L. Houha, 
and the latest version of the drawing has 
been issued on the basis of his experi
ences.

For control of the model, four-chan
nel R/C equipment is required (the 
prototype used Varioprop). You will not 
find the placing of servos, receiver, and 
batteries on the drawing, because it 
depends on the type of radio which 
would be used. Having this in mind, it is 
necessary (before starting the construc
tion) to decide about the placing of all 
R/C parts and to check the movement of 
servos in comparison with the length of 
control arms to assure required move
ment of control surfaces.

The Blanik is quite a complicated 
model, suitable just for experienced 
modelers. Its construction  w ithou t 
previous experience with similar larger 
models is risky, and could waste your 
time and material. (Put differently, but 
nevertheless right to the point, wen)

There are two versions of the model 
on the drawings and described in the 
construction guide. First one is the 
classic glider with marking L-13, second 
one is the glider with additional engine 
on the pylon, and bears marking L-13J. 
CONSTRUCTION

Before starting construction of the 
model Blanik, it is recommended to 
study the drawings and construction 
guide carefully. Pay attention to con
struction itself, and as well, to all the 
construction materials, which have to be 
first class quality. If you should decide to 
build a precision scale model with all 
construction details, you would first of 
all need to collect the additional draw
ings and photographs for one particular 
full scale aircraft and fulfill all missing 
details into the construction drawings of 
the model. Some changes of the draw
ings could even be caused by the type of 
R/C equipment used.
WING

The wing is composed of two panels 
which are connected to the fuselage by 
means of metal couplers, inserted into 
pockets in the wing and fuselage. The 
position of both wing halves is assured 
by wooden locator tabs in the fore 
and aft parts of the root rib. It is neces
sary to pay attention to symmetrical 
alignment of both wing halves and the 
shape of the airfoil must be maintained,

because only with the proper airfoil will 
the wing have the expected perfor
mance.

The assembly of the wing has to be 
done on a truly flat board and directly 
over the drawings. Before starting the 
assembly, it is necessary to prepare the 
shims which are used to achieve the 
right shape of the wing and their sizes 
are possible to see from the cross- 
sections through ribs K1 and K17. The 
root rib is NACA 63A612, the tip one is 
NACA 63A608 (see Modelar No. 9/1975).

Before starting the assembly of the 
wing, the main spar (K19) has to be 
prepared. It has to be thinner starting 
from K10 to the tip of the wing, and in 
the root part it must be reinforced by 
means of K20, K21, and strips K22. The 
“ pocket”  for metal couplers K81 is 
created by parts K23, K24, and K25; all 
have to be glued by epoxy.

The assembly itself is normal. All 
needed shims have to be placed on the 
drawing, part K19 over them, as well as 
parts K26and K27 (together with aileron, 
do not cut it now). Step-by-step, insert 
and glue all ribs K1 through K18, top 
strip K26 and parts K28 and K29. Apply 
reinforcing parts K30, holders (K31 and 
K32) for control arms, reinforcing K33 
for hinges of ailerons, parts K34 for ribs 
K1, K4, and K8, tongues K35 with K36and 
corner reinforcing K37. Attach mecha
nism arms K38 and K39, insert rod K40 
with wire ends K41 and rod K42. and fix 
their position by soldering of washers 
K43. Insert bar K44 with bearings K45 
(glue them into the rib by epoxy), solder 
the positioners K46 and arm K47 for 
spoilers (care about its position!). After

Plans on next two pages.
Text continues on page 80
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Hugh Garlock bu ilt "Lady Helen" using our Plan No. 9783. Though not mentioned in text, plans must have been modified, as boat is seven inches 
longer than the original. Hull is mahogany planked, deck is alternate teak and mahogany. Twin-cylinder steam power by Saito.

the MODEL SHIPYARD
By HUGH GARLOCK . . . We're still trying to get a regular feature going on this phase of the model boating 
hobby, without much luck. The author shows us what he's been doing. Any others out there care to report?

•  The R/C Steam Launch was scratch 
built from plan No. 9783 purchased from 
Model Builder magazine. The launch 
was designed and drawn by Kilburn 
Adams, with whom I have since had the 
pleasure of corresponding and com
paring notes.

The hull is built upside down in a 
building board. I used 3/4-inch particle 
board for rigidity, braced each form with 
three braces each for accuracy, and used 
twelve equally-spaced cup hooks on 
each side of the building board, to

gether with over-sized rubber bands 
(1/8 sq. by 6-inch loop) to hold planking. 
In most cases, the rubber bands will 
prove far superior to any kind of clamps, 
in that they don't damage or indent 
other planks, and they pull a plank 
toward the last plank laid andagainst the 
frame at the same time. Each plank 
requires about 8 rubber bands, hooked 
to the opposite side of the board, for 
wet form ing, measuring, drying or 
g lu in g . The p lank ing  is e n tire ly  
mahogany, 1/8 x 1/4, with sides beveled

7 degrees each to eliminate exterior 
cracks when forming around the radius 
of the forms. The decks are planked in 
alternating teak and mahogany, over 
1/8-inch aircraft plywood. Instead of. 
using fringe on the canopy, I chose to 
make a pattern after forming the canopy 
and making a solid, one-piece skirt, with 
one groove inside to receive the 1/16 
canopy roof, and two grooves outside 
for ornament.

The tw in-cy linder steam engine, 
boiler, alcohol burner, and optional 
smoke pot are all made by Saito and 
perform very well. They provide about 
twenty minutes running time. Sound is 
very realistic.

There is not one drop of paint on the 
entire model. The hull,deck and canopy 
have about 18 to 20 coats of clear epoxy, 
hand scraped with a single-edge razor 
blade.

All steam plumbing was done with 
1/8-inch taper thread pipe and pipe 
fittings, available from Coles’ Power 
Models, Box 788, Ventura, CA 93001.

All fittings and pipe are polished brass 
lacquered. All radio controls are con
cealed under the rear seat or under the 
floor. Three of the canopy support posts 
are hollow, and contain the light leads 
and radio antenna wire. Canopy is easily 
removed.

Remote control functions:
1. Right and left steering.
2. Forward and reverse engine, plus 

neutral.
Mahogany planking job was eased by using long rubber bands stretched across hooks on bu ild 
ing board. They hold planks on forms, also pull them up tigh t against previous plank.
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In terio r o f Hugh's Harbor Tug is really loaded w ith  operational goodies. Note ship's bell. Basic 
boat is a Hartman R/C Fiberglass unit. We're not sure if  they're  s till available.

3. Proportional speed, both direc
tions.

4. Steam whistle.
5. Canopy lights (under canopy).
6. Red and green running lights.
7. Searchlight.
The launch handles very well, en

hanced by the proportional speed. Total 
building time in hours is unknown, but 
about one year of spare time went into 
the building. Needless to say, the one 
criteria is patience and planning ahead 
of each operation. I am very fortunate in 
having the use of a private lagoon on a 
weedless lawn about two city blocks 
long, with no weeds or algae. It is just 
outside of the city and traffic free, where 
my wife and I have enjoyed many hours 
of model boating.

★ ★ ★

This tug was taken from a Harbor Tug 
in the Los Angeles area named the 
“ Douglas Greg.”  It is an R/Centhusiast’s 
dream in the large number of remote 
functions that can be employed with 
practical realism in one model. Having 
been into radio control since the early 
days of home-built single-channel trans
mitters and receivers, this model holds 
more interest with the general public 
than any other I have built.

Basic fiberglass hull, deck, super 
structure blanks and lead crew figures 
castings, were purchased from Hartman 
R/C Fibreglass, 233 Melrose St., Argenta, 
IL 62501. The parts obtained from Hart
man are well madeand will machine to a 
good fit. Plan drawings are well detailed. 

Remote Control Functions:
1. Full proportional forward and

Here's Hugh w ith  the "Indefa tigab le". It's 
48 inches long, 13 inches across the beam, and 
weighs almost 40 pounds.

reverse speed plus neutral.
2. Full proportional steering.
3. Striking ship’s bell.
4. Motorized Radar antenna and RDF 

radio loop.
5. Electronic siren, whooper or con

ventional.
6. Real twin air horns.
7. Fire monitor (or water cannon) 

shoots 1/8-inch stream of water about 
20 feet.

8. Red and green running lights.
9. Five running lights on the mast, 

electronic flashing strobe light.
10. Cabin lights(4),gangwaylights(4).
11. Search light ana two work lights.
There are nine crewmen, including

cabin boy with dog. The model took 
about four months of spare time, total 
hours unknown but very rewarding.

The tug is mostly 12-volt DC, with two 
Astra 12-volt Gel-Cell batteries in para
llel to provide 10 amps. Motorized radar 
and radio loop operate in a 4-volt tap off

Continued on page 99

Two close-up photos o f the prototype Thor 4, which is being produced in k it fo rm  by Curacao Modelbouw, Curacao, Netherland Antilles (Car
ibbean). A seagoing tugboat scale model, it's  about 25 inches long, uses two-channel radio. Lots o f nice detail.
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Apply decals and stick-back mylar in  similar manner. Decals slip o ff  Once in position, remove moisture from  under decal or sticky mylar
paper backing after soaking. S ticky mylar is slid into position on using absorbent material; stroke from  center outward, forcing out
detergent/water m ix. a ir bubbles.

M 4R  I  G ?  for M O © E  S
By GEORGE A. WILSON, Jr. . . .  A phase of model building not often covered in detail, this is the first of 
two parts on the subject. Next month we'll present a summary of marking rules plus letter/number patterns.

INTRODUCTION
This article is specifically concerned 

with identification numbers and letters. 
However, the techniques discussed are 
equally useful in applying other decora
tive markings that you may choose for 
your model. The article describes 
methods of applying letters and num
bers but will not attempt to cover color 
choices. A fine source of information on 
the latter subject is Bob Lopshire’s book 
Radio Control of Miniature Aircraft. 
Although primarily for the sport flyer, 
the article w ill be of help to scale 
builders also. However, the marking 
problems of the scale builder are most 
often unique to the particular aircraft he 
is building and, therefore, most difficult 
to handle in a general article.

Like most things, with a little study and 
experience, the problems of applying 
numbers, letters, and other markings 
become relatively simple. From a realism 
standpoint and for just plain improved

appearance, the addition of these details 
are well worth the effort.

This article is in two parts. The first is 
on the techniques of applying markings 
and the second covers the construction 
of the two basic letter/number sets that

are most popular in aircraft markings. 
PART I

TECHNIQUES OF APPLYING 
MARKINGS

There are two basic techniques for 
applying markings: (1) the use of appli-

Protect decals and stick-ons from  fuel w ith  a clear coating. Polyurathene varnish is a good coat
ing fo r most materials. Whatever is used, it must not dissolve marking, but also must stick to  
the marking material. Check before using.

Sticky shelf paper makes good stencil material. Trace pattern (back
wards) on back and cut out. Patterns can be "In te rna l”  or "E x te r
nal” . Detergent/water can be used fo r positioning.

Seal stencil edges w ith  clear sealer which is compatible w ith  finish 
paint. Clear fin ish may bleed under stencil, but w on 't show. Color 
w ill then not be able to  bleed, causing fuzzies.
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Masking tape is a good guide for positioning stick-on markings.
W on't w ork fo r  decals because o f overlapping clear material on decal. 
Same problem w ith  removing guide lines.

Tissue letters can be m ultip le  cut by fo ld ing tissue accordian style, 
then cutting through several thicknesses. Saves tim e if you 're  bu ild 
ing three planes at once!

ques, and (2) painting. Appliques consist 
of cut-outs cemented on, pressure or 
heat sensitive materials, and decals. 
Painting may be done free hand using 
guidelines, but is much more easily 
done using either inside or outside 
stencils. These techniques are discussed 
in detail further on in this article. Decals 
may be purchased or homemade; there 
have been articles published in the 
model airplane literature on "do -it- 
yourself”  decals.
FUELPROOFING

If hot fuel or any solvent type fuel 
(check gasoline if you use it; it’s a good 
solvent for many materials) is to be used, 
make sure your markings are protected 
properly or are by themselves imper
vious to the fuel. "Fuel proof "decals and 
marking strip material are available. 
Sometimes pressure sensitive materials 
themselves are fuel proof, but their 
adhesives are not. Fuel will creep under 
these and cause them to peel off if the 
edges are not protected. Polyurethane 
varnish is a good fuelproof coating that 
adheres well to most materials. It can be 
used to coat materials that are not

fuelproof.
Do a little testing if you are not sure of 

your materials. Don’t risk the time and 
effort of a good marking job and have it 
turn into a sloppy mess when you fly the 
model.

The techniques described in the 
following material cover the basics. No 
attempt has been made to be all inclu
sive. In many cases the basic techniques 
can be extended to produce some very 
fancy markings. Typically, a smaller set of 
letters can be installed on top of a set 
already affixed to the aircraft. This can 
provide a uniform border effect if the 
second set is centered on the first. If the 
second set if angularly offset, a shadow 
effect can be created.
APPLIQUE TECHNIQUES

The basic techniques are cut-outs 
cemented on, cut-outs of pressure or 
heat-sensitive materials pressed or 
ironed in place and decals that are 
soaked (with water) from their backing 
and "s lipped ”  into position on the 
model. Cut-outs cemented on are the 
lightest and least expensive marking. 
They are particularly appropriate for

rubber powered models, but are useful 
on all sizes and types of models. Fre
quently, Japanese tissue is used; this 
material provides some flexibility to 
negotiate curved surfaces. I n any case, it 
may be necessary to slit or “ dice”  the 
edges of cut-outs to make them cover 
compound curves without wrinkling.

After choosing a contrasting color and 
selecting your cut-out material, the first 
step is to make a pattern that can be 
traced. The letters and number with the 
second part of this article can be used as 
a starting point. For permanence, it is 
best to cement them onto card stock 
and then cut them out with scissors 
and/or a sharp razor knife, trace around 
the pattern with a soft, sharp pencil. 
Then cut the markings out, making sure 
you cut the pencil marks off as you go; 
erase (carefully) any pencil marks that 
remain. Alternately, you may cut around 
the pattern directly with a razor knife. 
This must be done carefully to assure 
that the pattern or tissue does not 
move. A real sharp blade helps. I have 
successfully simultaneously cut several 

Continued on page 91

Iron-on material is great for markings. Use manufacturer's directions Drafting pen makes clean lines o f varied widths. Ink can be used, but
concerning amount of heat « u r . Seal edges well to  avoid fuel seep- a diluted solution o f the fin ish  being applied works best. If material
age under markings. is fast drying, w ork fast!
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jH c z m u z e , m  LmcjB
"HAPPY LANDINGS" are more than just luck. Our Glider Guru gives you some tips on how to make that 
model slide right up to your toes. That "w indow" that Le Gray mentioned years ago is still a good idea . . .

•  Probably the toughest part of learning 
to fly an R/C sailplane is the landing. We 
all get a bit more nervous when we see 
our latest creation approaching Mother 
Earth . . . after all, it’s not the air but the 
ground  that destroys 90% of our 
models. (Of the remaining 10%, half 
fold their wings on tow, and the rest are 
slammed to death in screen doors and 
car trunks. National Safety Council 
statistics.)

I’ve seen a lot of pilots who flew like 
pros until their ship got down to about 
phone-pole high. Then the panic sets in. 
Their eyes cross, their brains turn to 
mush, their rudder control mysteriously 
reverse itself, and their elevator . . . 
appropriately enough . . .  starts waving 
goodbye. Several wild gyrations and a 
loud WHUMP later, they’re on the 
ground . . . too relieved to think back on 
what went wrong, or whatthey might do 
to avoid that panic next time.

So I've been watching some of these 
good folk surreptitiously . . . mostly 
from behind parked cars . .. and doing 
some of their thinking for them. And it 
turns out that the mistakes they keep

making are both few in number and 
easily corrected. With just a little help, 
just a few suggestions, most of these wild 
"arrivals”  can be turned into happy 
landings.

The first thing to think about is that 
elevator. How come it goes so wild 
down close to the ground? Is ground 
turbulence really responsible? Or is it 
simply pilot nervousness?

“ Ground turbulence" really exists, of 
course. And it’s much worse on some 
fields than others. It's caused partly by 
uneven heating of the earth, partly by 
obstructions (trees, fences, hedges, 
large sedentary modelers) directly up
wind of your landing area.

For years I flew on a big alfalfa field 
that was part of the Sonoma (Calif.) State 
College campus. It was wide open for a 
mile or more upwind, a regular paradise 
for free flight and R/C. But whenever 
the sun shone, which wasn’t often, the 
ground turbulence on that field made 
landings a joke, even for the experts. 
You simply could not practice for con
tests there; the little  thermals con
stantly forming in the tall brown grass

would toss your ship around like a 
volleyball anytime you got below fifteen 
feet. For landing practice, I moved to the 
campus soccer fie ld , fu ll of closely- 
cropped, heavily-watered green grass. It 
was a smaller field, and full of goalposts 
and such, but at least you could cou nt on 
smooth, consistent air for every landing.

So your glider’s nervousness when it 
nears the ground may not be all your 
fault. Some fields do have the built-in 
jitters. Especially if you fly alone, and 
have no other modelers on the field to 
compare notes with, you might want to 
try what the British, bless their old souls, 
call "a change of venue” ; find yourself a 
different field, and shoot a few landings 
on it.

If your plane still does St. Vitus' dance 
in its landing pattern, then chances are 
the problem is mostly in the pilot. ("We 
have met the enemy," as Pogo put it, 
"and they is us.")

So how do you go about program
ming yourself to make better landings? 
Because that’s essentially what you want 
to do . . . program your responses. 
Shooting a landing is just like riding a 
bicycle; once you learn how, once you 
get your body programmed for it, you 
can never quite forget the technique. 
You may get rusty if you don’t practice 
for a while; you may never be as good at 
it as Charlie Puckerfactor down the 
street; but at least you'll always be able 
to do it.

You start the programming process 
not with yourself but with your sail
plane. The first question to ask is: does it 
fly hands-off? What does it do when, at a 
safe altitude, you simply take your hands 
off the sticks and allow it to "freeflight” ? 
Does it gradually go into a series of stalls? 
A dive? A spiral to left or right? Or does 
it continue flying normally on its own 
. . .  with perhaps a wide turn pattern one 
direction or the other, but a safe and 
realistic airspeed, free of any stalling or 
diving tendencies.

The basic rule for learning to land an 
R/C sailplane is this: If it won't fly itself, 
you’ll probably never learn to land it. A 
good "landing trainer”  is a model that’s 
rock-stable in its glide, a model that is 
really a kind of g lo rified  freefligh t, 
designed to fly itself most of the time, 
with only an occasional interruption 
from the guy downstairs with the trans
mitter.

Fortunately, almost every glider kit 
produced in America fits this descrip
tion.

U.S. manufacturers have never been 
able to peddle the fast, heavy, scale-like 
kits that are the mainstay of the Euro-

Continued on page 78
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HEATH MODEL 2B
By WALT MOONEY ..  . Guesting in our "Scale Views" department this month, our resident "Peanut Per
son" has come up with an extremely rare one. In fact, if it weren't for the photos, we'd be mighty suspicious!

•  The name, Ed Heath, is a very familiar 
one to any real American aviation 
enthusiast. His designs, the Heath Para
sol, and the Heath Baby Bullet, are well 
known and amply documented. They 
have been written about on many occa
sions and both full-size and model 
versions have been bu ilt by many 
people. There is at least one Heath 
airplane which is much more obscure 
and has received little or no publicity.
This is the Heath Model 2B, a cute little 
wood and fabric biplane that was first 
rolled out in February 1918. (This might 
be the first time this aircraft has ever 
appeared in any publication, wen)

In that year, Fudo Takagi's father 
Kogoro Takagi (sometimes referred to as 
“ Mitsu"), took part in the construction 
of the Model 2B at Heath’s Chicago 
operation. It is believed that this was an 
aviation school setup, and that most of 
the work of building the 2B was per
formed by the students. Kogoro went on 
to work for Curtiss in Buffalo, N.Y.

Fudo found a collection of negatives 
in his father’s effects and printed the 
copies which illustrate this article. Fudo 
defin ite ly recalls a complete set of 
blueprintsforthe Model 2B, being in the 
Takagi garage just before World War II, 
but they disappeared sometime during 
thewar while Fudo and his family were 
forced to live away from the Pacific 
Coast, as were a lot of other American 
citizens of Japanese descent.

There were enough photos to enable 
a very good three-view of the Model 2B 
to be drawn. As can be seen from the 
photos, almost perfect side, front, and

It's hard to  believe that a well known aircraft designer such as Ed Heath could have created an 
almost unknown design. Yet these rare photos seem to verify that fact.

Some famous names in  this photo. Far left is O tto  Timm. Next is Ed Heath. W.W. Meyers in 
black hat behind the person kneeling. WW-1 ace Niemo Black at far right in fro n t o f wing.
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back views are available. In addition, 
three-quarter views from several angles 
depict all the various details. The Model 
2B was obviously clear doped, leaving 
the fly ing surfaces translucent and 
allowing a good idea of what underlying 
structure was used.

Bill Hannan was asked to review the 
three-view and he came up with several 
suggestions which were incorporated. 
One suggestion, not taken, was that the 
leading edge of the top wing appears to 
have a very slight amount of dihedral. 
Checking the photos, this is almost 
imperceptable, and in some of them the 
trailing edge of the wing actually ap
pears to droop just a little. This was 
attributed to initial rigging of the air
plane, and we assume that Heath meant 
to have a perfectly flat wing as far as 
dihedral is concerned. The engine is 
obviously a six-cylinder Anzani.

In the photos only one person was 
identified , and that was K. Takagi. 
Obviously there should be others who 
could be identified by someone who 
was present or who knew of the airplane 
or knew Ed Heath himself. Alas, finding 
someone like that could prove difficult! 
Luckily, there is such a gentleman, and 
his name is ).J. Szakacs. Joe worked at 
Convair and its predecessors for 34-1/2 
years before he retired to build tri
marans. While working at Convair in the 
pre-design group, he mentioned that he 
made propellers for several of Ed Heath’s 
airplanes in the early twenties.

Joe was contacted with the pictures in 
hand and after some study, said he 
could identify five people in the photos, 
although he had never seen or heard of 
the Model 2B. Joe went to Ed Heath’s 
flying school where he learned to fly, 
soloing on March 3,1923. He stated that 
he then stuck around for a year-and-a- 
half to learn about airplane design, and 
then went on his own.

Joe identified five people in the 
photos. Otto Timm, Ed Heath, an un
known first-nam e Meyers, W.W. 
Meyers, and Niemo Black. Joe identified 
Niemo Black as a World War I ace,and in 
later years both Timm and Meyers 
would go on to head their own aircraft 
firms. Joe is full of memories of that time, 
but said he did not meet Heath until 
about 1920 or 21. Some of Joe’s com
ments follow:

Heath told me, if I wanted to live long, 
stay away from low-wingers, or they will 
kill you. Sure enough, he was killed in 
one of his low-wingers, when it spun in.

His Heath parasol was a best seller, so 
he opted for a mid-wing version addi
tion to his life. It too sold well, so he 
developed a low wing version for the 
market.

Give Heath credit for scientifically 
p rom oting  his designs: One cold  
morning he and his pilots took off and 
landed three Parasols on the field, which 
was covered with ten inches of snow; 
one with wheels, one with snow skis, 
and one with floats. It was quite a 
promotional stunt, never repeated by 
anyone since.

When I soloed, I asked how old he was

Photo like this really facilitates making o f 3-view. Niemo Black in cockpit. Note clockwise 
(from  fron t) prop rota tion, 6-cylinder Anzani radial engine.

O tto T imm on prop. Must have been a cold February in 1918, note h3tsand overcoats. Also 
note sub-fin. Imagine climbing in to  cockpit, under wing and around wires!

and he said, same as Christ, when he 
died at 33.

He had a nine-year-old daughter at 
that time, who, when propped up with 
(wo seat pillows and rudder bar exten
sions, would start the engine, taxi out, 
take off, do the loop, spin, Immelman, 
and land all on her own, with her dad in 
the front cockpit (In a Standard I-7 of 
course).

Heath said his relatives all lived in

Long Beach, Calif., but I never looked 
them up.

Heath had built the first thick-wing 
plane in this country, when MACA said 
thick wings were no-good. He carried 4 
people in the "On to St. Louis race" and 
won top place in 1922, in an OX-5. Airfoil 
was a Glenn Martin 2-B.

In 1937, Heath visited Consolidated 
Aircraft, in pre-design, and told me, I

Continued on page 99

As noted on prin t, Fudo Takagi's father Kogoro posed w ith  others at the roll-out. Hmmm . . .  
maybe the 2B remained unknown because it d idn 't f ly  well. Does anyone know?
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PYLON
By JIM GAGER

* GO FAST and

Turn L eft/

FAI PYLON RACING
A little over a year ago, in response to 

a request from Bob Brown, I asked you 
readers some basic questions about 
what it would take to revive interest in 
FAI pylon racing. A distillation of your 
responses indicated a willingness to 
participate in FAI racing but an unwill
ingness to build special aircraft for that 
event.

It appeared that the way to get us 
Americans involved would be for us to 
be able to take a normal Formula I 
aircraft and drop an alky engine in it and 
go fly, thus allowing an individual the 
easy choice of flying either/or both 
events with just a simple engine change.

Well, Bob Brown has just returned 
from an FAI Rules Meeting in France 
with the latest rules proposal, and it 
appears he did both his homework and 
his job very well. Here’s Bob:
)im,

Enclosed are the new 1981 FAI Pylon 
rules. The U.S. Form I airframe is now 
legal! The fuel is 80/20 and the scoring is 
different. Other than that, everyone in 
the U.S. should be very happy.

As stated in my phone call, the big 
problem is the promotion of the event in 
the U.S. At the present, John Worth has 
been asked if time can be alloted at the 
Nats. Warren Hitchcox (Canadian MAAC 
President) is attempting to do the same 
at the Canadian Nats. I have written Bill 
Hager for his help. Hal deBolt has 
already promised his approval. Hope 
you will do the same!

The negotiations in Paris were rather 
complex. We were almost stuck with the 
current rules had Britian got their way. 
We can thank deBolt’s sub-committee 
and the Australians for what was finally 
resolved.

Most people had told me that the rest 
of the world did not want the U.S. to 
participate. This is definitely not true. 
The majority want the U.S., but do not 
want to be forced to play our game. 
Perhaps, with the world as it is, it is time 
for the U.S. to realize this. Please don’t 
misunderstand the above statement. . .  
I will try to obtain everything the U.S. 
desires in FAI, but it will be a negotiated

type of proposition.
Although our Form I is now legal, it 

might not be the ultimate race winner. 
The rules create a new area in design. 
Also, with any racing plane being able to 
be modeled, a whole new breed of 
designs is available. This might help 
remove the Polecat-Toni picture on the 
starting line.

If I can be of any help, write. 
Sincerely,
Bob Brown 
1255 High Street 
Bradford, PA 16701

Thanks, Bob!
The complete set of rules is quite long 

and parallels our own Formula I rules 
very closely. Therefore, I’ll list below 
only the pertinent differences in aircraft 
specifications and race operation pro
cedures.

If you’re interested in competing in 
Class F3D, I urge you to write Bob direct 
to secure a copy of the rules. Now we 
need clubs and C.D.’s to push the event. 
And perhaps it’s not too soon to be 
thinking of hosting a World Champs 
meet in California in 1984 and trying to 
tie it in with the Olympics.
PROPOSED RULES FOR
FAI PYLON RACING MODELS
5.2 Class F3D: Pylon Racing Models
5.2.1.

Definition of Radio Control Pylon 
Racing Models. Aeromodels in which 
the propulsion energy is provided by a 
piston type motor and in which the lift is 
obtained by aerodynamic forces acting 
on the supporting surfaces which, ex
cept for the control areas, must remain 
fixed in flight.

The model must be a recognizable 
replica of a particular aircraft used in 
fu ll-sca le  closed course air racing. 
Unusual or unconventional features of 
the model must be substantiated by 
documentary proof of the full-sized 
aircraft, i.e. photographs or three-view 
drawings.
5.2.3.1. Silencer.

The motor(s) shall be fitted with a 
sliencer. Within its length there shall be 
an expansion chamber of not less than 
30mm (1-3/16") d iam eter, 100mm 
(3-29/32") length, having a single orifice 
of maximum diameter 10mm (13/32"). 
5.2.4. Propeller.

Only fixed pitch two-blade design 
propellers, of either wood, or, compo
site resin/continuous fibre construction 
may be used. Injection moulded pro
pellers are not acceptable.

5.2.6.1. Cross-Section.
The fuselage shall have a minimum 

height of 175mm (6-13/16") and a mini
mum width of 85mm (3-5/16"). Both 
minimum dimensions must occur at the 
same cross-section location. The fuse
lage at this point will have a minimum 
cross-sectional area of 100cm2 (15.5in2) 
excluding fillets, and contestants will be 
required to provide templates to prove 
this. Fillets are not considered part of the 
fuselage or lifting surfaces.
5.2.6.2. Cowls.

The motor or motors must be en
closed, w ith the exception of the 
silencer, cylinder head, and controls 
which must be manipulated during 
operation of the motor. The cylinder 
head for this purpose is defined as the 
top (or outer) 1cm (2-5/64") of the 
motor, excluding ignition plug or com
pression screw.
Š.2.6.3. Landing Gear.

The landing gear shall resemble that 
of the prototype machine as to location 
on the airframe and the number of 
wheels used. The minimum diameter of 
the main wheels shall be 57mm (2-1/4") 
and the minimum width shall be 12mm 
(31/64") for at least 1/3 of the diameter.

A tail skid may be used in lieu of tail 
wheel. A positive means of steering on 
the ground shall be provided, rudder 
control acceptable.

Retractable undercarriage may only 
be used if incorporated in the proto
type.
5.2.6.4.

A cockpit, canopy, or cabin shall 
resemble that of the prototype machine 
and be capable of enclosing a pilot’s 
head measuring 5cm (1-31/32") from the 
chin to the top of the head.

The cockpit need not be transparent. 
A pilot need not be fitted.
5.2.7. Lifting Surfaces.
5.2.7.1. Area of Surfaces.

Total projected area of the lifting  
surfaces (wing and horizontal tail com
bined) shall be a minimum of 34 sq. 
decimeters (527 sq. in.).

With a biplane, the smaller of the two 
wings shall have at least 2/3 of the area of 
the larger wing. No delta or flying wing 
type aircraft are allowed.
5.2.7.2. Wing Span.

Minimum wing span shall be 1150 
millimeters (44-7/8") for a monoplane, 
and 750 millimeters (29-1/4") for the 
largest wing of a biplane.

Continued on page 84
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2. Looks like mice have been at the ribs in Nick Nicholau’s Dallaire Sportster! Can’t  hide any
thing w ith  transparent Super Monokote. Construction looks neat.

n m tP A m
•  Well, we’ve put it off long enough. 
This columnist hasn’t reported much of 
the California doings (and elsewhere for 
that matter) figuring that the winter 
months would see a dearth of material. 
He didn’t count on reports from down 
under (New Zealand, Australia) where 
their weather is good.

Perhaps the reports will be a little on 
the “ stale”  side but in this columnist’s 
mind, any news on old timers is always 
worth reporting. On top of that, a review 
of the last two O/T R/C contests in 
the California schedule may help you, 
the prospective contestant, to decide 
just what model and event you would 
care to compete in during 1981.
SAM 30 ANNUAL TEAM CONTEST

Here is a contest that is strictly slanted 
for fun! If you like head-to-head com
petition, then they have the regular 
events; i.e., limited engine run Classes 
A, B, C, and Texaco. However, if you like

By JOHN POND

being in a group, then the Team Event is 
for you. Every SAM Chapter is invited to 
form a three-man team to compete 
against the other teams. Flying is general
ly done by time limits. In other words, 
your first flight must be in by 12-noon 
and your last flig h t before takeo ff 
deadline of 2:30 p.m.

SAM 30 held this meet in Marysville, 
this year, to showcase its new field. 
Imagine getting a fully fenced area, 
leveled, with built-in shade structures 
and a barbecue . .. and get this, all this 
for $10 a month rent!! The only draw
back this writer could see was the lack of 
grass to keep the dust down. Next year, 
grass has been promised, and cleared 
areas will be oiled and packed.

Photo No. 1 shows Hal Cullens, the 
indefatigable secretary of SAM 30 who 
has been responsible for the SAM 30 
newsletter now called The Fabulous 
Thirties. The photo shows the much

I. SAM 30 is gonna miss its spark plug and 
newsletter editor Hal Cullens when he moves. 
Nice looking George Reich Albatross.

rebuilt George Reich “ Albatross”  that 
has taken Hal over two yea rs to sort out. 
Hal feels it was worth the trouble as the 
Albatross does have a fabulous glide.

Unfortunately for SAM 30, Cullens has 
taken a job in Louisiana, as better pay 
and job beckons. Hal sez the first thing 
he is going to do is to organize a SAM 
Chapter down there. He is going to call it 
“ Cajun SAM” . How about that?

At the Team Contest, only three clubs 
(SAM 21, 27, & 30) were represented as 
the gas crunch (and prices!) are finally 
starting to take their toll. As a matter of 
fact, SAM 21 had to depend on one of 
the SAM 30 members (Jim Kyncy) to fill 
in their team as most of the SAM 21 
members did not stay for the two day 
meet. Did that ever get to the SAM 30 
boys, as Jim is one of their top boys. Bad 
enough having to beat SAM 21 without 
helping them!

Jim Kyncy flew a Dallaire Sportster 
powered with an HB 60, very similar to 
the model built by Nick Nicholau, of 
SAM 30, as seen in Photo No. 2. Nick, 
who lives at 2329 Hall Street, Marysville, 
CA 95901. has been practically constitut
ing the new SAM 30 membership with 
models. As Nick puts it, “ I like to build 
models in my retirement and I get the 
greatest enjoyment seeing my creations 
fly, whether it be by me or another 
member.”  Many a new member in SAM

3. Stingy C.D. O tto Bernhardt squeezes out a few drops o f fuel fo r 
Nick Nicholau's PB-2 at Taft. O.S. 4-banger.

4. Tom Kulp ’s firs t try  at Texaco, nice fly ing  M-G. First place at 
SAM 49er Yearender.
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5. Maxine Thomas watches hubby, Ross, tim e engine run in his 1/2 
A Texaco entry, a scaled Scientific Varsity.

6. Another rare shot from  the Bruce Lester archives. Frank Ehling 
at 1937 D etro it Nats, w ith  an Elf-powered parasol design.

30 can thank Nick for getting them 
started properly.

Actually, as far as the contest went, the 
weather certainly did scare off a few, 
with rain on Friday and tule fog on 
Saturday. However, by 9:00a.m., thesun 
came out and a great day was had by all. 
SAM 30 found out to their regret when 
they changed the motor run rules for 
Schneurletype engines, from 20seconds 
to 15 seconds, that they forgot about the 
hot Super Cyclone Playboys belonging 
to Jack Alten and Ted Kafer, who were 
enjoying 40-second motor runs. No 
question about who was going to win. 
An object lesson!

I might mention the entry fee for each 
member of the team is $10.00, making a 
total of $30.00 per team. The more teams 
there are, the more money in the pot for 
the winning team. The spoils (dough to 
you) go to the winning club's treasury. 
What a neat way to build up the treasury. 
Seems like it is always low!

Before closing off the account, Karl 
Tulp had every reason to pop a few 
buttons, as his boy, Frankie, beat dear 
old dad and a flock of other hot shots to 
place fifth in a very hotly contested 
Texaco Event. Let’s take a look at the
winners and what they are using:
LIMITED ENGINE RUN
1) Ted Kafer (Playboy/Cyke)................20:31
2) Jack Alten (Playboy/Cyke) ..............18:42
3) Don Bekins (Playboy/OS ign .)........ 18:22
4) Ed Solenberger (Playboy/Cyke). . . .  18:09
5) John Pond (Playboy/Torpedo).........13:19
ANTIQUE
1) Jim Kyncy (Dallaire/HB60)................40:10
2) Tom Vincent (Boehle/OS 60 4c) . . .  36:45
3) Don Bekins (Gas B ird/M erco)........ 28:05
4) Speed Hughes (Lanzo/Hornet)___ 27:05
5) Hal Cullens (PB-2/OS60)................. 27:00
1/2A TEXACO (All .049 Cox)
1) Don Bekins (M-G)............................ 30:00
2) Eut Tileston (Westerner)..................28:01
3) Jim Kyncy (Playboy Jr.)..................... 27:29
4) John Pond (M ike )............................ 26:02
5) Ted Kafer (Challenger)..................... 25:26
TEXACO
1) Tom Vincent (Boehle/OS 60 4c) . . .  28:50
2) Don Bekins (Gas Bird/OS 60 4c) . . .  26:03
3) Eut Tileston (Westerner/OS 60 4c) . 25:47

4) Speed Hughes (Yates 10 f t /
OS 60 4 c ) ..................................................24:52

5) Frank Tulp (D allarie /O S 60 4c).......... 22:25
TEAM
1) SAM 21 (Bekins, Kyncy, P o n d ).........40:36
2) SAM 30 (Cullens, Schmidt,

Hughes) ..................................................36:23
3) SAM 27 (Solenberger. Tulp, T u lp ) . .  19:56

Actually, we should have more slow 
paced meets like the one by SAM 30. The 
bean feed was out of this world, with all 
sorts of hamburgers, hot dogs, salads.. . 
you name it. The wives did a great job 
here!
SAM 49 YEAR ENDER

The last meet on the West Coast, 
whether it be R/C or F/F, is the SAM 49 
Year-ender annually run by Otto Bern
hardt, the mainstay of SAM 49.

Photo No. 3 shows Otto getting ready 
to meter the fuel for Nick Nicholau’s 
PB-2, OS-60 four-cylinder powered, of 
course! Bernhardt, who runs a specialty 
engine business primarily converting 
engines to ignition performance, oper

ates under the name of 77 Products, 
located at 17119 South Harvard, Gar
dena, CA 90247.

This meet was another two-day meet, 
as it is generally felt by the various SAM 
Chapters, when you travel over 200 to 
400 miles, you ought to get more flying 
in than one day. This contest was no 
exception, as two days seems to be the 
accepted practice now.

As is usual in Taft this time of year 
(December), the weather is quite mild, 
with a haze that can make a model 
disappear quicker than a modeler can 
blink his eyes. Texaco day on Sunday was 
a real eye strainer and at least one model 
disappeared (Norm Burnham’s Dallaire) 
while others came dangerously close. 
Some controversy arose over how long 
one was to watch for a model to re
appear. One thing forsure,the AMA10- 
second rule was not applied in the 
interests of having fun.

Photo No. 4 shows Tom Kulp’s first
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8. Neat fo ld ing rack fo r transm itter impound. 
Good idea fo r clubs to  fo llow .

serious attempt at Texaco, an M-C, as 
designed by Michael Granieri, of New 
Jersey. This model literally flew off the 
drawing board, so to speak, and Tom 
thinks this model is the greatest! Being 
one of the first nine-footers built in 
Southern California, and immediately 
scoring a win, it will be interesting to see 
how many more sprout up.

In that same line, Photo No. 5 shows 
Ross Thomas and wife, Maxine, tuning 
up the Cox Black Widow engine in his 
Scientific Varsity, a little-seen design in 
competition. Actually, Ross should have 
done better with this clean design, but as 
the old saying goes, “ The race is not 
always to the swift.”  Ross is going to have 
to get a bit more luck.

This contest was also marked for its 
ban on use of Schneurle ported engines 
in old timers. As it turned out. Alten and 
Kafer repeated their success at Taft 
ending up in a dead heat, forcing a 
flyoff. The 40-second engine run for hot 
ignition 60 motors, is more than enough 
to offset the high power enjoyed by 
Schneurle engines!

Full credit for experimenting with low 
wing designs should go to Ross Thomas, 
who built the Atwood Starliner for this 
meet. Not being exactly sure of how it 
would fly, Thomas tried the model in the 
early hours before the contest. The

7. It's  1940, and Joe Locasto bu ilt this Cleveland V iking, w ith  cast iron Sky Chief engine. Note 
hole in side fo r Austin tim er, also those lovely M 8i M's!

model turned out to be hairier than a 
Borneo gorilla! Seems like Ross took out 
the dihedral (to make it look like a racer) 
without realizing this is necessary for 
smooth turns. As Ross found out, the 
model skidded all over the sky, ending 
up in a spiral dive. Reports by Phil 
Bernhardt, newsletter editor of SAM 49, 
indicate Ross was still shook up at the 
pilot’s meeting. Moral: Stop removing 
the dihedral in those old timers!

Ross, not undaunted, has started 
another low wing, this time the Bowden 
PLW-4 (Petrol Low Wing #4), one of the 
early successful low wing designs by C.E. 
Bowden. Ross reports some problems 
with line-up of the stringers on the 
bulkheads. Well, back to the drawing 
board!

This columnist only stayed foroneday 
so had to rely heavily on reports from 
SAM 49 and 21 contestants. Noted in the 
results was a new name, Tom Christian, a 
long time R/C gilder man of great 
renown. Truly a shame, just about the 
time you get him interested in O/T 
activity, he moves to Florida. He is gonna 
miss those wide open spaces at Taft. Let’s 
take a look at the results:
ANTIQUE
1) Tom Christian (D alla ire)....................29:34

2) Jack Albrecht (Anderson Pylon) . . .  27:53
3) Jack Alten (Champion)....................24:39
Cl A-B LTD. ENGINE RUN
1) Ross Thomas (Playboy)..................... 18:25
2) Jack Albrecht (Playboy)................... 18:02
3) john Pond (Playboy).........................10:23
1/2A TEXACO
1) Ernie Payne (Lanzo) .........................17:10
2) Bob Angel (Playboy Jr.)................... 14:43
3) Tom Christian (Playboy)................... 13:44
Cl C LTD. ENGINE RUN
1) Ted Kafer (Playboy)...........................21:00
2) Jack Alten (Playboy).........................21:00
3) Ross Thomas (Playboy)..................... 19:45
TEXACO
1) Tom Kulp (M -G ).............................. 23:14
2) Ernie Payne (Dallaire).......................18:25
3) Phil Bernhardt (Ehling)..................... 18:22

In summarizing this contest, probably 
the most spectacular sight was the flyoff 
between Kafer and Alten, with identi
cally powered Playboys. Turned out the 
only difference was the Alten waited too 
long on the ground (while motor was 
running) for Kafer to start, and ran his 
gas supply down to the point where the 
engine rpm fell off slightly.
ENGINE OF THE MONTH

In the February 1981 issue, we ran the 
Drone Diesel as the featured Engine of 
the Month. No question about it, Leon 
Shulman did much to popularize the use

Above: 9. Brad Levine's Aerbo sports an Arden 19. Makes it  a pep
py flie r. Those Ardens really bark. R ight: 10. SCAMPS Newsletter 
editor. Bud McNorgan, seen at VAMPS meet w ith  Tom Laurie Tw in 
Cyclone.
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12. Mark H inton winds his tw in  pusher at Sculthorpe AFB, England. 11. Nice action shot o f Alex Imrie's unmodified (!) GHQ powered
He won the event. King Burd taking o ff at Old Warden Aerodrome, England.

of diesel engines over the then pre
valent ignition engines.

Shulman did so well with his Drone 
diesel in controline, winning the N.Y. 
M irro r meet and later on, the 1947 
Nationals, that it wasn’t long before 
similar type diesels would make their 
appearance. Among those were (he 
Deezil, Mite, Vi veil, Edco, Micro, and 
this month's engine, the Air-O.

Always with a sharp eye to the trend of 
model competition, Ray Acord (who has 
bought up the Bunch engine stock) 
decided to enter the diesel m otor 
market. This was done with such little 
fanfare, the motor went almost un
noticed. until a picture showed up in the 
A ir-O  advertisement in April 1948, 
Model Airplane News. Up to that time, 
Gotham Models had been listing it in 
their available engines.

To quickly get into the market, Acord 
used the existing crankcase and shaft 
from his Mighty Midget G-P (glow plug) 
engine and put on a small bore cylinder, 
reducing the total displacement to .278 
(Quite a drop from .45!) The motor 
features no by-pass on the outside, 
being a three-port engine. To save 
further money, the head was fitted with 
a screw (to operate the contra-piston) 
that would accept an Allen-type wrench. 
This was the adjustable head setup. 
Acord felt once you had the ideal com
pressions setup for the day’s flying, no

further changes would be required. Of 
course, there was always the claim of the 
advantage over a fixed compression 
head, a feature of the Drone engine.

Surprisingly, the manufacturer also 
claimed the use of diesel engines in 
model race cars yielded speeds of 50 
mph plus in Thimbledrome cars. Small 
race cars were the new fad at that time, 
in Southern California, and Ray was 
looking at that angle also.

The new diesel was rated at 1/5 hp at 
6500 rpm. The Air-O people also claimed 
the engine could be made to develop 
1/4 hp at 16,500 rpm. The latter rating 
was made using direct drive in race cars.

Those interested in the technical 
aspects of the engine, will find the .278 
cu. in. displacement yielded a bore of 
.687 and stroke of .750 inches. Weight 
was 7-1/4 ounces; not a bad weight for a 
Class B diesel typeengine that includes a 
metal tank. The cylinder and cooling fins 
were machined from steel bar stock. The 

iston and contra-piston were made of 
eat treated a lloy steel, centerless 

ground and lapped to the cylinder. The 
connecting rod was chrom e m oly- 
bedenum with no bushings. The crank
case was fitted with bronze bearings for 
the crankshaft.

The crankcase, taken from the Bunch 
Tiger Air-O, was produced from alu
minum alloy die castings. Of interest is 
the crankcase casting for the diesel

engine that still has the place for timer 
used on the Tiger. No question about 
where that crankcase came from!

Everyone has his own pet diesel fuel. 
The Air-O people recommended using 
a mixture of seven parts ether, six parts 
castor oil, and four parts kerosene. 
Compare this concoction with that 
recommended for the "Speed Demon 
Diesel” ; 4 parts SAE 30 oil, 4 parts ether, 
and 2 parts distilled wood turpentine.

Probably the best running fuel this 
writer has run into is the fuel recom
mended by Jack Bayha, who experi
mented with diesel engines and fuels at 
quite some length: 20% SAE 20 motor 
oil, 20% ether (diethylene glycol mono
butyl type), 20% ether (ethyl oxide, good 
old sleep inducer), and 40% diesel truck 
fuel. Add to this 2% amyl nitrate and 
you have a real hot diesel fuel.

The writer in his experimentations 
during the late forties, found that 20% 
castor oil, 40% light grade diesel fuel, 
and 40% ether (preferrably high grade) 
worked the best. Use of amyl nitrate 
(which works better than amyl nitrite, 
having one more oxygen molecule) is to 
be used quite cautiously. Any more than 
2% and detonations will actually shear 
the crankpin on the shaft. In any respect, 
in running disel engines, you will always 
end up smelling like a hospital ward!

Continued on page 85

13. John T idy, Australia, really "showcased" his Miss Philly V I in 
yellow "U nicover", sim ilar to  transparent Monokote.

14. Jean Pierre Ternaux, Toronto, Canada, at a Swedish OT contest. 
Lars Larsson shows him 1944 vintage Swedish glider. Linden photo.
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OLD TIMER Model of the Month 
Designed by: Ed Lidgard  
Redrawn by: A l Patterson 
T ex t by: Ed Lidgard

Old Timer fans who are into rubber power w ill really enjoy this presentation, as w ill newcomers who want to 
learn some of the tricks of the trade. Several contest events are already planned around this model.

•  Would you believe that the Sparky kit 
has been on your hobby shop’s shelves 
since 1940? The box looks better now, 
but the contents are virtually the same as 
originally produced by Comet Model 
Hobbycraft Corporation, Chicago, IL 
60609. It could be the longest continu
ously produced free flight kit.

Let me tell you how Sparky came into 
being. It took a bit of talking at Comet 
but with Carl Goldberg’s help, manage
ment gave me the go ahead. Most kits 
suffer some constraints the manufac
turer imposes and Sparky had them too. 
Most of them involved the use of a 
sawed balsa propeller. If anyone ever 
develops a way to make a good prop out 
of one of these devices. I’d like to hear 
about it. BUT, remember that was 41 
years ago and that is all there was. Most 
modelers can not carve a propeller from 
a block . . . even today. So these props 
were the best available.

Not too long after Sparky went into 
production, I found myself in the Air 
Force going to mechanic’s school with 
old friend, Clarence Mather. In Texas as 
an instructor, I had time to build models 
and fly on the weekends with a nice 
bunch of modelers in Wichita Falls. My 
CO had some ideas about tidy rooms. In 
pleasant defiance, I made two wood

boxes that fit under my raincoat and 
overcoat. One held models and one 
held supplies.

Now, how do you put two or three 
models in a box 26 inches long, 17 inches 
wide and 5 inches deep? Simple! Every
thing comes apart.

A few changes have been made to the 
kit in these four decades. For the benefit 
of modelers who enter Sparky in Old 
Timer contests, these changes need to 
be clarified to prevent any disputes. 
First, the sub-rudder was removed at 
some unknown date. The model looks 
better with the sub-rudder, and the 
drawing of the sub-rudder is included in 
this article. It would be reasonable for 
contest directors to accept either, since 
both have been produced and then built 
in good faith.

Originally, a machine-cut balsa pro
peller was included in the kit. Today a 
9-1/2 inch diameter, 9-1/2 inch pitch 
plastic propeller is supplied. This is the 
same propeller required for P-30 com
petition free flight models. They are 
really nice props. Someare not balanced, 
but it’s easy to detect the wee lump on a 
blade and to scrape it off to make the 
blades balance.

Unfortunately current kits have this 
fine propeller that has a .050 hole in it

and the propeller shaft is made from .062 
wire. Also unfortunate is Comet’s lack of 
concern to change to the proper size 
wire. So off to your hobby shop for .045 
or .047 music wire and bend your own.

The partial paper spinner shown in the 
kit just won’t work, so use a block of 
balsa. This fine magazine will have a 
detailed article by this author in a later 
issue that shows how to make a spinner.

Some wood supplied may be too soft 
for a sturdy nose block, so replace with 
your own, or add two layers of 3/32 balsa 
to the front of the one shown in the kit. 
See the sketch for details.

As a guide to kit builders and My 
Sparky, my choice of wood weights are 
listed here.
Propeller .. 12 to 14 lb. per cubic foot
Longerons ................................... 12 lb.
Uprights .......................................10 lb.
Trailing edges................................ 10 lb.
Leading edges................................ 10 lb.
Kit r ib s ...........................................10 lb.
Sliced ribs .....................................12 1b.
Nose w o o d ..................................... 6 lb.
Kit spars......................................... 10 lb.
Sliced rib spars...........12 lb. or spruce

It’s always good practice to look at a 
piece of sheet wood with a strong light 
behind the wood. You will be able to see 
the variations in density which roughly 
translates into variations in strength. 
More light w ill penetrate the softer 
wood. It is particularly important that 
leading edges and trailing edges are 
matched. Flex them in your fingers to 
make further comparisons. Sure, you 
will break some due to weaker areas of 
the pieces you have cut and you may 
overdo the testing.

Gluing is important. The space age 
adhesives such as Hot Stuff and Jet 
certainly speed up construction. Joints 
tend to be a bit b rittle . This is no 
problem except at rib joints to leading 
and trailing edges and fuselage uprights. 
The solution is to apply a coat of Tite- 
bend as a second coat after assemblies 
are finished. Neither of these adhesives 
shrink when setting or drying. Model 
airplane cement does shrink. It’s great 
for gluing rips in tissue covering to save a

Continued on page 88
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Gaggle of 50/800's getting under way at Mission Bay model boat site in San Diego. Santa Barbara One-Design on a broad reach. 
Sails by Rod Carr.

A C S O A R IN G  SAILING
by Dr. LARRY FOGEL PHOTOS BY AUTHOR

•  When the wind's light, I head for a 
near-by thermal soaring site. When the 
wind's westerly, I’m off to the slope with 
an aerobatic machine in tow. When the 
wind’s strong and from any other direc
tion, I break out an R/C sailboat and 
head for the model boat basin. You’d be 
surprised at the pleasure that can be.

Usually sailing is more relaxing than 
flying. There’s still the grace and beauty 
of natural propulsion and far less con
cern for radio interference, equipment 
failure, and a battery that simply gives 
out. In light air, the shipsslide silently on 
the mirror-like surface. There’s a majesty 
in tall, white sails.

In a brighter breeze, the bow slices the 
surface, cutting a wake. The ship heels 
over and comes alive with speed. You 
choose the heading and adjust the sails 
accordingly . . .  close hauled for beating 
into the wind, more relaxed for reaching 
cross wind, and all out for running

before the wind. You turn the rudder to 
sail w ing-on-w ing, catching the fu ll 
force of the wind with mainsail and jib 
on opposite sides. You tack (come 
about) changing the direction of your 
boat so that the wind is on the other side. 
Jibing is swinging the mainsail to the 
opposite side while sailing downwind 
. . .  a downwind tack. Here is a tricky 
maneuver when you’re in a full-sized 
boat. If the mainsail is left slack as the 
jibe begins, the sail and boom will come 
sweeping across the cockpit like a scythe 
.. . a very dangerous situation. In R/C 
sailing, this maneuver can be performed 
almost w ith reckless abandon. Sure, 
there’s pleasure in full-scale sailing, but 
once onboard, you're too close to see 
the entire scene in perspective. It takes 
too long to rig the boat and clear the 
dock area. The weather may become 
inclement or leave you stranded for a 
breath of air a long way from home.

B ill Head scratch b u ilt th is  30-inch L.O.A. 
yawl "D ream  O n" to  3/4-inch scale. Has 6- 
volt e lectric auxiliary, sails by Chuck Black, 
Futaba R/C.

Four Santa Barbara's in  a heat. Can't see if  the litt le  guy is holding 
a transm itter. The arms look right.

Two products o f Vortex Engineering, A  Soling 50/800 and Santa 
Barbara One-Design; latter originated by Tom Protheroe.
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Scratch bu ilt from  a photo, by Richard Rice, San Diego, th is  is the Malacos. Original schooner 
can be seen in the San Francisco Bay Museum.

The old gaff-rigged Malacos moves along nice
ly. There's something about scale . . .

Then, there's the cost . . .  In contrast, 
R/C sailing allows you to create, con
struct and control yourown craft. . .and 
you can’t get seasick, no matter how bad 
the weather.

At the pond, you're likely to see ships 
in a wide variety of shapes, styles, and 
sizes. Sailboats fall everywhere on the 
line from full fidelity scale to machines 
solely intended for performance. Scale 
kits are available for those who enjoy the 
fine art of wood plank construction. For 
example, the Eastport Pinky, a two- 
masted schooner, is the newest kit 
offered by the Laughing Whale, P.O. 
Box 191, Wiscasset, Maine 04578. This 
historic boat is then recreated at 1/2 inch 
to the foot (33 inches overall with 7-1/4 
inch beam).

Or, you may choose to scratch-build 
from blueprints, photos, three-view 
drawings, or whatever. Richard Rice, of 
San Diego, created the Malacos from an 
eight-inch photo and about 2000 man
hours of total dedication. The original 
schooner can be seen in the San Fran
cisco Bay Museum. "How do you mea
sure f id e lity  of the model w ithou t 
detailed plans?”  I asked. He held up a 
thumb at arm’s length to indicate his 
measuring instrument, then argued that 
that’s the way the original boat was built 
. .. by eye. In fact, I understand that until 
rather recently, shipbuilding centered 
around a model of the ship which was 
then roughly scaled up in the shipyard to 
become the real thing. All I can say is 
that Richard's thumb has produced a 
"sight for sore eyes.”  What detail and 
realism as his boat catches the breeze! 
But, don’t try to scratch-build such a 
detailed model unless you have at least a 
thousand man-hours for the task.

Non-scale boats range from one- 
designs to open classes that encourage 
the designer to seek full performance.

regardless of appearance. The American 
Model Yachting Association has estab
lished specific classes in the interest of 
fair competition. The boats in each one- 
design class are almost identical. The 
“ J” -Class is a 3/4-inch to the foot replica 
of a 1930’s America Cup competitor. This 
is the largest of the recognized class 
boats (92 inches in length with an eight- 
foot mast and weighing in at about 
seventy pounds). It is suited to open 
water com petition. The Soling class 
recreates a presently active full-scale 
ship. The overall length is fifty inches 
and all dimensions must conform to the 
o rig ina l model designed by Tom 
Protheroe. Vortex Model Engineering of 
Santa Barbara, California, offers the kit 
for this boat. There is a separate class for 
the lensen Soling 36, a thirty-six inch 
version of the full-scale ship. There’s the 
Star-45, the East Coast Twelve Meter, the 
Newport Twelve Meter, the Magnum,

and the Santa Barbara one-designs, 
roughly in decreasing order of scale 
appearance. Each one-design racing 
class is governed by strict rules to ensure 
that the races are won by the skipper and 
not the designer.

The open classes are based on a 
different philosophy. All ships are not 
created equal. Here, winning the race is 
a tribute to both the skipper and the 
designer. These classes are less restricted. 
For example, the 50/800 class requires 
only that the length must be 50 ± 1/4 
inch, and that the maximum sail area be 
800 square inches, thus the name. The 
Marblehead was the prototype for this 
very popular class. Then there’s the 
36/600, the International "A ” , and the 
Ten Rater open design classes. Each class 
offers a different kind of challenge.

R/C sailboats have individual per-

Continued on page WO

W ith main and jib  sheets slacked, a bunch of 50/800's wait fo r the call to  duty.
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New tweak gauge from  Delta fo r getting things squared up on 1 /8-scale gas cars. Note bubble level. STFMI

bearings all the way around, an item that 
is illegal in Production racing. At the 
back end, an aluminum motor mount is 
used and it tends to act as a heat sink for 
the motor as well as keeping everything 
squared up at the rear. A genuine Thorp 
limited-slip differential, another item 
not allowed in Production racing, is 
included, and it is a well-built piece in 
itself, with the added advantage of not 
having to alter the setting on the diff just 
to change rear wheels. Servo saver 
included, naturally, and the radio tray is 
glass, as is the straight-cut chassis pan. At 
the front end, the steering blocks look 
very familiar (because they are from 
Associated’s RC12E) but all else is differ
ent, with a heavy-duty glass cross bar 
supported by machined aluminum 
blocks. Looks pretty good and ought to 
be a very strong front end assembly. The 
wheels are Thorp’s own, which have 
proven to be round (not all R/C wheels 
are, you know), light and strong. For 
front rubber, Thorp is offering a combi
nation type with the outer ring being a 
harder rubber and the inner ring is 
pretty soft. I have had real good results 
with this type of front rubber using some 
left-over hard rings from Delta in con
ju n c tio n  w ith  rubber that would 
normally be used for rear tires.

If you are one of those folks who have 
to see a car win a bunch of big races

before considering whether to buy it or 
not, you may never own a Thorp 1/12 
car, as )ohn is not known for sponsoring 
large numbers of racers in a Team Gang- 
Bang approach to racing, which is 
evidently the only way to win a large 
number of important races. Still, you 
should know that at the most recent 
Regionals in So-Cal, with an entry well in 
excess of 200, John himself drove one of 
these cars to a spot in the A Main, 
"mature”  reflexes and all.

Tie car works, is very straightforward 
in design and comes assembled. The 
price is $125.00, a few bucks more than 
other race cars, but still a very reason
able price. More information can be had 
from: Thorp Mfg., 380 South East End, 
Unit H, Pomona, CA 91766. Phone is 
(714) 622-6518.

The charger pictured is from Leisure 
Electronics and is the new model featur
ing digital readout. Really nice charger, 
looks good and is very well built, plus it 
has a couple of interesting tricks exclu
sive to itself. Usual stuff is there, slow 
charge when the timer shuts the fast- 
charge c ircu it down, timer for fast- 
charge cycle, and so on. The tricky bit is 
that the fast-charge current is adjust
able; not just switchable from two preset 
values . . .  adjustable. In operation, you 
hook everything up just like with any 
other charger available, turn the timer

on and instantly the digital readout tells 
you what the combined pack and 
charger voltage is. To adjust charging 
current the little switch between the 
timer and the display is flipped to "A ”  
and then by turning the "current adjust”  
knob left or right the amperage can be 
adjusted from nothing up to 6-Vi amps. 
At the top, a 6-Vi amp load is a pretty 
heavy hit for the batteries normally used 
in 1/12cars. Keepitdownto4ampsorso 
for GE cells. However, more and more 
racers are switching to Sanyo cells which 
have a nasty tendency to be more easily 
damaged during charging. Here is where 
the Leisure charger offers a real advan
tage with the adjustable current feature, 
as during the first part of the charge, the 
cells can be charged at whatever level is 
safe. (If I had more experience with 
Sanyo cells I could tell you what it is. 
Sorry.) Anyway, as the charge progresses, 
the amps can be cut down some to avoid 
frying the pack, yet getting a full charge. 
Guess I didn’t mention it, but when 
flipping the switch to "A ,”  the display 
also switches, showing the amps flowing 
in hundredths of an amp and of course 
when in the "V ”  position, the display 
registers pack/charger voltage, again in 
hundredths.

Also going the other guys one better is 
the discharge c ircu it bu ilt- in  to the 

Continued on page 68

Associated Team Nats car; chassis shown in close-up and in "G ro u p " shot w ith  the to ta l k it contents. Again, see text fo r more in form ation 
(STFMI).
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•  This is the third month in our series on 
engine self-servicing. The subject is 
engine ball bearings. Okay guys, be 
forewarned. Some of you may view my 
comments “ with alarm” such as, “ Non
sense . . . unnecessary . . . manufac
turers should use better bearings . . .  
etc."

Unfortunately, things are not that 
simple. In fact, the typical ball bearing is 
really quite a complex mechanism. It is a 
precision part that we all too often take 
for granted. If it fails, particularly a rear 
bearing, it frequently ruins an engine, 
and most modelers blame the engine 
manufacturers. In the overwhelming 
majority of cases, they are wrong. Let’s 
consider how it should be treated.

First, why do we use them, or why are 
they better than plain bearings .. . even 
bronze oilite ones? Without going into a 
minor course in mechanics, they are 
simply more efficient in helping to 
convert reciprocal motion into rotary 
motion. There’s less frictional loss, less 
heat and less chance of galling or failure 
. . . provided that they are properly 
maintained. Proper maintenance means 
nothing more than keeping them clean, 
and maintaining lubrication under de
sign conditions. Let’s delve into that last 
statement a bit more.

Keep them clean. That's a goal, but as 
with small children, almost an impos
sibility. Dirt, dust, water, and acids, any 
so-called foriegn matter, are ruinous. 
We all recognize the dirt and dust 
hazard, but not enough of us appreciate 
the water and acid bit. Certainly, noneof 
us would use these as a fuel additive, but 
all too often we do not remember that 
they are present during normal engine 
operation. Fuel, particularly methanol, 
readily absorbs moisture from the air, 
and acids are a by-product of combus
tion. Consequently, if we do not use 
preventative measures, corrosion, even 
ever so slight, is sure to occur. That 
unquestionably w ill lead to bearing 
failure. You can prevent it by using a 
preservative after every flight or period 
of engine operation. Not hours or days 
later, but after each operation. As a 
guideline, if you don’t expect to run the 
engine within the next half an hour or 
so, preserve it. A good squirt or two of 
WD-40, or other preservative/moisture- 
displacer, together with a few flips of the 
prop, is all it takes. That’s no more than a 
fifteen  second procedure that w ill 
certainly improve engine longevity. 
Make it a habit.

Keep them lubricated. What morecan 
be said? This is obvious, isn’t it? Yes, but

UNES

Photo No. I Removing fro n t bearing.

don’t we often forget to oil that front 
bearing in between flights, etc.? And, 
have you ever seen anyone clean a 
bearing, and then use compressed air to 
dry it? It’s flat out fun to get that bearing 
spinning like crazy with the stream of air 
. . . winds up like a wild siren. Wheee. . . 
and you may as well add it to your fishing

sinkers. It’s only a matter of time before 
it fails. No lubrication . . .  microscopic 
scoring . . . progressive damage and 
failure.

How about design conditions? Well, ' 
they don’t include engine detonation, 
pre-ignition, over-compression, and 
overheating. All of these cause rear 
bearing failure regardless of the quality 
or class of the bearing. In model aircraft, 
the most common cause of front bearing 
failure is sudden stoppage. That’s a nice 
way of saying you stuffed it into the 
ground. As I said in the first paragraph, 
many of you will not agree, but in my 
opinion, if you even slightly bend a 
crankshaft, you've damaged a front 
bearing. With a rear bearing, if you have 
to use a bearing puller to remove it from 
the shaft, the chances are that you'll 
cause damage. Does this mean that you 
haveto change bearings frequently? Not 
at all. If properly maintained, engine 
bearings can last for years. The excep
tions to this are the bearings used in 
racing, speed, and other very high 
performance engines. This includes 
tuned-pipe pattern engines. My thumb 
rule with such engines is, if in doubt, 
install a new bearing. A new one usually 
costs less than ten dollars, and it can save 
you a lot of aggravation.

Continuing from the column of last 
month, let’s assume you have disassem
bled your engine except for bearing 
removal. The question is, do you need to 
remove the bearings? Thoroughly lubri
cate the bearing and crankshaft/crank- 
case surfaces. Spin the crankshaft. It 
should rotate quite freely, and it should 
stop in a rock ing  m otion w ith  the 
crankpin at the twelve o ’clock position.
If it’s not completely smooth, remove 
the crankshaft. Now insert the tip of 
your finger into the inner race, apply 
linear pressure and rotate the race of the 
bearing. If you feel even the slightest 
bump or catch, the bearing should be 
removed for cleaning or replacement. 
This is necessary because it is virutally 
impossible to thoroughly clean a bear
ing that is installed in a crankcase or 
front end of an engine.

To remove the rear bearing, use the 
propane torch to heat the area of the 
case holding the bearing. This is similar

Photo No. 2 Sometimes the rear bearing comes out w ith  the shaft. No big deal.

FUEL
JOE KLAUSE
P.O. Box 2699 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
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Photo No. 3 If necessary, the rear bearing can 
be easily removed.

to the technique described last month. 
Then, rap the case against a soft wooden 
block. If the bearing only slides partially 
out of it housing, use one of your "Z ” 
hook tools to pull it free. For the front 
bearing, use a thick dowel to push it out 
after heating. Photo 1 depicts this pro
cedure on the front end of a Webra .61 
engine. All of the photographs this 
month are of a detachable front end. 
This is because it w ill be easier to 
visualize the techniques without the rest 
of the case in the photograph. However, 
the procedures are identical for a one- 
piece case.

Once the bearings are free of the case, 
clean them with warm water, a child’s 
tooth brush, and plenty of half-strength 
liquid detergent, such as Purex or Wisk. 
When you think a bearing is clean,scrub 
it again, just to be sure, and then 
thoroughly flush it with warm water. If 
you have access to compressed air, use it 
to blow the bearing dry, but DO NOT 
SPIN THE BEARING WITHOUT LUBRI
CATION. Lacking air pressure, shake off 
the excess water, dry off more with a 
clean handkerchief, and then immedi
ately douse it with WD-40. Remember, 
this preservative displaces moisture. 
Now, hold the center race vertically 
between thumb and forefinger and spin 
the outer race. If everything is free and 
easy, invert it, and spin it again. If you 
have not felt any hitch, bump or glitch, 
you have a good bearing. If you feel 
anything, and if you’re sure you did a 
complete cleaning,then you needa new 
bearing.

At this point, le t’s backtrack and 
consider a possibility associated with 
removing a crankshaft. Sometimes a rear 
bearing fits the crankshaft tighter than 
the outer race fits the unheated case. 
Result, the bearing stays on the shaft 
when it is pushed or tapped from the 
case. Take a look at Photo 2. In this 
instance, it is not necessary to remove 
the bearing for cleaning. With a little 
extra effort, you can clean out the gunk 
throughout the bearing. After cleaning.

dry, lubricate and spin-test it. If it’s a 
good bearing, this will have eliminated 
the use of a bearing puller. If you must 
remove it, the set-up in Photo 3 shows 
how to do it. Simply drive the shaft out 
with a mallet. As you can imagine, if it’s

Photo No. 4 Installing rear bearing on crank 
shaft.

really tight, the raps of even a mallet are 
likely to cause damage, as force is 
transmitted from the outer race against 
the steel balls which in turn work against 
the inner race. Nicking of the races and 
balls is a good possibility.

To install bearings properly, you’ll 
need what I call bearing seaters. Photos4 
and 5 show how they’re used to press 
bearings in place. Are they absolutely 
necessary? No, but they sure do make 
bearing alignment easy. Further, if the 
bearings are a snug to tight fit on the 
shaft, as they should be, i t ’s quite 
difficult to fully seat them without such a 
tool. Where do you getthem? You make 
them. Mine are machined from alu
minum. You can make them by drilling 
an appropriate size hole lengthwise 
through a hard wooden dowel. Thick- 
walled aluminum or brass tubing will 
also work well. Cut them to the length 
appropriate to your crankshaft, but be 
sure that the end is square, and that the 
end surface is flat and smooth.

Begin by sliding the rear bearing on 
the shaft, and then, with the seating tool, 
press it fully in place. See Photo 4. Use 
an arbor press or a mallet. Note that the 
bearing seater only presses against the 
inner race in this instance. Now, heat the 
case, and slide the crankshaft into it. This 
will prevent cocking the bearing in its 
housing. Some pressure may still be 
necessary. If so, use a wooden dowel

and mallet. It should only take a few light 
taps . .. not enough to nick the balls or 
races.

With the rear bearing and shaft in 
place, the front of the shaft will be a 
guide for alignment of the front bearing. 
In Photo 5, another bearing seater is 
used to press the front bearing in place. 
The face of this tool makessimultaneous 
contact with both races. With the case 
heated, not much pressure is needed. 
Again, an arbor press or mallet will do 
nicely.

Now spin the crankshaft. It should be 
free and easy and rock to a stop. If it 
doesn’t, one or both bearings may not 
be properly aligned. Selective tapping 
w ith a mallet and seating tool w ill 
correct this. Be patient. The satisfaction 
of the feel of a smooth spinning crank
shaft will be well worth it.

Next month, we’ll discuss sleeze and 
piston assemblies, connecting rods and 
wrist pins. In the meantime, keep those 
bearings clean and lubricated. ·

Photo No. 5 Pressing the fron t bearing in 
place.

HO, MO,
THAT'5 HOT THE WAY TO .START THE ’ BIG O N E S '/
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The Peck-Polymers blim p cruises in the demonstration area at the IMS Pasadena model show. V iny l bag now available, along w ith  plans and 
instructions. Complete k its coming soon.

£ELECTRIC POWER£
By MITCH POLING ^

•  The indoor electric scale contest at the 
IMS show in Pasadena was a real test of 
airplanes and pilots. I think it was the 
most difficult flying I have ever done. 
Then, after all that, I have to say that 
Tony and Addie Naccarato made it look 
easy! Their red quarter-scale Farman 
M oustique looked majestic as it 
hummed overhead, making beautiful 
flat turns in perfect figure eights. To top 
if off, they started building it only a week 
before! I started my Sopwith Tabloid 
three months earlier and couldn’t begin 
to match the Moustique! What this 
really says is that Tony and Addie, the 
mother and son team from Burbank, are

really good designers, builders, and 
fliers, among the very top in thiscountry. 
Their other entry, the Sorrell Guppy, 
had been started a month before, and 
the experience paid o ff in a much 
shorter building timeforthe Moustique, 
though, as Addie said, "o u r pillows 
didn’t get much use that last week. . .  up 
all night building!”

The basic rules for the contest were a 
maximum weight of 24 ounces and 
maximum wing loading of 3 ounces per 
square foot. The plane had to be flown 
and qualified the Thursday before, in 
the IMS exhibit hall. The real challenge 
was the layout in the hall. There was a

central area, about half the size of a 
basketball court, for launching or take 
off, and surrounding that were eight- 
foot high booths for displays. Above that 
was about twelve to fifteen feet of 
vertical space to fly in. You had to be 
able to clear the booths and still not go 
too high, plus you had to be able to spot 
land in the small central area. Like I said, 
the hardest flying I have ever done.

There were just the three planes, the 
Tabloid, the Guppy, and the Moustique. 
There had been many more entry forms 
sent in, but no one else followed 
through. Part of this was most likely due 
to the time and effort it takes to design 
and build a scale plane that can meet all 
the challenges I’ve described. Choosing 
a scale plane that will fly well under 
these conditions is half the battle. All the 
entries were chosen because the full 
scale prototypes flew well. The Sopwith 
Tabloid prototype first flew in November 
1913 with a Gnome 80 hp rotary engine, 
and revolutionized the performance of 
biplanes. It won the Schneider Cup 
Race the next year, and was the direct 
ancestor of the Sopwith Pup. The Guppy 
was designed in the 60’s by the Sorrell 
brothers, in Washington state, and flew 
well on an 18 hp Cushman engine. The 
Sorrells later went on to design the 
Hyperbipe, a high performance biplane. 
The Guppy has negative stagger and a 
huge side area on the fuselage. More 
about that later! The Moustique flew in 
the 20’s, and was one of the ultralights
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Tony Avak's blim p may appear to  need anti-w rinkle cream, but it 
flew  maneuvers well enough to  w in firs t place.

Tony and Addie Mae's Farman Moustique made many smooth 
flights. Would have won w ith  more scale detail.

popular at that time. It flew on about 
20-30 hp, with excellent performance.

My Tabloid was ready forqualification 
on Thursday night, but with some initial 
problems. I had flown the Tabloid with 
the Astro 020 and the 3:1 speed reducer, 
with several prop combinations, in my 
college gym, but I found that though it 
could ROG, it would not climb. I had 
some prototype Astro 035’s, and they 
should have done the job, as the 035 is 
equal to a Baby Bee in power (12,000 rpm 
on a 6x3 prop on six cells). Then, on a trip 
to California, Pan Am lost one of my bags 
that had the 035’s in it (so far, the bag has 
not shown up) before I had a chance to 
try it. So, the day before qualification I 
made a trip to Astro Flight and Bob 
Boucher very kindly gave me one of his 
last two remaining 035 motors (many 
thanks, Bob). Qualification night I tried 
the 020 first in hopes that it would work 
after all, but I got only short hops. Then I 
put in the 035 with six cells and began 
tuning for the right prop. Bill Stroman, 
the CD, was very patient through all the 
experimenting, and gave me some extra 
time to qualify. I tried a 9x6, then a 10x4, 
and still only short hops. Finally I tried an 
11x4, and the plane came to life! A good 
thing too, because it was getting late in 
the evening and the hall was closing up. I 
got an excellent ROG and circling flight, 
and Bill gave me permission to do an 
early flight on Saturday morning before 
the crowds came to confirm my qualifi
cation.

Meanwhile Tony and Addie had gone 
through a similar process by a different 
route. They also had to tune for the right 
prop on both their entries, but all their 
flying was from hand launch. The hand 
launch gave flying speed immediately 
and kept the climb-out requirement to a 
minimum. It did require a very good 
person for the launch and a very steady 
pilot, because you were committed to 
clearing the booths once you let go! The 
ROG approach was easier for “ chicken 
pilots" like me because I could stop at 
any time, and once airborne, I could 
circle until I had enough altitude to clear 
the booths. It did require much more 
power to climb in circling flight, which 
was a major problem.

Tony and Addie used the stock Astro

020 with 3:1 reducer on both planes. 
Both planes were very clean compared 
to the Tabloid, and this lower drag 
allowed enough power for a mild climb 
from hand launch and steady level flight. 
Addie did the hand launching and Tony 
did the flying. They tried a 9x5 first on 
both planes, and only superb piloting by 
Tony kept the planes from hitting 
booths; he even flew between booths! 
The right prop turned out to be an 8x6, 
and both planes smoothed out into nice 
regular figure eights above the booths, 
beautiful to watch. Before it all settled 
down, the Guppy had a few hair raising 
flights, in fact, Tony found it could fly on 
its side! It was amazing to seethe Guppy 
in a nearly vertical bank, barely moving, 
and still under control! All that side area 
paid off! Needless to say, Tony and 
Addie qualified! Addie, by the way, is 
the chief builder in their team, and the 
workmanship in these planes is just 
immaculate. I wish I could do such 
perfect covering jobs .. . maybe some 
day.

On Saturday morning I made an 
excellent ROG and circling flight ((he 
one shown on (he cover, wen) in the 
central space, much like a U-control 
model, and finished my qualification. 
Tony followed with three flights on the 
Farman and two flights on the Guppy, 
and I did another flight in the afternoon 
with the Tabloid, including figure eights 
(not quite as good as Tony’s!).

Sunday did not go well for me, I could

not climb from ROG and had to make a 
hard landing, which damaged the land
ing gear. After this was repaired, Addie 
gave me a hand launch, but again no 
climb, and the plane was out of action 
with a damaged wing center section. 
Tony did well with one flight on the 
Guppy and five flights with the Farman. 
At the end of the day, Tony and Addie 
had clearly earned the first and second 
place, with me in third (oh well, at least I 
flew!). First place was the Guppy, earned 
on static points, as the Farman had more 
flying points. The Farman was second, 
the Tabloid third. Tony and Addie got a 
nice sum of $200 for first place (no 
awards for second or th ird ). Well 
deserved!

Some of the structure details on these 
planes follow:

Farman: 23.5 oz., 8 sq. ft., frame 1/8sq. 
balsa, three-channel, microswitch on- 
off, Japanese tissue covering, nitrate 
dope, controls by cable, Cannon Super 
Micro radio.

Guppy: 22oz.,900 sq. in., 1/8sq. balsa 
frame, Peck-Polymers’ Japanese tissue. 
Cannon Super Micro radio, controls by 
thread cable, microswitch on-off.

Tabloid: 23.5 oz., 8 sq. ft., frame 1/8 
balsa, Peck-Polymers’ Japanese tissue. 
Sig Lite clear, three-channel, Cannon 
Super Micro radio, microswitch on-off, 
plus microswitch low (resistor) throttle, 
thread cable controls.

Well, enough for now, more next time 
on IMS, and on solar power! ·

The Naccarato's firs t place Sorrell "G up p y". It  is capable of knife-edge banked turns w ith  all 
the fuselage side area.
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sport scene
By LARRY RENGER

•  What the world needs, List #2. Some 
time ago I listed a bunch of things that I 
felt would be a boon to the sport and 
especially the 1/2A modeler. Well, one 
or two of the items have actually come 
into existence, so mightily encouraged, 
here goes again. If you put one or more 
of these suggestions into practice and 
make a fortune selling them, my 
“ finder’s fee”  is a free sample.

1) A small power source for scale jet 
aircraft equivalent to the old Jetex 
motors, or better distribution of Jetex, if 
it is still made. Also, on the subject of 
Jetex, once upon a time extra fuse 
materials and gaskets were available. 
Only by replacing the gasket every flight 
was I able to get any kind of reliability.

2) A 1/2A or .10 size high perfor
mance, aerobatic biplane kit. Actually 
this might exist. Royal products has a 330 
in.2 biplane kit I am looking into. More 
on this later.

3) Extra light plastic film covering 
similar to Monokote but at a weight 
more appropriate to 1/2A models. Even 
a dopable clear material with separate 
adhesive would be OK if the handling 
qualities were reasonable.

4) Bead foam boards with fiber rein
forcement as a cheap balsa substitute.

5) A sleek, light, .10-size aerobatic 
R/C model kit. Aim for a maximum 
weight of 28 ounces, 300in.2 wing area, 
tapered, swept planform, a scale-down 
of a current competition design would

do nicely. Such a model would fly well 
with any of the current throttled .10’s.

6) A source of those good old rust- 
able, breakable razor blades in both 
single and double edge. I know they are 
available somewhere in the Orient, but 
an importer could make a small fortune 
(out of a large one?) with these things. 
Nothing I have seen cuts tissue like a 
broken double-edge blade.

Moving right along, I got a letter from 
David Unruh, who lives up in Kenai, 
Alaska. First, he reports that he suc
cumbed to temptation and converted 
his “ Little Sport”  F/F to R/C in a fit of 
desperation when he ran out of other 
models. Second, he has some questions 
about the G-Mark five-cylinder radial

Framework shot of Hurst Bowers' NB-3 shown above. Receiver and 
actuator are on single board for easy removal.

Underside shot of Phantom by Model Merchant, showing retract in 
stallation. Wing is o f "egg carton" polystyrene foam.
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"F /F  Scale" columnist Fernando Ramos feeds the Davies Dart engine in his pale blue finished 
F lyline « inner Sportster. Has pendulum contro l on ailerons.

engine. I called up Bill Cannon, the 
importer and got the answers:

1) Is each cylinder on the radial the 
same as the cylinder of the .06?. . . Yes, 
but the con-rod is somewhat different 
due to the changed crankshaft.

2) What plug should be used, long or 
short? . . .  The engine requires short 
reach plugs. Even though you can turn 
the engine over with the long reach 
plugs in place, the tolerance stackup 
reverses when the engine is running and 
there is a fair chance of damage. It is OK 
to use a long reach plug if you place an 
extra glow plug gasket between it and 
the head.

3) Can the piston/rod fit be tightened 
the same way as with Cox engines and 
with the same tool?.. . Yes, in fact that is 
the way Bill does it when he services the 
engines.

4) The engine is gear driven. Wouldn’t 
it have been great if there had also been 
gear reduction?. . .  You bet! This engine 
is destined, when used to go on scale 
models of vintage eras. (Sadly, few are 
ever flown, mostly they go on collectors 
shelves!) Big props would be a great 
advantage in achieving realism.

David mentioned at the end of his 
l e t t e r . . there are two Cox .010’s here; 
one on the local hobby shop shelf, the 
other in a drug store. If someone out 
there wants one, I can either supply the 
addresses or I’ll buy them and send them 
out COD. They are both marked $21.00."

Changing subjects once again, I have 
made a discovery in the never ending 
battle against heavy aircraft. I recently 
built one of those "almost an airplane, 
but it doesn't have an engine" things, 
and was experimenting with cutting 
my own foam cores. The cores came out 
rippled, but usable, so next I wondered 
what to cover them with. After sanding 
the cores, and adding leading and 
trailing edges, I inlaid a tapered balsa

spar on top, and ran package strapping 
tape on the bottom. The wing was then 
covered with cheap, brown wrapping 
paper bonded with spray adhesive. I 
found that the stuff has some wondrous 
characteristics. It weighs half as much as 
1/32 balsa sheet, is plenty strong for 
surfacing light models, it will both heat 
and water-shrink, and it is both cheap 
and readily available at any stationary 
store. Drafting mylar would have been a 
good alternative for a much larger 
model, but it weighs 3 times as much.

The glider weighs 10 ounces including 
two-channel radio. It has 330 in.2 wing 
and a foam fuselage. Also interesting, it 
was surfaced w ith a lady’s stocking, 
laminated with white glue. If I added a 
Tee Dee .049 and a bladder tank, the 
weight would only climb to 13-1/2 
ounces! Straight up with a couple of 
ounces of thrust to spare. The finish 
started with two base coats of Urethane

filler and ended with sprayed Urethane 
for a flat camouflage finish.

The mix for the filler was two parts 
clear Urethane, one part thinner, and 
one part cornstarch (talc would work 
OK too). Be sure to let each coat dry AT 
LEAST 24 hours before sanding. If you 
sand too soon, the stuff is faintly tacky 
and you get a patchy build-up on the 
sandpaper. Oh yes, the brown paper has 
a rough side and a smooth side. Be sure 
to put the smooth side out for the best 
finish.

Photos for the month: First one is a 
bottom view of the Phantom by Model 
Merchant. Specifically, you can see the 
wheelwell and retract installation. That 
model is really clean in the air. The wings 
are of "egg carton" expanded sheet 
polystyrene foam. Fuselage is thermo- 
formed plastic shells. Construction is 
easy.

Second photo is from the L.A. Flight- 
masters’ scale contest. Larry Olson, from 
Kent, Washington scratch-built this 
gorgeous Halberstadt D-2. He took 2nd 
in the gas power event. Power is by a Pee 
Wee .020 swinging a 6x3 Top Flite prop. 
The model is based on Bob Holman 
plans and uses markings cut out from 
SIG decal sheet material.

Third photo is my esteemed colleague 
Fernando Ramos with his Flyline "Kinner 
Sportster." The power for the all pale 
blue model is a Davies Dart engine. 
Weight was kept down to 6 oz. despite 
the fact that Fernando rigged pendulum 
control ailerons to help stabilize the 
model’s flight trim. Tissue was used as a 
covering material.

The last two photos are from our 
perrennial contributor, Hurst Bowers. 
The model isasingle-channel “ Nicholas- 
Beazley NB-3.”  As you can see, Hurst has 
rigged the receiver and actuator on a 
single slab so it can be installed or 
removed like a “ brick”  system. Neat 
idea; I’ll have to steal it! Judging by the 
position of the switch, you turn the radio 
on and off by reaching through one of 
the open cockpits. The "brick”  looks as 
if it will go in through the wing opening.·

Larry Olson, Kent, Washington, took 2nd in  Scale Gas at L.A. Flightmasters contest w ith  this 
Halberstadt D-2. Power is Pee Wee .020 turn ing 6x3 Top F lite prop.
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Mode! boating's "Grand Gentleman", A l Wood 
(right) visits w ith  Joe Monohan at Legg Lake 
record trials. A l makes many models used in 
movies. Joe is one o f So. Cal's best known R/C 
Unlim ited racers.

NAM BA’s fastest Junior Boater, Steve 
O'Donnell. His OPS .65 powered hydro has 
been clocked at over 85 mph.

Norm Teague holds his tw in  K & B Outboard 
tunnel. Clocked at 48 mph fo r 1/16 mile, Legg 
Lake, December 6 and 7, 1980.

HAVE YA EVER SEEN A 
MODEL BOAT CO 85 MPH?

The opportun ity to tie together a 
business trip with a quick stopover in the 
Los Angeles area was afforded your 
model boating columnist in early 
December of last year. My host during 
my stay in Los Angeles was N.A.M.B.A. 
District 19 Director, Jack Garcia. As luck 
would have it, I was able to observe a 
record trials being held at Legg Lake in 
South El Monte. The record trials was 
sponsored by Ron’s Drain Lines Racing 
Team. That may seem like a rather 
unusual name for a model boating club. 
However, when you learn that Ron 
Coveney, the organizing force behind 
this club owns and operates a company 
that installs drain lines I suppose it 
begins to make more sense. Ron served

as the event director for this two day 
event that took place on December 6 
and 7. Jack Oxley served as his assistant 
and the Southern California boaters 
who participated helped with running 
the timing scanners.

For those of you who have never 
witnessed a record trials, it might best be 
described as an event having vast 
amounts of inactivity broken by occa
sional excitement. The basic idea of 
record trials is to run your boat through 
a measured 1/16 mile and find out how 
fast the boat will go. Consecutive two- 
way passes are required to establish a 
speed record in this event. Driving a 
model boat straight for a distance of 1/16 
of a mile might not seem like all that 
difficult a task. However, it is surprising 
how difficult it can be to drive a model

boat straight for that distance. In order 
to obtain top speed, the model must get 
a running start at the timing area. Since 
the idea is to go as fast as you can, the 
boats are trimmed to run looseand free. 
A model boat trimmed for all out speed 
is extremely sensitive to water condi
tions, wind, and rudder control. When 
all these factors are taken into con
sideration the challenge of driving 
straight begins to make its presence 
felt.

Having participated in record trials for 
a number of years, I can appreciate the 
skills required to properly set up a boat 
that will run both fast and straight. At the 
Legg Lake event, I was provided with a 
number of opportunities to indulge in 
appreciation. This site is the best known 
model boating lake in Southern Cali-

Joe Monohan's Sport 40 Van's PX uses fron t intake K8iB .40 to 
reach 55 mph.

Wray Freitas' record holding X Class Hydro averaged 85.22 mph 
w ith  K8tB .68 prototype. Crapshooter 60 hull.
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Craig Glasgow w ith  Westcoast Marine Stingray Deep Vee which set Business end o f Norm Teague's tw in  tunnel. Note needle valves lo-
NAM BA records in .21 Outboard Mono and .21 Outboard Deep Vee. cated in engine throat. Must use crankcase pressure.

fornia. A good record trials site will have 
adequate room on both ends of the 
timing area to allow the models to gain 
maximum speed prior to entering the 
timing area. Legg Lake offers this room. 
When the boats begin going past 60 
mph, adequate entrance and exit lengths 
become very important.

Without doubt, the model boater who 
impressed me most during this two day 
speed event was Wray Fritas from Gar
den Grove. In N.A.M.B.A.’s 1/16 mile 
record trials, Wray now holds the hydro
plane records in three out of the four 
possible classes. Wray holds the records 
in B(.45),C(.65),and X(upto 1.34)classes. 
He established new records in the B and 
X classes while I was attending this event. 
Until this event, the fastest I'd ever seen 
a model boat go was 78 mph. I must have 
witnessed over a dozen runs above the 
80 mph mark at this meet. It was a real 
pleasure to observe Wray’s record runs 
of 82.11 with a K&B .45 in a .21 size 
Crapshooter, and his 85.22 mph run with

Wray Freitas set tw o new NAM BA records in 
.45 and 1.3 hydro fo r 1/16 mile. Shown w ith  
Crapshooter .21 (K&B .45! and Crapshooter 
60 (K&B .68). Legg Lake, December 1980.

a K&B .68 in a .60 size Crapshooter. You 
didn’t know K&B made a .68? Well, 
actually Wray was using a prototype 
engine that K&B is developing for future 
release as both an aircraft engine and a 
boat engine. In order to obtain research 
and development information on this 
engine, K&B has provided one to Wray 
to use in his record attempts. It’s my 
opinion that they certainly gave it to the 
right man. Both of Wray's Crapshooter 
hulls were very well engineered. It was 
evident that he had spent considerable 
time preparing both the boats and 
himself for straight line running. I think 
any model boater interested in learning 
how to run the 1/16 mile record trials 
should watch when someone of Wray's 
ab ility  is on the course. Like other 
excellent 1/16 mile competitors I’ve 
seen, he takes adequate time to properly 
line the boat up before entering the 
timing area. During the actual straight 
running, he tried not to steer the boat 
any more than absolutely necessary. If 
the boat is properly aligned prior to 
entering the timing area it should be 
possible to let it run the entire 1/16 mile 
without any rudder control. I should

mention that this is much easier said 
than done. Many of those participating 
at this event drove their boats like they 
were in a heat race and attempting to 
miss stalled boats on the course. Every 
time a boat changes it’s heading it slows 
down. Trimming a boat to run fast and 
then learning how to keep it heading in 
one direction is the challenge of the 
1/16 mile record run. It seemed to me 
that many people at this event needed to 
spend more time on learning to drive 
their boats in a straight line.

Another hydroplane that I felt was 
rather impressive was an original design 
run by Charlie Perdue. Charlie’s hydro 
was a .21 class boat of his own design. It is 
an outrigger configuration and very 
sleek in appearance. The front sponsons 
feature slots running the length of the 
sponsons. This boat made a number of 
runs at just over 66 mph and was only 1 
mph off the record. This same boat won 
the District 19 .21 Hydroplane Cham
pionship award. It is apparently an 
excellent boat for oval competition. 
Charlie informed me that he hopes to 
begin k itting  this boat in fiberglass 
sometime in the future. He said I'd be

Gene Adams' OPS powered tw in  hydroplane featured tuned pipes custom made by Gene. Boat 
features excellent engineering and craftsmanship.
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Mike Wisniewski's K&B .68 hydroplane does some acrobatics at 85 Norm Teague's Prather Tunnel had fast tim e at Legg Lake fo r out
mph. board tunnels at 37 mph plus. Boat k it now available.

given any information about the boat 
once he gets it ready for release.

Anything with an outboard on the 
transom would catch my eyeand my eye 
got caught by the record runs being laid 
down by Craig Glasgow with his West- 
coast Marine Stingray. Craig bettered 
both the A Outboard Monoplane and 
A Outboard Deep Vee records during 
this meet. Since I held both of the 
records for a short while last year, it was 
interesting watching these record runs. 
Craig is fairly new to this hobby/sport 
and this is the first time he’s held my 
records. Driving an outboard vee straight 
for any distance is a trying experience 
and Craig did the job sufficiently well to 
take home two records. Craig’s new 
record for A Outboard Monoplane is 
39.06 mph and the A Outboard Deep 
Vee record was set at 38.32 mph. Since 
N.A.M.B.A. will be dropping Deep Vee 
records and initiate Offshore Class in 
1981, Craig’s Deep Vee record will not 
be up for grabs. It is doubtful that any 
outboard powered boats will get into 
the new N.A.M.B.A. records’ listings in 
the Offshore Class since they would 
have to race against inboard powered 
hulls.

The other outboard, actually ou t
boards, that caught my attention was the 
twin K&B Outboard powered tunnel 
belonging to Norm Teague. Norm is the 
chief machanic for Nordskog Marine, a 
supplier of full size racing equipment. 
The word beautiful just doesn’ t do 
justice to the appearance and craftsman
ship of Norm’s models. Histwin tunnel is 
a George Campbell design that Prather 
Products has made in limited produc
tion. This boat had a one way pass at just 
over 49 mph. The sound of those twin 
K&Bs was unbelievably sweet. Norm had

the tunnel trimmed perfectly and it just 
hung there with a little bit of the spon- 
sons and the props in the water. Norm 
also ran one of the new Prather Tunnel 
hulls with a single outboard. Of the 
single outboard tunnels that ran, Norm 
had the best time of just over 37 mph.

I would be remiss not to give a special 
thanks to Jack Garcia and his wife Rosie 
for serving as my hosts during my stay. 
Jack took the time to drive me to Prather 
Products, Model Builder, and West- 
coast Marine. He also gave me a tour of 
the K&B Manufacturing facility. I hope 
to use some photos and information I 
obtained during my visits to these 
places in future articles. It was enjoy
able to drop by the RCMB office and 
have Bill Northrop give us the grand tour 
of the place. I was really surprised how 
big the office was. I greatly enjoyed my 
brief stay in Southern California. Having 
the opportunity to meet new people in 
the hobby and renew old acquaintances 
is always a pleasure.

DISTRICT 19 RACING RESULTS
During my visit, Jack Garcia took the 

time to provide the 1980 District 19 
racing results. The first listing of results is 
for their Championship Series in hydro
plane and monoplane classes.
A Hydro
1. Sid Ford
2. Ron Russell
3. Jack Oxley
4. Tom Topping
5. Bob Jacobs 
A Mono
1. Joe Jusak
2. Ron Russell
3. Paul Michalcylk
4. Scott Caldwell
5. Barbara Bishop

B Hydro
1. Joe Monohan
2. Ron Russell
3. Tom Topping
4. Jack Oxley
5. Ralph Henry 
B Mono
1. Terry Holland
2. Terry Prather
3. Al Prather
4. Diane Semler
5. Robert Holland 
C Hydro
1. Jack Oxley
2. Richard Fish
3. Ralph Henry
4. Steve O’Donnel
5. Jim Lawson 
C Mono
1. Richard Fish
2. Jack Bishop
3. Richard Taylor
4. Terry Holland
5. Doug Nystrom

District 19 and Powerboat Magazine 
sponsored a special outboard series 
during 1980. Three classes of outboards 
were raced: Stock Tunnel, Modified 
Tunnel, and Modified Vee Bottom. The 
final results of the Powerboat Outboard 
Series are as follows:
Stock Tunnel
1. Tim Hess, Lil Lightning
2. Joe Monohan, Rascal
3. Frank Hu, Campbell Tunnel
4. Norm Teague, Prather Tunnel
5. Jack Garcia, Hamilton Tunnel 
Modified Tunnel
1. Jack Garcia, Stewart SST
2. Rich Hazelwood, Lil Lightning
3. Norm Teague, Prather Tunnel
4. Jim Rudasill, Lil Lightning

Continued on page 75

Craig Glasgow's outboard on one of its record runs. Gene Adams' tw in  going sm oothly at about 75 mph.
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•  Our desk calendar yielded the above 
quotation, calculated to reassure those 
of you contemplating a new model 
project!
THE JERSEY BOUNCE

Regular readers may recall our passing 
(and we thought innocent) remark 
about New Jersey, which brought forth a 
protest letter from Don Typond, who 
pointed out the importance of his state 
in aeronautical history. A pamphlet 
recently brought to the Hangar may 
help to set the record straight. From the 
Aviation Hall of Fame & Museum of New 
Jersey, it includes the following “ firsts” :

First landing of an aircraft in the 
Western Hemisphere (January 9, 1793, 
no details given).

First dirigible balloon in the Western 
Hemisphere (1863, Dr. Soloman An
drews).

Several early flying machines in 1909 
(Hugh Willoughby and Frank Boland).

First transatlantic motor balloon flight 
attempt (1910, Walter Wellman and 
Melvin Vaniman).

1912 Hackensack air shows (Fred 
Kuhnert).

World’s largest bomber of 1919 (the 
Barling, built at Teterboro).

Famous pilots of 1920’s used engines 
built in Patterson, NJ (Wright Wirlwind 
[sic] engines powered the flights of 
Charles Lindbergh, Clarence Chamber
lin, Richard E. Byrd, Amelia Earhart, 
Floyd Bennett, Roger Q. Williams, and 
Clyde Pangborn).

1920 Fokker aircraft from Teterboro 
were first to fly over North Pole, South

Pole, non-stop across the Pacific and 
carried the first woman over the Atlantic.

Lakehurst was the largest airship 
center in the U.S.

Four major airlines had their begin
nings in New Jersey during the 1920’s.

In 1927-29, Teterboro was the head
quarters of the Gates Flying Circus.

Teterboro had the largest air cargo 
terminal in the U.S. during 1940’s.

Newark airport had the first paved 
runways at a commercial airport in the 
U.S. (1928).

Astronauts Wally Schirra and Buzz 
Aldren first flew in an airplane at Teter
boro.

Our thanks to Byron Whartnaby on 
behalf of all New Jersey residents. 
P.S. Byron lives in California!
TO RUSSIA WITH LOVE?

According to Bob and Dolly Wischer, 
who attended the FAI meeting in Paris, 
the Soviet Union has asked to host the 
1982 Scale Model World Championships. 
(See R/C Scale column.)
SOLAR POWER!

We've heard a lot lately about solar 
powered aircraft, but according to Rob 
Staehle writing in the American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics news-

Continued on page 76

Tom Nallen Jr's Messerschmitt M-35B, scaled from  John Underwood's book Acrobats  
in  the Sky. Rubber powered model spans 21 inches.

Ced Galloway uses 2 lite r plastic soda bo ttle  bottom s fo r cowls. Pry Blackburn "A iredale”  peanut by  E. F illon. Was en try  in French
o ff, cut out center, f i l l  three holes in bottom . Jacques Pouliquen Memorial contest. Photo by Roger Aime.
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would. I know that my interest was 
stirred back in the 7th grade by reading 
The Model Airplane Mystery (anybody 
out there got a copy? I’m a sucker for old 
model aviation books).
DARNED GOOD AIRFOIL . . .  
Gottingen 57

This is another of the sections tested at 
the small Gottingen University wind 
tunnel during World War I. After the 
war, NACA collected the results of these 
tests, and those of British, French and 
American wind tunnels, publishing 
them as Technical Reports Nos. 93 
(1920), 124 (1921), 182 (1923), 244, 286and 
315 (1929). Last summer, I found these 
reports in the Oregon State University 
library, and selected a few airfoils for 
publication in RCMB.

This month’s DGA is hitherto unpub
lished, but looks like it should be useful 
for Wakefield and Nordic. The 6.3% 
thickness fits in well with current trends, 
and the camber is slightly less than 6%, 
so it would correspond to the popular 
Benedek 6356 in airfoil parameters. In 
addition, the upper camber drop-off 
between the 40% and 80% stations is less 
than 5% (the trademark of the low-drag 
Eppler sections), so it would bear some 
experimenting.

The Gottingen series airfoils were 
numbered roughly in the order in which 
they were tested. The Gottingen 57 was 
tested early in the series, in 1917. The 
nominal Reynolds number for the test 
data in the report was 54000, the same as 
for Nordics on glide .. . though a free 
stream value would be closer to 75000, if 
allowances for the turbulence level in 
the small Gottingen tunnel are made. 
Still, this is a low enough Reynolds 
number to permit some observations 
about model performance. Performance 
is similar to the results quoted by Dr. 
Lipisch for the Gott. 123 and 342: max lift 
coefficient of 1.3, and a lower drag co
efficient at max lift. (By the way, the lift 
and drag coefficients in the first 2 NACA 
reports must be m ultip lied by 2 to 
correspond to usual practice).
MODEL OF THE MONTH: Joe Foster’s 
Laid Back Wakefield

We haven't run a Wakefield 3-view in 
a while, so let’s start from the top . . . 
from the top of the Team Selections 
standings, that is. Joe Foster’s previous 
spot on a Wakefield team happened in 
the days of no rubber weight restriction, 
back in 1953. He did right well, too, 
winning Wakefield in the first-ever flyoff 
for the Cup. So it ’s interesting to take a 
look at the type of Wake he’s using 28

years later, as reported by Chris Matsuno 
in the Turbulator (3-view taken from the 
Bat Sheet):

" Foster had been experimenting with 
a 3-position auto-rudder on an earlier 
Wake and reported that it hada sizzling 
climb. However, it was apparently a bit 
unforgiving on launch, and splattered 
itself in a crash. So back to the drawing 
board.

"A ll the next generation Wake did was 
vault him to first place at the finals! Its 
configuration is quite average, and uses 
sheeted wings, which he managed to 
build quite light (50grams). He did fold a 
wing during a launch at the Finals, so his 
latest models will incorporate a spruce 
spar flush w ith the sheeting, with  
webbing.

"The most intriguing aspect of the 
model is its prop. It is a 24 inch diameter 
by 36 inch (nominal) slightly washed out 
at the tips and higher near the hub. That 
much pitch is normally associated with 
long motor run models and not with 
fast-climbing models. He uses anywhere 
from 28 to 32 strands of 7/8 FAI rubber. 
This gives a motor run range of around 
40 seconds, down to the low 30’s. A 
figure I seem to remember from talking 
to him is 350turnson 30 strands and a 35- 
36 sec. motor run, figures which sound 
about right. The normal approach for 
faster climbing models is to go down a

bit in diameter and pitch. )oe went the 
opposite way, and it really seems the 
better way. )ohn Card once told me that 
during the burst a Wake motor releases 
2-3 ft.-lbs. of energy per prop revolu
tion. This is enough to raise a Wakefield 
vertically 4-6 ft.! Since the model can’t 
advance fart her during one prop revolu
tion than the prop’s pitch, you can see 
that a 30 inch pitch prop is simply losing 
almost half of the energy released by the 
motor. So why not increase the pitch 
and try to get some of it back ? It seems to 
have worked for )oe. "(It certainly seems 
to me that the availability of good 
rubber in recent years has aided such an 
approach. In the days of weakest Filati, 
such an approach would have been 
most inappropriate.)
MYSTERY MODEL

Okay, you guys, start searching 
through your files for pusher canard gas 
models! That’s what’sshown this month. 
The fuselage profile should be the major 
identifying feature (but, of course, there 
haven’t been too many pusher canards 
published). Then again, probably a 
higher percentage of pusher canards 
that made it out to the flying field were 
published, because editors are suckers 
for this kind of thing. (Anything to break 
the monotony! wen) I remember think
ing once that if I came up with a pusher 
canard Class D ROW design, I’d have

DARNED GOOD AIRFOIL -  GOTT. 57

STATION 0 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 100

UPPER 1.2 2.7 3.71 5.14 6.17 7.09 8 8.57 9.02 8.86 8.29 7.29 6 4.29 2.4 1.4 0.17

LOWER 1.2 0.11 0 0.34 0.74 1.14 1.77 2.29 2.8 2.86 2.86 2.57 2.03 1.43 0.7 0.35 0
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1-1/4" —* \
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POWER 28 STR. 1 /8 " F.A .I.
35 see. POWER RUN ON 350 TURNS

BODY WT.= 136 gm. 
PROP ASSY = 43 gm.

V IT  & AUTO RUDDER 
OPERATED AT 4 sec.

RIGHT - LEFT
POWER G LIDE . NO WARPS.
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Seen at 1980 Heart o f D ixie meet. Steve Durr, Nashville F /F  Society, 
w ith  1/2A. Tom Heppler photo.

Heart of D ixie '76 '. Huntsville, Alabama. Bunny Jenkins anchors fo r 
Jim Lewis, w inding O.T. (Ed Lamb Climber).

magazine editors making me the same 
sort of ridiculous offers college basket
ball coaches maketo 16-year old pituitary 
freaks. I always gave up the idea, though, 
when I realized I'd have to build the 
thing first.

Anyway if you think you’ve spotted 
the ViA canard shown here, send in your 
guess to the RCMB OFFICE (not to me, 
please), to see if you're the winner of a 1- 
year subscription.
HOW TO FLY THE 'Λ Α  SPACER

As promised last month, here are the 
original flying directions for the ViA 
Spacer featured as a 3-view in the March 
issue. I suspect that the reason so many 
flyers had success with Sal Taibi’s kit 
designs was the good set of flying 
instructions on the plans . . .  quite a 
contrast from the usual “ glide the model 
in tall grass, then let 'er rip”  directions 
prevalent with most of the designs of the 
time. (The Ramrod was another easy-to- 
fly model for the same reason: an exten
sive, clearly outlined explanation of the 
trimming method.) Here are Sal’s com
ments:

"Many lest models were built and all 
of them flew with the same adjustments 
as were built in the kit; some models, 
however, may vary due to differences in 
balance or warps. Before taking the 
models out to fly, check for warps; if 
any are visible, they can be removed in 
the following manner: Place a pot on the 
stove with about a half-inch o f water in 
it; when the water begins to steam, place 
the warped surface over the pot and 
twist wing to get out the warp. If this is 
done immediately after the model has 
been completed, the warp will come out 
easily.

",All the test models flew in a wide 
right climbing turn and glided in a tight 
left circle. Before making the first test 
hop, put about 7/76 to 3/32 left tab; do 
not fly without this left tab. It would also 
be advisable to place a piece of 7/76 
balsa under the rear of the stabilizer for 
the first flight. Fly model with a short 
engine run.

" The model will probably dip slightly 
or stall on the glide. If the model glides 
straight the stall can be corrected by 
tilting the right side of the stab down;

this will turn the model on the glide but 
will not affect the power pattern. Add tilt 
as needed un til the correct turn is 
obtained. The important thing to re
member when adding turn is that turn 
gives the model a diving tendency, 
therefore if the model glides well and 
the turn is added, then incidence must 
also be added; this can be done by shim
ming under the stabilizer trailing edge. 
If, however, the model is stalling on the 
glide and also gliding straight, the turn 
will eliminate the stall and therefore 
incidence will not be needed. Never test 
fly without a dethermalizer; many a 
ood model has been lost on a short test 
op. Good luck!"
Notice Sal’s philosophy about flight 

testing; no warps and make small 
changes, one at a time. That’s not a bad 
way to go, although I think some slight

washin on the wing panel insides the 
power turn is almost essential as extra 
insurance. My Spacer hasn’t flown yet 
because I haven’t figured out how to 
cure the nose-heavy condition caused 
by using a Tatone Tankmount/TD com
bination. I’ll probably end up using a 
shorter, lighter mount, and a pacifier 
fuel system.
A NEW SUPER CLUE?

While building my Spacer, I ran across 
a glue with some very useful properties. 
This sticky stuff doesn't dry instantly, so 
you can move parts around a bit before 
final bonding. In addition, it loses most 
of its weight while drying and is gap
filling. The dried glue forms a toughened 
skin that can be used for local reinforce
ment, as well as the adhesion of small

Continued on page 76

" T h t s  n i t r a t e  s u r e  s m e l l s  g o o d .
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Rich Lopez holding John Jo's "Super Voodoo". Chuck Rudner, 
caught w ith  fingers in fie ld  box, has moved to  So. Cal.

Myles Lawrence tunes Class I Mouse, w h ile  Morrie Leventhal holds 
umbrella and Steve DeBord plays Arab.

ontro l line By ” DIRTY DAN”  RUTHERFORD
PHOTOS BY C H A R LIE  JOHNSON

STOP ME IF YOU’VE HEARD THIS ONE
In last month’s column, mention was 

made of the fact that I had built a (excuse 
me while I hang me head in shame) 
sport-type 1/2A R/C model. Not a 
“ regular”  one, a really light version of 
the Airtronics S-Tee. After the model 
was completed, with Japanese tissue and 
clear dope covering, of course, I was 
hitting up flying friend and Grumbacher 
factory rep, Bob Hatch, for a super zoot 
dope brush. One of those very expen
sive brushes that everybody knows they 
should have to use, love, and cherish 
forever but don’t buy because it seems 
silly to spend something around $20.00 
for a paint brush. Besides, it is so much a 
part of modeling to be always picking 
that stray camel hair or two out of the 
aimost-dry paint, not to mention the 
thrill of finding a couple more after the 
paint is dry, naturally enough.

So you don’t get it wrong, be advised 
that I had absolutely no intention of 
actually buying this magical brush .. . 
just calling in a couple of chipsforfavors 
from the past. Haven’t got the brush yet, 
either. But during the conversation 
about such things. Bob mentioned that 
he had been to a F/F contest where 
somebody had a 1/2A model, tissue and 
dope, that was very light and only had 
three coats of clear. No real trick to that 
except for the fact that this other fellow’s 
model supposedly had a finish equal to 
mine, which consisted of many, many 
coats of clear. The trick was that he had 
used one of those funny looking foam 
brushes that are often seen in hardware 
stores.

I had assumed they were OK for 
water-based paints and such, but that 
they would bedissolved by something as 
nasty as dope, which is a kind of lacquer.

Turns out that dope does affect the

One Fox w ith  another. Debbie Im hoff poses 
w ith  Duke Fox after presenting him w ith  a 
handmade plaster fox . Debbie's husband, D ick, 
made special red, white, and blue slow combat 
model fo r Duke, presented it  the day before. 
Powered by Fox 36BB, o f course!

foamie brushes, makes them swell up 
some. The one I tried started out two 
inches wide and is now two and a 
quarter wide, but other than that they 
do work very well. The difference seems 
to be in two areas, one a lot more 
important than the other. First and least 
important, is that the foam brushes hold 
a huge amount of paint. Almost too 
much, if you can believe that. Dip the 
sucker in 8 ounces of paint and you’ll 
have 6 ounces left in the can, 2 in the 
brush. The important trick is that the 
foam "brush”  tends to lay the dope on 
top of the tissue instead of pushing it 
through the zillions of tiny holes you’re 
trying to fill with the dope. No reason to 
paint the tissue on the inside, but that 
seems to be what we end up doing with 
the usual hair brushes. And if you are 
staying a step or so ahead of me, yes the 
"foamies”  sound like the way to go on 
those beautiful silk and dope finishes 
that always take so many coats of clear 
just to fill the weave.

So drop by the local hardware store 
and ask for foam brushes. The ones I 
have been using are labeled Poly-Brush. 
Ignore the warning that says “ not for 
shellac or lacquer." Rejoice at the price, 
the one I bought were on sale for a 
measly 28 cents each.
JUSTICE FOR MOUTH BREATHERS

It is hardly adequate compensation 
for the effort put forth by Walt Perkins 
and J.E. Albritton, dominating as they 
did the past World Champs, literally 
blowin’ 'em away in qualifying their 
Team Racer, only to suffer through a line 
tangle crash and then get held up by an
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Myles Lawrence waits fo r the go signal in a Fast Combat round, John 
McCollum holding.

John Jo does the holding fo r Chuck Rudner. Chuck's old fly ing  
partners from  Detro it should note he appears to  have a fie ld box!

indecisive F2C Jury. However, at the 
1980 FAI meeting, the C/L Sub-com
mittee had this to say about the resulting 
protest and just who was to be specifi
cally singled out as not eligible for duty 
on future jury duty, The next bit is 
straight from the minutes of the tech
nical meeting:

"The F2C jury showed indecision 
throughout the afternoon at the final 
race. This indecision led to d ifficu lt 
problems for both the organizers and 
the FAI Jury. Both were of the opinion 
that the F2C jury had made and an
nounced a final result soon after the 
close o f the final so this result was 
published and preparations carried  
forward for the closing ceremony. The 
F2C jury, however, continued to deli
berate after verbal protests by the U.K. 
and U.S.A. Team Managers, thus delay
ing submission of a formal protest by 
either team. This protracted delay finally 
led to the appearance of a conflict 
between the organizer's prerogatives 
and the FAI fury responsibility.

" The Sub-committee re-emphasizes 
the FAI fury responsibility to ensure the 
conduct of a fair and impartial compe

tition, and it is the responsibility of the 
organizer to provide the facilities for 
this.

"The Committee had no option, in 
light of the facts, but to censure the F2C 
fury in the strongest terms for its indeci
sion, since it is the responsibility of such 
juries to make prompt and effective 
decisions during the competition.

"At this time the most practical solu
tion to the problem would appear to be 
as follows:

"a) The Danish team should retain 
the individual championship title and 
awards.
" b) The U.K. and U.S.A. teamsshould 
be placed equal seconds and each 
awarded silver medals.
"c) Although there is no suggestion 
that the Danish team was in any way 
at fault during the final race of the 
F2C event at the World Champion
ships, it is felt that it would be the 
correct decision in view of the fact 
that the remaining two teams were 
unable to satisfactorily finish the race, 
that the Danish team should be 
requested to relinquish its right as 
individuals under paragraph 2.3.5 of

the Sporting Code.
"The Sub-committee feels strongly 

that F2C fury composition is critical to 
proper conduct at team race competi
tion. In an effort to improve this aspect 
of the sport, the Committee will publish 
a list of recommended jury members 
and monitor and report on jury perfor
mance and problems in the coming 
year. The Committee further recom
mends the Mr. Rudd of the U.K. and 
Mr. Meijer of the Netherlands, as a 
result of having been on two consecu
tive major juries receiving significant 
protest, not be considered for any major 
jury for a period of one year."

Would have been so much nicer for 
Walt and J.E. to simply come home with 
the gold medal they truly deserved, but 
such is luck, even at the World Champ 
level. For now, they do have a silver, 
recogn ition  as cu rren tly  being the 
fastest team in the world, and hopes to 
get the gold next time.
NEWS FOR YOUR BLADDER

This little tip may or may not be news 
to you but I just happened to recall that 
when Charlie Johnson and Greg Hill 
were up for a Bladder Grabber a couple 
years ago they were kind of surprised 
that locally one can go into most any 
hobby store and buy those Estes rocket 
body tubes so frequently used as bladder 
compartments in Combat models. 
Seems that they had been buying whole 
kits just for the tubes, tossing all the 
other parts paid for but not of any use. If 
you are in a similar situation, now you 
know that body tubes are available 
separately, your shop can get ’em for ya.

An aside is that both Charlie and Greg 
bought a handful of tubes only to find 
they had no way to pack them for the 
flight back to San Diego. So they had to 
leave them with me and I didn’t even 
pay them for what I have by now used up 
in numerous Combat models. Some 
guys can’t win; first they spend years 
buying whole rocket kits for the tubes 
and then when they do get their hands 
on a bunch, the tubes end up being used

John McCollum launching fo r Myles Lawrence. Both Kusik and McCollum are doing a lot of 
combat during the o ff  season fo r Team Race.
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One o f tw o latest Flyline k it releases, the "S p ir it o f St. Louis" is in  3/4-inch scale, spans 34 5 /8  inches. Power is .020 fo r pulse radio. K it includes 
Williams Bros, cylindersand fu ll set o f decals.

By FERNANDO RAMOSFREE FLIGHT SCALE

•  While refueling at the airport the 
other day. a freshly restored Stearman 
taxied up and parked next to me. One 
tends to forget how big these graceful 
old birds actually are. This one was a bit 
unusual because it was powered by a 
Jacobs engine, and had a constant speed 
prop. I gave the airplane a careful study, 
paying close attention to the way the 
struts were attached to the wings. The 
thought immediately struck me. that this 
same manner of attachment could be 
used on F/F scale models (see sketch). 
The size of the strut attach fittings will be 
dependent on the size of the model, as 
well as the thickness of the brass. There
fore. specific dimensions will not be 
stated. A strip of brass is bent like the 
drawing, and the part shown sweat 
soldered together. You may find it easier 
to bend two pieces at right angles, and 
solder them together. I prefer to use a 
soldering paste for sweat soldering, 
since I find this quite easy. I know this 
kind of solder can be found in many 
places, but I get mine at a hobby shop 
that handles model railroad supplies.

There should be one of these fittings 
for each strut end, and the corners 
should be rounded off. These fittings are 
easily mounted to the wing spars, using a 
combination of glue and thread. If the 
height of the spar is not adequate, the

fitting would have to be made unusually 
tall (see sketch). This arrangement 
should be avoided, as the fitting would 
not provide sufficient structural support. 
The solution is a simple one. Just glue a 
spacer on top of the spar, spanning the 
distance between ribs, and mount fitting 
as previously described.

If the spar is not running in the middle 
of the rib (for more realism), but is 
tangent to the bottom of the ribs, a slight 
change will have to be made. On an 
upper wing, the fittings would be ex
posed, and would look awful after 
covering. So, the fo llow ing change 
should be made (see sketch). Carve 
away just enough of the spar where the

Continued on page 95

Second new F ly line k it is called "M egowcoup". Derived from  Megow's 1935 rubber powered 
Monocoupe D-145, span was doubled to  46 inches fo r .049 and 2-channel radio.
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"E d  Toner holding Banshee". This 40% reduction o f Leon Shulman's famous design is powered 
by a Telco Turbotank 3000 CO2 engine.

By ED TONER

A new use for those little  CO2 
motors . . . Miniature Classic 
Gassies!! Ed designs 'em and also 
happens to sell the motors, under 
the Buzzer Model Airplane Co. 
label. See the April '81 issue.

•  The Banshee is an Irish spook that is 
said to appear on the eve of the death of 
a member of an old Irish family. Bean 
Si, pronounced Ban She, is indeed an 
"Irish Woman Fairy." The apparition 
combs her hair, while emitting an eerie 
wail, and scares the bejaysus out of 
everyone. All then repair to the local 
pub and discuss the incident over a few 
pints as any civilized bunch would be 
expected to do. For centuries, the Irish 
were a very superstitious lot, but they 
are not now .. . they know it's bad luck 
to be superstitious. So much for Myth- 
information (harrumph).

McDonnel Aircraft named a fighter, 
the F2H-3, after the Banshee, probably 
for the sound emitted by a pair of J-34 
engines. Back in 1955, I flew this fine 
ship for about 3 years, and loved it.

Leon Shulman, in 1941, named a 
radical new design of his after it, prob
ably because of the scream emitted by a 
wide open Bantam .19. just look at the 
lines of this design, and tell yourself it is 
40 years o ld ! It's one of Shulmans 
timeless designs, and deserves once

again to grace the pages of a magazine. It 
last appeared in the Oct. ’45 Air Trails as 
a 50-inch class A “ gassie.”

This model is basically a 40% reduction 
of the original, modified for the new 
Turbotank 3000 C02 engine now avail
able. (See the "Buzzer” advertisement in 
the April issue). This engine is a very nice 
piece of work, and is ideally suited for 
short nose-moment arm designs such as 
this. It has many scale applications, such 
as the radial engined WVV-I types. A nice 
feature is the throttle, which sits behind 
the prop and is adjusted by a spanner 
provided w ith the engine. Another 
nice feature is the integral tank with its 
rigid loader. The tank does not need an 
upward tilt, which occasionally can 
prove troublesome. I forsee a new breed 
of C02 endurance ships using this 
engine in a rolled tube fuselage with 
low pylon and the basic Jetex 150 sur
faces.

There were a few deviations from 
"scale” , a necessity. The firewall had to 
be widened, a few ribs eliminated, etc., 
but it’s still your basic Banshee. Before

going any further, I would like to 
acknowledge the assistance rendered by 
my friend Ray Borden, who both drew 
the plan, and ironed out a few sticky 
wickets in the engineering of it all.

This model is dedicated to all you 
balsa slicers and glue daubers out there. 
It builds fast, and it’s fun to build. After 
trying all those exotic concoctions to 
hold balsa-to-balsa, I’m back to that 
greasy kid stuff. Ambroid.

Let’s get building. I suggest you start 
with the firewall. Clamp a piece of 3/32 
plywood between two scraps of soft 
pine scrap lumber, and carefully bore an 
11/16th hole in it using an old fashioned 
brace and bit. and boring very slowly 
with a sharp 11/16th bit. Then cut the 
firewall around the hole with a coping 
saw, and drill the holes as indicated. The 
engine mounting holes are just starters 
for the wood screws used to mount the 
engine, unless you have the necessary 
very small bolts for the job. It is a rather 
tight fit, since the mounting flange of the 
engine has the holes quite close to the 
necessary circular opening for the tank.

"Banshee holding Ed Toner". Ed flew  the Banshee F 2H -3 fo r 3 years in the mid '50's. Now he's an airline captain w ith  TWA.
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FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE -  SEE PAGE 100 R/C MODEL BUILDERσ> ΓΌ
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Downthrust shows clearly in th is  photo. A ny
one have an unused .010?

Note on the front view that the cylinder 
is upright, but the filler must becanted a 
bit so that the charger will miss the 
wheel. This is done simply by backing off 
a bit on the large slot head at the rear of 
the tank, tw isting the cylinder the 
necessary amount, and retightening. 
Use washers to set in the proper amount 
of downthrust, and mount the motor. 
Using fine copper wire, sew the landing 
gear strut, bent as shown, into place 
and epoxy it. You have now completed 
the most difficult part of the whole 
model. A note on the powerplant. It is 
more powerful than existing engines of 
its size, but I'm sure a Brown MJ-70 or a 
shark would do the job, but would 
probably require less than the 5 degree 
downthrust shown. Hey, you there!

Yeah, you with the flannel shirt and a can 
of beer. . .  why are you laying that Cox 
.010 on the plan? You're not seriously 
thinking of . . . !  EGAD. He is!

Anyway, Shulman popularized this 
“ X” type of fuselage construction. It 
allows a thin cross section with a rigidity 
that could not be attained any other 
way. Slice out the side view, cut away the 
tank area as shown, and cut the lighten
ing holes. Be sure to observe the inden
tation (dotted line) for the sheeting to be 
applied later. Now, using the top view, 
cut both sides as shown. Cement the 
formers in place, and then epoxy the 
firewall assembly in place. Before you 
complete the sheeting and cowl, ob
serve the location of the lubricating hole 
for the engine, just forward of the C02 
filler. Access to this is necessary every so 
often. I use one of those hypodermic 
type oilers with a slightly bent end for 
the job. Of course, you could always drill 
a small hole for this purpose.

Wing construction is standard. The 
thin airfoil does not permit a deep spar.

so choose your wood carefully. Build the 
spar directly over the plan. Empennage 
construction is self-explanatory. I ce
mented the tail feathers in place, but 
you may want to employ a pop-up type 
dethermalizer, especially that wise guy 
with the Cox .010 in mind.

I covered the original with colored 
light silkspan. using the colors of the 
Irish Tricolor, green, white and orange. 
A little patience is required to get a 
smooth job around the compound 
curve at the front of the pylon. I used 
well-thinned nitrate dope, and 3 coats 
were required. Allow 3 days for dope to 
cure, and watch out for warps.

For flight testing, choose the prover
bial grassy field, and always bring along a 
few spare props, C02 charger bulbs, 
some clay for ballast, and a small vial of 
holy water. Balance as shown, and use 
the rudder tab to get a slight right turn, 
and a mushy type glide. The engine can 
be loaded three ways: a gas charge by

Continued on page 97

The finished and covered C O j Banshee on the plans. Original ship appeared in the October '45 A ir Trails magazine as a 50-inch Class A  gassie. 
Model of model has only m inor mods.
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Bill Warner's 1911 Paulhan-Tatin Aero-Torpille No. I. Peanut version 
by J.F. Frugoli was published in Jan. '81 RCMB.

Ferril Papic and his B lériot No. 7 Monoplane placed 2nd in scale 
under the Paulhan-Tatin.

■ fltčTň/č CHAMPIONSHIPS
mĚá WÉå W  W  Free Flight events reported by BILL STROMAN

•  Ever been to a model airplane meet 
where one can speak in normal tones 
and be heard by the person next to you? 
This can only be possible at a rubber 
powered, or. as on January 18,1981, at an 
all electric powered contest. Unlike last 
year, when we were blown out (had to 
hold the meet in June), we had fine 
weather. Slight overcast, very little wind, 
and Hung, the Cod of thermals, favored 
us with some good lift. For you who 
don't know a good thermal from a bad 
one, a good one takes your model and 
carries it until a max is made, then lets go 
so it can be recovered within the flying 
site. A bad one hangs on and lets it go 
over a freeway, tall tree, or a yard with a 
large, rabid dog.

We started at 8 a.m., more or less. First, 
each flier told how well his plane was 
trimmed, and how long it was staying up.

Then we all test flew, repaired the 
models, and paid our entry fee. Had a 
good turnout, 19 models were entered, 
and about 60 people to fly or cheer us 
on.

Gene Wallock was ready first (shades 
of Sal Taibi), and flew his Ranger in both 
the endurance and 02 Replica events. 
Gene is a real modeler and was entered 
in the radio control event at the other 
side of the triangle, as well as free flight.

Another person to watch is Jim Mc- 
Dermoth. He had two models entered in 
endurance: Hummer I, and Hummer II; 
and a Strato Streak in 02 Replica. An
other Strato Streak flier, Art Whalstedt, 
had to enter his plane in the endurance 
event as he had a VL Hytork system, and 
only Astro Flight systems were allowed 
in the 02 Replica event.

Mike Bernhardt, a member of the 
famous Bernhardt family, along with 
father Otto, master of all gas engines, 
and brother Phil, noted draftsman, mod
eler, and former assistant editor of this

magazine, entered an Eaglet in endur
ance. May I say that he won by a good 
margin . . . some saying that he had to 
just because he's a Bernhardt, but my 
guess being that he’s a good flier by his 
own right.

Bill Stroman (who?) entered a flying 
wing of his own design. The climb was 
great, but the glide wasn’t good enough 
compared to the other models. Guess 
it’s back to the drawing board again.

As I stated before, we had many kinds 
of 02 Replica models. This size model is 
just right for the Astro 02 system, and 
would be a good place to start electric 
power for many modelers. Just one 
thing, be sure to light that D.T. fuse . . .  I 
lost my Valkyrie model after a 9-minute, 
out-of-sight flight last year, but had it 
returned later from about six miles away. 
Needless to say, be sure to put your 
name and address on your model!

Jim McDermoth's Strato Streak had 
the high time of the day, w ith a 7- 
minute, 18 second total for three flights.

Jim McDermoth laucing his Hummer I. It Bob Boucher's Lincoln Beachy Monoplane, probably bu ilt from  R/N Models k it.
placed second in duration. V L  powered.
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Jim McDermoth explains the facts to  K im  and Cynde Waddell, then let them enter the model 
in competition.

Jim McMahon’s Buzzard Bombshell put 
in some great flights to get a second 
place; this model looked as great as it 
flew. That master modeler, Bill Warner, 
built a Playboy Sr. Must have been quite 
a change for him, as he is famous for his 
donut wing Lee-Richards, and other 
unusual models. Bill would have placed 
higher than he did, but some modeler 
liked the Playboy so much that Bill gave 
it to him before he completed his third 
flight. How’s that for a great person!!! 
Art Herbon had a Buzzard Bombshell 
that really pleased the crowd with its 
smooth silent flights.

Your scribe entered his Valkyrie, then 
test flew it. Wanted to get a little less 
right turn in power mode, so gave it a tad 
more left rudder. This made the right 
climb better; really got up there. How
ever, it began to stall a little when the 
glide started. Then the stall got worse, 
then worse, then it was diving about 50

feet each time. As luck would have it, it 
hit the asphalt right on the nose. It 
damaged the motor, and in the mean
time, the battery, toward the aft end, 
thought the motor was in trouble, so it 
came through three bulkheads tosmack 
it from the rear. Made the model lighter 
by taking out the bulkheads, but some
how it seemed rather flimsy after that.

I wasn't the only one to have troubles. 
Tom Comparet had really worked on a 
fantastic Farman Mostique for the scale 
event. While testing, the Farman de
cided to use a car for a hangar. This tore 
out the motor, designed the wing spar, 
and broke many ribs. Did Tom get in a 
snit and leave? Heck no, both he and his 
father stayed the rest of the day and 
helped time other modelers. That's the 
kind of modelers we like to see. Thanks 
to both of you!

If there is a free flight scale event 
around, you can be sure that Bill Warner

Jim McDermoth's training paid o ff! Kim  and Cynde Waddell look kinda pleased w ith  the ir firs t 
and second place trophies in Junior.

Cynde Waddell launching McDermoth's model. 
Power is by V L  Products.

will be in it. Bill had a 1911 Paulhan Tatin 
Aero-Torpille No. 1 (please see January 
1981 Model Builder, page 51), that was 
up to his very fine standards. Made its 
first ever flight that morning, and, after 
some trimming, was flying better than 
most ; in fact the only model that outflew 
it was Ferrel Papic’s Blériot »7 mono
plane. Papic’s plane is a legend for its 
long takeoff, and smooth flight. This 
time it outdid itself. As he was making his 
third flight, the wind caused the model 
to drift over the cars. It looked like a 
close thing, just clearing each car by 
about two feet. But at the end of the line 
was Jim McDermoth’s new Ford van 
(well, pretty new), w ith a fou r-foo t 
fiberglass pole on it to act as a mylar 
streamer mast. Well, the Blériot hit the 
mast with its right wing, broke it from 
the truck, seemed to hesitate for a sec
ond, t^en flew on as though nothing hap
pen- v  Don’t know what you use for 
material in that wing Ferril, but it sure is 
strong stuff!

Art Herbon had entered a Fairchild 24 
that was very detailed and was flying 
well, but seemed to get dirt in the close- 
fitting wheel pants, and had some bad 
luck taking off. This cost him half of the 
flying points, but the model was so well 
detailed that he got a third place overall.

The owner of Astro Flight, and person 
who pays for this contest. Bob Boucher, 
made a great looking Lincoln Beachy 
Monoplane. As he was running the 
radio control event, Bill Warner flew the 
model for him. I believe this is a kit, and 
it flew very well, so you kit builders take 
heart, there are many kits that can be 
converted from .020 gas to 02 electric. 
Might mention here that the best source 
of information I know of is Bob’s book. 
The Quiet Revolution, found in most 
model shops.

Was worried about the junior event 
for most of the day; didn’t seem to have 
anyone to enter in it. Got to talking to 
two girls, Cynde and Kim Waddell by 
name, and asked them if they would 
like to enter the event. They told me that 
they would, but didn’t have a model. Jim

Continued on page 94
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M o d e le r ’s
W re n c h
This is a high quality, attractive
ly finished 4-way wrench in 
5/16", 3/8” , 7/16" and 1/2" 
socket sizes. The glow plug 
socket has a built-in retaining 
clip to hold the plug in the 
socket as you remove or install 
it in the engine. Four tapped 
holes around the center section 
store glow plugs.

P/N 200-202 S4.79

F u e l F i l te r
This highly efficient fuel filter is 
essential for maximum engine 
reliability. It prevents con
taminates from clogging the 
carburetor needle valve 
assembly.

P/N 200-028 $2.49

Clevis
• Exclusive Snap-lock steel 

pin.
• Will not vibrate loose even 

on 'Λ scale aircraft.
• Minimize the danger of wear 

and breakage at this connec
tion critical point.

Clevis with 10" steel rod allows 
for %" adjustment.

P/N 200-128 $2.49

Clevis only (package of 4).

P/N 200-131 $1.99

G la s s  F i l le d  N y lo n  
E n g in e  M o u n ts
• Low vibration levels.
• Accurate alighment.
• Easy installation.
• High strength, lightweight 

glass filled nylon.
• Mounting screws become 

self-locking in this material.
• 12 sizes fit all popular 

engines.

From $2.19 · $3.49

A lu m in u m  
E n g in e  M o u n ts

• Precision machined cast 
aluminum.

• Drill to your specific 
requirements.

• Lightweight with rugged
ness to withstand the stress 
of high powered and larger 
displacement engines.

From $4.25 - $11.95

K ra f t  .61 A lu m in u m  
E n g in e  M o u n t

Rugged cast aluminum engine 
mount is drilled and tapped for 
Kraft .61 and Webra .61

A c c e s s o r ie s
A s s o r tm e n t
Handy assortment of 56 white 
nylon plastic modeling ac
cessories is your best buy in 
convenience and utility.

2 Extra Long Horns 
2 Regular Horns 
4 Horn Plates
1 Flying Stab Bellcrank
2 Push Rod Exits
1 Antenna Flag Clip 
1 Receiver Antenna Clip
1 Nut Plate (6/32)
3 Push-on Collars (5/32)
3 Push-on Collars (1/8)
3 Push-on Collars (3/32)

13 Push-on Collars (1/16)
2 Bellcranks (90)
2 Push-on Collars (.045)

10 Machine Screws (2-56xVi)
2 Nuts (2-56)
2 Bellcrank Bushings 
2 Wing Hold Down Nylon 

Bolts (Vi-20)

P/N 200-100 $2.98

1 F ly in g  S ta b i l iz e r  
B e llc ra n k
P/N 200-108 $ .98

2 P u s h  R o d  E x its ,  1 
H a tc h  H o ld  D o w n  
B ra c k e t

P/N 200-107 $ .79

2 (9 0 °) B e llc ra n k s  
w ith  M a c h in e d  
B u s h in g s  a n d  
L o c k n u t
P/N 200-115 $1.79

2 E x tra  L o n g  C o n tro l 
H o rn s

Í P/N 200-111 $ .89

2 S ta n d a rd  C o n tro l 
H o rn s

P/N 200-112 $ .89

24 A s s o r te d  P u s h -o n  
C o lla r  R e ta in e rs

P/N 200-109 $ .89

4 ( 1/ 4 x 2 0 )  W in g  H o ld  
D o w n  N y lo n  B o lts

P/N 200-110 $ .98

A d ju s ta b le  L e n g th  
C o n tro l S t ic k s

Aluminum control sticks with 
knurled tips. Fits Kraft KPT-7Z, 
KPT-7C, KPT-6C, KPT-5C, KPT- 
5X, KPT-3C and Sport Series 
KPT-6A, KPT-4A and KPT-2A 
transmitter.

Write in for a 
data sheet or 
see your 
favorite hobby 
dealer.

engines.
P/N 200-132 $8.98

MAY 1981

450 W. C a lifo rn ia  Avenue
P.O. Box 1268
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Owning The 
RADIO CONTROL 
BUYERS GUIDE 

Is Like Having The 
Information in 260 

Manufacturers’ 
Catalogs

The Guide has illustrations, descrip
tions and prices for more than 2,400 
radio control items. The information in 
this industry master catalog is organized, 
indexed and cross-indexed for easy 
reference.

Included are the latest model cars, 
sailboats, power boats, aircraft, radio 
systems, tools, books, building materials, 
engines, and accessories.

The New 6th Edition has 280 8V2'’ x 
11” pages of information. It is a must for 
every serious modeler.

Suggested Retail $9.95

At Better 
Hobby 
Shops or 
Direct.

Yes, rush me my copy of the new 6th edition 
of The Radio C o n tro l Buyers G uide.
Please check one:
IZlEnclosed is $11.00 ($9.95 reta il plus $1.05 postage)

(U .S . and  Canada O n ly  — C anadians send U .S . Funds)

O C h a rg e  my D M aste rcha rge  D V isa

Charge no._ 

N am e:_____

Exp. Date._

S treet:,

C ity, State, Z ip:_________________________________________
Return to: R/C Buyers Guide, 6 Clifton House, Clifton, VA 22024

R/C Cars. . . .  Continued from page 39 
Leisure charger. Hook up the pack, flip 
lo discharge and in a very controllable 
manner the pack can be bled dry. Very 
handy when there is a need to fully dis
charge the pack, prior to fast-charge, 
and yet you can’t run the caron thetrack 
(like at a race), and letting the motor in 
the car do the job takes too long. 
Besides, trying to position the car so that 
the rear wheels can spin free is almost 
impossible and everytime I see some
body do it, it looks like an accident just 
waiting to happen . . .  and it usually 
does.

Offsetting all these advantages is the 
fact that the Leisure charger comes with

instructions for use that are just about 
useless, written for its other chargers, in 
fact. By reading the above you just 
learned more about this charger than 
the instructions will tell, and I picked it 
all up by just playing with the thing for 
awhile. I could have fast-charged a 
Sanyo pack at 6-1/2 amps before dis
covering the variable current feature, 
for example, and fried packs I don’t 
need any more of, thank you. And the 
price is right up there at $99.95, but by 
the time you read this the price will 
actually be right in line, considering the 
features offered and the fact that the 
other digital output charger available, 
from JoMac, is now due to go up in 
price.

What it comes down to is whether or 
not you would like to spend your money 
on a really effective charger, like this 
Model 109 from Leisure, or batteries. 
Lesser chargers will sooner or later burn 
a pack for you, along the way might even 
cost you a race or two, just because they 
weren't accurate enough to pump in a 
full charge safely. With packs selling for 
almost $40, investment in a high-quality 
charger starts to make sense.

Last up for pictures are the two shots 
of the Team Nats car from Associated. 
Gene Husting sent this up just a couple 
days ago and it turned out that the 
production kits weren’t ready just yet,so 
what is pictured is actually pre-produc
tio n , a lthough very close to being 
exactly what the Team Nats cars will be 
like. Only real difference is that produc
tion cars will come with revised instruc
tions, probably detailing how to build 
the car to duplicate Kent Clausen’s '80 
Nats-winning entry.

The car is available a couple of differ
ent ways. For $199.00 you get all the stuff 
pictured, plus the mentioned new in
structions, but you also get to bolt it all 
together. For $219.00, only twenty bucks 
more, the car comes assembled, need
ing only installation of the radio. Oh, 
yes, and the body is painted. At first 
thought, the ready-to-run car sounds to 
be the way to go, and for many people 
may indeed be the hot tip, as slipping in 
a radio only takes an hour or so and 
you’re ready to race. However, if you are 
going to detail the car from the pan up, 
maybe you ought to just get the kit, as 
you’re going to end up taking it all apart 
anyway. For instance, 1 decided to clean 
up the pan's rough edges as well as dye 
the nylon parts and these two relatively 
simple operations meant stripping the 
car down to parts. Also, the assemblers 
no doubt use power drivers to assemble 
the cars and in taking this car apart I 
came across a few screws that had just 
barely started to strip threads in nylon 
parts. Not a big problem, just something 
you are unlikely to do yourself with a 
hand-held screwdriver.

And as a final argument for buying a 
kit, Associated is known for slipping in a 
few extras of those little pieces that often 
get lost, things like E-clips and such. Buy 
an R-T-R and you'll only get the number 
needed to build the car, buy a kit and 
you'll have spares.

You should know that this is just the 
start of a series of pictures you'll be 
seeing of this car, as the thought occur
red to me that the Team Nats car could 
be used as the basis for a more or less 
ongoing part of this column. So in the 
next few months we’ll go over the basic 
setup of the car, modifications made and 
whether they worked or not.

But first I suppose it only fair to 
mention why the Associated RC12E was 
picked for this. First, I have raced 
RC12E’s from their introduction and 
back when I was the only one who had 
one, really smoked off the local racers. 
Not necessarily because I was a better

Continued on page 72
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AU This and More!

Quality that provides performance you won’t believe! M a d e  p o s s ib le  th ro u g h  
p r id e  in  c ra f ts m a n s h ip ,  in -h o u s e  p r o d u c t io n  a n d  a n  in te n s e  d e s ire  to  m a n u fa c tu r e  th e  
b e s t h e l ic o p te r  y o u  c o u ld  h o p e  to  b u y  . .  .a t  a n y  p r ic e !

Mantis - t h e  R /C  H e l ic o p te r  w ith  s o m e th in g  fo r  e v e r y o n e .

FEATURES:
★ A Full Size Master Plan with Nomenclature
★ Instruction Manual - fully comprehensive with over 

70 photographs that takes you step-by-step through 
all stages of construction and preflight.

★ Lightweight
★ Variable Pitch via Tail Rotor Adjustment
★ Easy Set-Up and Trimming 
ir Fall-Safe Clutch
ir Shielded Bearings
if Contains No Metric Parts - S pares R ea d ily A v a ila b le !
★ Schnurle Engine Not Required
★ No special tools required for assembly

SPECIFICATIONS:
•  Rotor Diameter - 41 Vi"
•  Tail Rotor Diameter - 9”
•  Length (Nose to Tail) - 43”
•  H e igh t-13Vj”
•  Weight - 6 V2 lbs.
•  Radio - 4 Channel
•  Engine Size - .40
Radio System and Engine Not Included

★

Send $2.00 tor main plan ! i  further Information

$149°°
• Does Not Include Collective Pitch

M ANTIS... It’s Alive!
In Canada Contact: UDISCO
4660 Decarie Blvd. / Montreal. Quebec, Canada H3X 2H5

Telephone: (514) 481-8109
DEALER and DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED . . .

American
R/C Helicopters, Inc.

For Further Information C all or Write: (714)744-7533 
635-11 North Twin Oaks Valley Road · San Marcos, CA 92069
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Complete Kit Concepts
BYRON

ORIGINALS Authentic 1/6 Scale
^eechcraft Bonanza V35B
SPECIFICATIONS:
WingSpan 67”
Wing Area 700sq.in.
Lenght 53”
Weight 8-9 lbs.
Channels- 4 6 
Power· .60

S u g g e s te d  
R e ta il V a lu e  

$162.44

Special scale effects 
also included:
•L o u v e re d  in spe c tio n  panel 
• la n d in g  lig h t «gr ill «sca le  
noan gear s tru t A w h o e l doo rs  
• t o w e l  Haps «engine  exhaust 
& rem ovab le  c o w e l

F a c to ry  
D ire c t  P rice  
$129.95

(Inc lude  $ 8  0 0  lot 
sh ipp in g  & hand ling ! 
Sorry, no C O D.s Scale features include 

wtngtip nav/strobe detailing

Scale, vacuumed-formed j^L
details for stabs and all 
control surfaces included in

Thirty-four years have past since the first V-tail Bonanza was type certificated by 
the CAA During these years, the Bonanza became a legend in its own time, 
earning an outstanding reputation for unmatched performance, beauty and 
handling For the Bonanza enthusiasts of today, it's easy to see why no other 
airplane has been in production as long as the famed V-tail Beech Bonanza.
For the R/C enthusiasts of today, the new V35B Bonanza from Byron Originals 
promises plenty of scale realism, performance and value. Visit your dealer today 
and see why the new 116 scale V35B is more than just another model airplane kit.
Kit highlights of Byron Originals' new V35B Bonanza include:
•S c a le  d e l.t ied fiberg lass fuse lage  » in je c tio n  m o lded  foam  w ings , s tabs and c o n tro l su rface s  » w he e ls  
• la n d in g  gear «Robert scale nose s tru t «sp inner «sca le , vacuum  »ormod d e to il for a ll c o n tro l su rface s  «decals 
•a n te n n a  & beacon «one  p iece, va cuu m  fo rm e d  w in d o w  insert «h inges  « pu shrod s  « cow « ! fla ps  « w m g tip  
nav s trobe  d e ta il »p lus r*n necessary h ardw a re  and  d ie  c u t m a te ria ls  to  co m p le te  m odel

BYRON ORIGINALS - P.O. Box 279, Ida Grove, la. 51445  

(712) 364-31 65, Telex: 439012

Optional cabin and instrument panel kit available soon1

change withouťr otice

Ά  Scale Pitts Special
Suggested Retail 

Value
$ 2 9 2 .8 0  A

M iG -15
Suggested Retail Valu 

$ 1 7 0 .6 8

actory Direct Price 
$ 2 3 4 .2 4

(Plus $ 1 2 .5 0  sh ipp ing)

Factory Direct Pric 
$ 1 3 6 .5 5

{p lus $ 8 .0 0  sh ipp ing)

I Factory 
Direct Price 
$108.35

$ 2  5 0  shipping»



In The Classic Byron Originals Tradition
1/5 Scale

P -5 1 D  M u s ta n g
4  SPECIFICATIONS

1 ’ . WING S P A N ............8 5 "
■ T  WING AREA . 1 3 0 0  sq. in.

L E N G T H ..............................7 6 "
^  Ready-to fly  w e ig h t . . 2 2 lbs.
CHANNELS...................................  4
(6 fo r (laps & opt. retracts)

A c tu a l p h o to  o f m oaei on  lim it w ith  ope ra tiona l 
lion« a n d  %r.t»le m tta c tv  e x tend ing

L Retract System
cjijsted Retail Value $ 1 6 9 .9 4
(larder P r ic e .................$ 1 3 5 .9 5
p fu s  $ 2  6 5  lifuppm g S o rry  no  C 0  0 . i

C o m p le te  
P o w e r  P a c k a g e  
In c lu d e d  in  K it!
Consists of:

C om ple te  d uve  un it &  mounting 
Scale 7 .4 *1 5  fou r h iaded prop 
Q uad ra 's  la te s t S chnuerle  p orted
engine

-  5  V» spinner

O p tio n a l P n e u m a tic  R e tra c t  S y s te m ! 
(Includes all necessary hardware)
-  Sequencing gear & w heel doors
-  Operational scale Oleo struts  

Scale tires & wheels
-  Single servo actuation 

(Fully illustra ted in plans)

Complete Kit Concept!
This deluxe, super scale k it. com plete w ith  fac to ry  installed Quadra engine and 
prop reduction system , is unquestionably the m ost sophisticated and realistic 
scale reproduction ever made o f this famous W W  II figh ter. K it includes: detailed 
fiberglass fuselage, in jection molded w ings and con tro l surfaces and all necessary 
hardware to  com plete model as shown. Four deluxe decal schemes, three view 
and detailed plans and isom etric draw ings also included NOTE: Pilot, paint 
covering material and radio gear not included. In order for you to better appreciate 
th is superb k it. w e are o ffe ring  a detailed in fo rm ation  pack, com ple te  w ith  
m ateria ls list, ow ners manual, parts price sheet and a m iniaturized set of assembly 
plans and isom etric draw ings. Simply send us $ 2 .0 0  along w ith  your name and 
address and w e ’ ll fo rw ard  your pack im m ediately. Once you review  it. yo u ’ ll un 
derstand w hy the P-51 from  Byron Originals is being heralded as the greatest 
engineering achievement in m odeling h istory.

Suggested Retail
Value................. ..

Mail Order Price
plus $ 1 3  0 0  stwppmg

Prices subject to  change w ithou t notice

Factory D irect Price 
$ 2 1 6 .2 1  \

(p lus $ 10  5 0  sh ipp ing)

F I  6 Kit
Suggested Retail Value 

$ 2 7 0 .2 6

Byro-Jet Fan Unit 
Suggested Retail Value 

$ 6 2 .4 4

Byro-Jet Tuned Pipe System
Suggested Retail Value 

$6 7 .3 1

Factory D irect Price 
$ 5 3 .8 5

(p lus  $ 1 .7 5  sh ipp ing !

^ 'F a c to r y  D irect Price 
$ 4 9 .9 5

(p lus $ 2 .0 0  sh ipp ing)



driver, but because the car worked so 
well. It is a different story today, most 
everybody has a pretty good car, regard
less of brand, and very few of the local 
racers are driving tanksanymore. Which 
is to say that I no longer dominate 1/12 
racing around here . . .  oh, for the good 
o l’ days.

Having this much time on RC12E's, I 
have learned a lot about how to make 
them work the way I want, and can also 
quickly see what effect different bodies, 
wings, tires and so on have on the car.

Another interesting factor that is 
limited probably just to myself is that 
locally we have the factories for JoMac 
and MRP, in fact they are literally right 
next door to one another in the same

building. Both of these companies build 
state-of-the-art 1/12 cars that are quite 
good, indeed compare favorably with 
the Associated car. Problem is that the 
head guys at each company, Don McKay 
at joMac and Tony Bellizi at MRP, are 
ultra-competitive, and if I were to race 
one of the cars over the other, whoever 
built the car not chosen would probably 
be quite difficult to put up with for 
sometime. So a year or so ago I decided 
the best way out was to simply keep on 
racing an Associated car; having both of 
them only slightly miffed being a lot 
easier to deal w ith then either one 
highly irritated. Isn’t life weird?

So in the next few issues the Team Nats 
car will be built from the pan on up and

hopefully I'll be able to coverall the little 
detail things that go into preparing the 
car. Most, possibly all, of the informa
tion can be applied to any 1/12 race car, 
so will be of general interest. 
OFF-ROAD STUFF

MB Pub lisher, W alt Schroder, 
dropped a note about what is evidently 
some heavy-duty off-road racing just a 
few doors away from the MB offices. 
Seems that Larry Van Caten's shop. 
Radio Control Hobbies, 653 West 19th 
St., Costa Mesa, CA 92627 (phone num
ber is (714) 631-1555) puts on off-road 
racing events every fourth Sunday of 
each month and turnout is amazing. On 
one weekend mentioned by Walt, they 
had 42 entries racing in the dirt. Pretty 
good draw, right? Get this, though, the 
race referred to was held on Super 
Bowl Sunday, a day very few American 
males will leave the boob tube.

In addition to the super racing activity, 
there is enough interest and activity to 
justify putting on a series of three special 
designed Off-Road Seminars dealing 
with the preparation of Tamiya off-road 
vehicles.

Hey, somebody, probably Larry him
self, has got his act together in promo
ting off-road racing. Is his operation a 
flash-in-the-pan thing or are all the rest 
of us missing out on something that 
sounds like terrific fun? I would suspect 
that what we are seeing here is the first 
ripple, to be followed by a tidal wave.·

R/C  Scale . . . .  C on tinued  fro m  page 7 7

Aviation. I just can’t see why the damned 
doll-in-the-cockpit must be mapdatory, 
and nobody has even attempted to give 
me a reason. I ask, “ why must we be 
thrown out of a contest for lack of a doll 
when we’d just lose points for lack of an 
actual aeroplane part like a cowl, a strut, 
a canopy?”  And all I ever get (or an 
answer is, " But aren’t they cute? Why, 
you can put little  beards on them! 
Ooooo, there’s one with a little suit your 
wife can sew for him.”  But nobody tells 
me why the doll-in-the-cockpit takes 
precedence over parts of the airframe.

Now don't tell anybody this, but I 
could stomach a rule that made the 
dummy optional. I could even live with a 
rule which urged the flight judges to 
deduct realism points for the lack of one 
because I think that any judge who was 
not a confirmed doll-fetishist rather 
than an aircraft fan would deduct 
damned few points because the dolls are 
not that noticeable in flight. If they 
“aren't that noticeable,”  why do I object 
to them? Because I’d know they were 
there; hideous little manikins with their 
lifeless eyes staring blankly from the 
cockpit. Lifeless, that’s the thing! The 
aeroplane is alive, moving ever so 
slightly about the axes, even in level 
flight, whilst that thing in the cockpit is 
so obviously inert. And don’t give me 
that garbage about cutting the head off 
and regluing it at an angle; then you just 
have the little horror staring blankly on 
the bias.

C a ta lo g
25 *

^BLUE RIDGE MODELS*.
8 0 X 4 2 9 . S K Y LA N D . N .C . 28776

HB
Hot Line

(203) 748-7320

Hours: 4PM to 10PM (EST)

DRAPER'S R/C SERVICE 
10 Castle Hill Drive 
Bethel, CT. 06801
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STERLING MODELS Presents:

\

kits TH AT MAKE model builders! for kids of all ages
STERLING MODELS ·  J620 G ST PHILA PA 19134

Three beautiful new designs kitted to the needs o f  those who never huilt 
a model. Learn to build and fly all three models . . . A n  absolute pleasure 
for the experienced model builder . . .  Be the pro in your neighborhood 
. . . Teach someone to he a model builder!

□  C a ta log  o f entire  line  of a irp lane  co n tro l line  m ode l Kits R C sca le  and 
Trainer k its , boa t m odel k its , a ccesso rie s  e tc  50* enc losed

Π  S ecre ts  o f M odel A irp lane  B uild ing  Inc lud ing  d es ig n  cons truc tion  cover 
mg. fin ish ing , fly ing, a d ju s tin g  co n tro l sys tem s, e tc  SO* enc losed

□  S ecre ts  of C o n tro l L ine and C a rrier F ly ing  Inc lud in g  p re fligh t so lo ing , 
s tun tin g  C a rrier ru les  and regu la tions C a rn er fly ing  h in ts  and co n tro l line

Kits contain: Die-cut Balsa Parts, Prop, Wheels, Rubber Motor, Colored 
Tissue, C lear Cellu loid for windows, colorful Decal, Plan and separate 
Teaching Instruction Sheet.

in s ta lla tio n  ins truc tions  50* enclosed
No checks  O nly U S m oney o rders  or cu rre ncy  accep ted

N a m e _____________________________________________________________

A d d re s s ___________________________________________________________

C ity State
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That seems to be it for this round. By 
the way, / have seen the dolls that 
Claude had in his column in RCM, and I 
would say that they were up near the top 
of the cockpit doll state-of-the-art, i.e., 
they were merely dreadful rather than 
feloniously injurious to one’s aesthetic 
sensibilities. But they were certainly not 
the sort of thing one would want in the 
cockpit of a decent scale model .. . 
better to leave to the pattern ships, 
pylon racers, and sim ilar non-aero
planes. Sincerely, Charles V. O'Donnell

P.S. O.K. Now I’ve got it! Saul of 
Tarsus was not struck down on the road 
to Damascus by a revelation as great as 
this. I know why you are so strong for 
that appalling rule: Your daughters have 
outgrown dolls and you have a tremen
dous surplus to get rid of. We can only 
be grateful that they didn't collect large 
stuffed toy animals.

(Ha! Charles, my girls still collect large 
stuffed animals, r.v.)

It is an interesting point, isn’t it? Is it 
possible to legislate a single part which is 
in fact not even an actual scale item of 
the original aircraft while not requiring 
items which were indeed part of the 
original. I voted to reject Charles' 
proposal and I believe that the addition 
of the blankly staring do ll is not a 
particularly bad idea. But he does have a 
point. Forwhat it is worth, the NASA poll 
of members indicated agreement with 
the Contest Board’s decision by voting 
44 to 12 to reject the proposal. Any other 
feelings on the subject out there?

(The best reaction to a letter like this is 
to publish it for all to see, as Bob has 
done. The continued use of the word 
"do//" instead of "scale pilo t”  indicates 
the direction of Mr. O ’Donnell's thought 
pattern, .. Three if by Air"awaits your 
comments, wen)

While on the subject of rules, the 
initial vote is over. Aside from the vote 
from a very good number of the NASA 
members, unfortunately right at the 
ballot deadline, I have received only

four pieces of mail concerning direction 
for my vote in District VI. Interestingly, 
they practically negated on another all 
the way down the line.

There were 53 out of the 74 proposals 
that concerned R/C. Some of these were 
two or more proposals speaking to the 
same basic concern. For instance, four 
proposals suggested changing the Figure 
8 to the FAI 8. Of the 53 proposals, 21 
were defeated on the initial vote, leav
ing us with 32 to act on further. Those 
defeated included graduated distance 
for judging, de-emphasizing hue and 
shade in color judging, dummy pilot, 
new classes in Sport Scale, 20% bonus for 
scratch, 60/40 split in maneuver judging, 
1/3, 1/3, 1/3-split in judging options, 
scale takeoff same as Pattern, standard
ize landing height entry, spot landing 
optional in precision, 10% penalty for kit 
parts in precision,6pointspenalty fork it 
parts in Sport, eliminate two Sport Scale 
classes. Sport Scale 60/40 on flight/static, 
eliminate flap option, eliminate prefab 
part declaration, "no detail”  Sport Scale, 
reduce Sport Scale static scores, remove 
Figure 8 and replace with option, and 
make Touch-and-Go one option.

Those rules that remain will continue 
on the road to acceptance or rejection 
for 1982. It was most pleasing to see a 
significant vote by NASA members on 
the proposals to serve as a guide to the 
Contest Board. It is difficult to find any 
specific trend in the letters and mem
bers’ voting. Quite a significant number 
of the proposals wound up in a virtual 
dead heat as far as the voting is con
cerned. While it is not easily done (and 
probably won’t be) it would be interest
ing to see whether the voting followed 
any regional patterns. Another publica
tion has suggested that in scale there 
may be regional bias in judging which 
could affect both static and flying scores. 
That is a possibility and it may well affect 
the polling of a general membership 
such as exists in NASA.

One proposal which remains on the list

of considerations was #71, which con
cerns a required taxi-out and back to 
hangar in Sport Scale. This proposal was 
considered in a letter I received from 
John Preston, the writer of the safety 
column in Model Aviation, and a scale 
official at the last several Nats and at the 
international competition in Ottawa last 
year. His concern from a safety view
point stemmed from the experiences 
with the judges and a taxi-back to the 
hangar. Giant Scale requires this maneu
ver as does Precision scale. On several 
occasions last year at the Nats, it seems 
the judges became somewhat nervous 
when the taxiing models were aimed in 
their direction. In addition, in events 
where two or more models are flying off 
of the same circle, there can be a 
pronounced holdup either becoming 
airborne or landing by the second 
model on the line. This, of course, does 
not take into account that some model 
types would not or can not taxi with any 
degree of directional control since the 
prototypes were unable to do so. At any 
rate, the type of input forwarded by 
John (and the others I have received) is 
important to feed to your Contest Board 
member. Do so today!
Have You Tried?

Sig’s Koverall? I have used most of the 
heat shrinkable plastic and cloth cover
ing materials. O f course, most have 
adhesives as an integral part of the 
material. Koverall by Sig does not.

It is a shrinkable cloth which can be 
attached by various means to your 
framework. It does have a grain, but it 
comes packaged with that grain running 
in the longest dimension (4x6 feet). I ex
perimented with it recently and had fun 
attaching the various pieces I used with 
d iffe rent adhesives. These included 
such things as dope, instant glues, ad
hesives sold by a rival company and sold 
by the pint, etc. I had no problem with 
any of them and the shrinkage formed a 
nice smooth surface. The material I used 
for filling the weave was K&B primer as a

KIORITZ SUPER ENGINES
S P E C IA L L Y
A D A P T E D

F R O M

( KIORITZ  ^

ECHO
P R O F E S S IO N A L

C H A IN
S A W S

KIORITZ
SUPER ENGINES 
WILL AWAKEN 

YOUR 40 LB. PLUS 
SLEEPING GIANT!

D IR E C T  S A LE S  O N LY  
C A LL OR W RITE  

FO R TERM S
V

K IO R IT Z  ENGINE INSTALLED ON 
W ENDELL HOSTETLER’S SKYBOLT

*2.4 CUBIC INCH 
3.9 CUBIC INCH 
4.8 CUBIC INCH 
5.6 CUBIC INCH 

*Our Original Giant Scale Engine 
3.2 to 8.5 H.P.

6V2 to 8’/2 POUNDS

ROUSH MFG.
Box 251 Sandyville, Ohio 44671 
Ph. (216) 866-9462 or 484-4374,
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base for the paint.
The Du-Bro Kwik-Lock Spinner is 

available in the stores and is worth your 
investigation. I have not run the spinner 
yet, but the attachment method appears 
most satisfactory and results in a great 
appearance w ithout all the screws, 
holes, lines, etc. Another feature which 
may appeal to scalers is the shape. I 
believe you’ll find it comes closer to 
matching the shape of many full scale 
aircraft than many other brands. It 
appears to be less blunt than many.

I have just received some of Top Flite's 
new Fabrikote and will give you some 
thoughts on it next month. It looks super 
with its fine weave, soft feel, and lack of 
grain to worry about.

'Nuff now . . .  the outside is cold. 
Snow is falling. Planesto finish. Letters to 
write. One last concern . .. How are we 
gonna convince the Russians that they 
ought to hold Sport Scale in 1982? 
(Guarantee no entries from Poland or 
Pakistan, wen) It's great that they want to 
include CL (which they probably figure 
they can win) and they can’t get out of 
holding F4C RC Precision (which they 
probably cannot win) but they are 
steering clear of RC Stand Off because 
“ not enough of Europe flies it." Hog- 
wash! They don’t! Everybody else does 
(almost). Since it's not an official event 
until 1983, the option is theirs. Any ideas 
how we can convince them that Stand 
Off is HOT? Or maybe someone else 
could bid for the event in 1982? ·

R/C Boats. . .  Continued from page 48

5. Tim Hess, Lil Lightning 
Modified Vee Bottom
1. Norm Teague, Westcoast Stingray
2. Jack Garcia, Westcoast Stingray
3. Richard Fish, Muck Streaker
4. Craig Glasgow, Westcoast Stingray
5. Richard Hazelwood,

Westcoast Stingray
Overall Top Finishers
1. Jack Garcia
2. Norm Teague
3. Richard Hazelwood
4. Tim Hess
5. Jim Rudasill

WESTCOAST MARINE OFFERING 
“ ALL MOST READY TO FLOAT”  
OUTBOARD DEE VEE

For the person looking to get on the 
water without spending a great deal of 
time in putting a boat together, West
coast Marine, P.O. Box 3712, Torrance, 
CA 90510, could have what yo u ’ re 
looking for in a model boat. It is now 
offering its very successful Stingray 
Outboard Deep Vee with the radio box, 
K&B .21 Outboard, fuel tank, and link
ages all ready installed. All that is missing 
is the radio system. The price for this 
setup is $269.95. It is also possible to 
purchase the Stingray as a basic kit for 
$69.95. For $139.95, they will set it up 
with everything less the engine and 
radio. This boat is one of the finest

running outboard deep vees I have seen 
to date. At the time of this writing, it 
holds the N.A.M.B.A. record for .21 
Outboard Mono in the 1/16 mile. I 
mentioned this in my coverage of the 
Legg Lake record trials. Contact West
coast Marine for more information on 
this very fine running outboard deep 
vee.
PRATHER PRODUCTS TUNNEL 
BOAT NOW AVAILABLE

Those of you who enjoy racing the 
outboard tunnels probably already 
know that Prather Products, 1660 
Ravenna Ave., Wilmington, CA 90744, 
has its 29-inch George Campbell tunnel 
hull available. I have been working on 
setting up its new tunnel for a future 
PRODUCTS IN U$E article, and it is of 
the same excellent quality as their other 
model boats. The cost is $129.95. They 
have a radio box available for $19.95, and 
a boat holder for $19.95. Look for more 
information about this boat in a future 
issue. Prather Products has a very com
plete line of model boating accessories 
and a catalog is available by writing to 
them. Mention where you read about it 
when contacting them.
ANYONE ELSE EVER HAD 
THIS PROBLEM?

When I’m using my Dremel hand 
grinder I find it necessary to unplug my 
automatic garage door opener. Seems 
like the noise made by the grinder 
creates a pitch that opens my garage. 
The first time this happened it really
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I M A R K  III 
H A N D  D R IL L /W IN D E R

$28.00
Plus Freight

♦ H EAVY DIE-CAST NYLON CASE
♦ M ETAL GEARS
♦ ADJUSTABLE GEAR TOLERANCE
♦ B A LLT H R U S T  BEARING ON SPINDLE

Catalog - S I .00

JIM CROCKET REPLICAS
P.O. BOX 12600 

FRESNO. CA 93778

baffled me. Isn’t it interesting some of 
the enlightning things one can find out 
by reading this column? ·

F /F .................C o n tin u e d  fro m  page 5 7

wire parts. Final joint strength is stronger 
than the wood and the slight shrinking 
action makes it possible to repair small 
tissuetears. This stuff alsohasa pleasantly 
visible light orange color, so you can tell 
where you’ve glued.

All right, by now, you’ve guessed that 
I’m describing Ambroid, the oldest of all 
the model glues in use! If you are like 
me, you probably haven’t changed your 
building style enough to take full advan
tage of the newest adhesives. These are 
great for certain applications, but I still 
haven’t found myself using them for the 
majority of the construction of an air
frame yet. My building is usually done in 
15 to 30 minute stretches, usually sepa
rated by enough time that I can let 
conventional adhesives dry between 
handling. The cyanoacrylates are much 
better suited for those who are addicted

to long, all-night building sessions .. . 
they permit continuous construction to 
go on. I find it hard to use them on parts 
with little gluing surface (like gluing a 
1/32stab rib to a 3/32 T.E.), since I usually 
end up with too much glue and a part 
tha t’s heavier than one built w ith 
Ambroid. (My designs tend to use small 
cross-sections of harder balsa for a 
higher strength-to-weight ratio than 
large cross-sections of softer wood.)

The new thick cyanoacrylates (Super 
Jet, Super T Hot Stuff) may be the 
solution for all usold dogs out there who 
can’t learn new tricks: they have all the 
handling qualities of Am broid, with 
almost the same sticking speed as the 
thinner glues. Time and experience will 
only tell if they’ve managed to over
come cyanoacrylate’s inherent suscepti
bility to shock loads. But then, I guess 
you could put a layer of Ambroid over 
the joints. And, if you didn’t tell anyone 
what was underneath, you probably 
wouldn’t have to give up your member
ship in the "too old to learn new tricks’’ 
group either!

(Carl Goldberg and the Hunters prob
ably already have pen in hand on this 
one! We also used Ambroid for many 
years, but stopped for good when we 
discovered that it would become brittle, 
almost crystalized with age, and joints 
could be cleanly popped apart. We’d 
like to receive other qualified opinions 
on this matter. It is rumoredthat Sal Taibi 
still dissolves photo film in acetone! 
wen)
ONE MAN’S WAY by Paul Lagan

"A  famous man once said that no 
matter how enjoyable a particular activ
ity may be to a given person, if that 
activity is taken to excess and done long 
enough and often enough, it can be
come torture. Now, it is hard to think 
how some of our more enjoyable activ
ities could ever be torturous, but contest

CANNON
— -  π/c systems

World Speed Record Set 
With SUPER-MICRO System

DAVE and "RIVETS"

WORLD'S SMALLEST R/C SYSTEM - -  
for indoor R/C, e lectric , 1/4 & 1/2 A 
Schoolyord & Competition, sailplanes, 
Competition Quarter Midgets & Sport 
A ircraft thru 40 power!

‘ MICRO SERVO ( .4 7 oz.) . . .  $ 4 7 .5 0  

4 CH. MICRO RX (.54 oz.) . .  8 9 . 9 5

The N .E . Quarter Midget Champ
ionships July 13, 1980 saw DAVE 
LATSHA of Lemoyne, Pa. f ly  his 
"Rivets" to an o ffic ia l record of 
1:20.5, 5 .5  seconds faster than 
before. Lite weight of his SUPER
MICRO R/C added mph to "Rivets", 
while the Cannon MICRO Servos 
provided maximum control e ffec t
iveness at World Record Speeds. SUPER-MICRO R/C 

ITEM SYSTEMS ELITE PACKS |

2 C H . $234.95 $169.95 (2 .9 o z .)  J
3 C H . 292.95 207.50 (3 .3 9 oz.)

4 C H . ' 349.95 244.95 (3 .8 8 oz.) I

5C H . 359.95 247.95 (4 .1 6 oz.) I
‘ M icro or Dean's plug; others S2.50 extra.

SHIPPING: Systems — $6.50; Flite Packs -  S4.50; Servos or 
R x -$ 3 .0 0 . 20% deposit required on C .O .D . orders. C a lif, 
residents add sales tax. Brochure -  .50U .S ·., $1.50 Foreign 

13400-26 Saticoy Street  North Hollywood, Co ML 9^6£S________ ___ _ (2 ]3 ]_764 ;1488  J

F/F can certainly become a bit of a bore 
if taken to excess. To prevent this, I try 
and fly a ‘therapy’ class or two along with 
the out-and-out competitive classes. 
One that I enjoy most of all is that 
involving little sports power models 
powered with an undercompressed rich 
diesel motor. There is something very 
relaxing in wandering under or after a 
slow-climbing Vic Smeed-design type of 
model on a calm morning or evening, 
then watching it attempt to glide once 
the kerosene runs out. After an hour of 
that I am set for at least another hard day 
straining seconds out of some tempera
mental contest prima donna model. 
Quote of the month, then, is:

IF YOU HOLD YOUR NOSE TO THE 
GRINDSTONE ROUGH, AND KEEP IT 
THERE FOR LONG ENOUGH; THEN ALL 
THAT EXISTS IN THE WORLD YOU'LL 
SUPPOSE, WILL BE YOU, THE STONE, 
AND YOUR BLOODY NOSE.”

I couldn’t have put it better, Paul. See 
you next month! ·

Hannan.........C o n tin u e d  fro m  page 5 0

letter for Los Angeles, author Ray Brad
bury is presently pushing the concept of 
“ solar sailing’ ’ for space propulsion. 
Large aluminized plastic sails would 
capture momentum from sunlight, and 
therefore require no other propellant. 
Interestingly, part of the funding for the 
project is being provided by the Charles 
A. Lindbergh Fund of New York. 
PEANUT PRIX PARTICULARS

Dr. John M artin , promoter of the 
Second Annual World Peanut Gran Prix, 
promises 24 continuous hours of com
petition! To be held in conjunction with 
a full week of indoor flying at the now- 
famous West Baden, Indiana North- 
wood Institute, the event should be 
most memorable, to say the least. The 
week’s activities will include the 1981 
U.S. Indoor Nationals, the 1982 FAI try
outs to select U.S. team members, and 
the N.I.M.S. Annual Record Trials.

In the Peanut Prix, five d iffe rent 
categories are offered, and while per
sonal attendance is warmly invited, 
proxy participation is also encouraged. 
Entry fees are a very reasonable $5 per 
class; $1 for each additional entry per 
class. Full instructions, rules and judging 
sheet will be sent upon receipt of entry. 
Deadline for entry forms is May 15, 
which may be sooner than you think! 
Checks may be made out to MIAMA, Dr. 
John Martin, and should be sent to: 
Mike Arak, 10900 SW 61 Ct., Miami, FL 
33156 U.S.A. Six countries were repre
sented last year, let’s try for more!
AND SPEAKING OF PEANUTS

Roger Aime and Jean Frugoli report 
that the Second Jacques Pouliquen 
Memorial contest was a big success. 
Held in honor of the man who almost 
single-handedly introduced Peanuts to 
France, it attracted some 29 Peanuts plus 
numerous entries in the “ Sainte For
mule”  (similar to Manhattan Cabin), 
F.A.I. "Beginner,”  and E.Z.B. As usual, 
the variety was outstanding, ranging
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NEW  118 G AS CAR  
NEW  WHEELS  
NEW  FRO NT END  
NEW  REAR END  
NEW  GEARS  
&  M O RE!

ASSO CIATED RC 300v

ROAR CHAM PIO N  
EFRA C H A M PIO N  
WORLD CHAM PIO N

ASSO CIATED
1928  East E d inger. S anta Ana, CA 92705 USA

RC 3 0 0  PERFORMANCES AT 
1979  M AJOR WORLD RACES.
W IN TER N A TIO N ALS, FLORIDA  

1st, 2nd, 3rd  & TQ
WORLD’S CH A M PIO N SH IPS, 

GENEVA 2nd, 3rd
GRAND P R IX , GERMANY  

1st, 2nd  & TQ

from models of man-powered planes 
(including the winning Gossamer Con
dor of E. Fillon and second placing 
Gossamer Mojave flown by C. Frugoli) 
through a couple of Farman Moustiques, 
a Fokker E 3, Blackburn, Heinkel 100V8, 
Lacey M 10, Santos-Dumont 14 Bis 
canard, Peyret-Taupin, and a Pou du 
Ciel (Flying Flea). Proxy entrant Bill 
W arner’s Tatin Torpille placed 18th, 
significantly better than our Moustique, 
which, owing to a strike by the French 
Customs Bureau arrived three days too 
late! Oh well, it will be early for next 
year.
AIRMAIL FANS AND 
STAMP COLLECTORS

Now on sale at your local U.S. Post 
O ffice are more aviation oriented 
stamps. Aviatrix Blanche Stuart Scott and 
her pioneer pusher are featured on the 
28-center, while Glenn Curtiss and one 
of his pusher biplanes are depicted on a 
35-cent stamp. Added to the earlier 
W right brothers (31 cents) and the 
Octave Chanute type, aeronautical 
history is quite well represented! 
HOW’S THAT AGAIN?

Darned if we see any connection 
whatsoever to avia tion, but model 
builder Ed Lockhart did send this 
"poetry”  to the Hangar via a picture 
postcard with a biplane on it:
"Snail cannot creep, crawl or slide

very fastly;
when racing each other they all come

in lastly.

The only races snails can win, 
are those nobody else is in.”
AND FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM

Ming Tay, of London, says: “ Regard
ing your question “ What should indoor 
flyers yell?”  (if in danger of being struck 
by a model) . .. here in England we yell 
“ HEADS!”  both indoors and outdoors.”  
HANDY HINT DEPARTMENT

Ever try to install scale cross-wire 
bracing in a model fuselage? It is a great 
aid to realism and increases strength. 
However it is usually a real trial to do 
neatly. One method involves literally 
building it in place as the fuselage is 
constructed. With this approach the 
"w ire”  (often thread in the case of small 
models) must be trapped between 
ind iv idua l fuselage members and 
longerons, a tedious proposition at best. 
Some modelers simply wrap the thread 
around each intersection, but this is 
rather unsightly, especially on pioneer 
types such as Bleriots which have no 
fuselage covering.

Scale Staffel member Ernie Wrisley 
offers this idea, which he employed for 
his Demoiselle indoor model: For the 
"w ir in g ,”  Ernie uses very fine (one 
pound test) monofilament fishing line. 
He constructs the fuselage in the usual 
manner, then installs the cross-brace 
monofilament by litera lly sewing it 
through the balsa upright members. The 
key to success, he says, is employing 
“ beading needles," which are exceed
ingly fine and long. One brand is

WALCO, which is sold complete with a 
threading device and six needles for less 
than one dollar. It’s available at some 
sewing supply stores and craft shops. 
WHILE ON THE SUBJECT OF 
MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES 

Roy Braybrook. marvelous humored 
writer for England’s Air International, 
specializes in deflating overblown egos 
among aero manufacturers. In describ
ing the graphite composite materials 
(carbon fibers) now receiving so much 
ballyhoo in both model and full-scale 
aviation circles, he refers to it simply as 
“ advanced technology plywood"! 
THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

From Dr. John Martin’s newsletter 
(Florida) the somewhat sobering note 
that the late John Lennon’s last lyrics 
contained this line: “ Life is something 
that happens to you while you are 
planning something else.”
AVIATION’S GREATEST BARGAIN 

Phil Oestricher, an F-16 test pilot for 
General Dynamics, credits his career 
directly to a lifelong interest in model 
aircraft. From a recent le tter to the 
Hangar we abstracted the following: “ I 
built my first model, a Comet 10-cent 
Puss Moth, when I was seven years old 
(aided by two neighborhood experts, 
ages eight and nine). It not only flew but 
it would take o ff! I was hopelessly 
hooked on airplanes from that moment 
over 42 years ago. My model building 
has never stopped. I try everything but 
microfilm (too much of a klutz for that).
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HOBBYPOXY FORMULA 2 
price $4.95*

contents 9.7 oz. net weight** 
cost per ounce $0.51

DEVCON 30 MINUTE 
price $8.50*

contents 9 oz. net weight 
cost per ounce $0.94

That’s right! Hobbypoxy Formula 2 is almost 
half the price of Devcon. So buy the epoxy glue 

designed for model building. Hobbypoxy Formula 2.
•Prices as ol October 1980 "Ou-Bro News #31" and Hobbypoxy 1981 price list "Actual weight ot 8 tluld ounces

HOBBYPOXY PRODUCTS a division ol Pettit Paint Co.. Inc., 36 Pine Street. Rockaway. NJ 07866

My modeling led to aeronautical en
gineering, Marine fighter flying, and 
finally, through a stroke of pure good 
fortune, to flying the F-16 and a T-38for 
General Dynamics. So you see, I owe a 
lot to that Puss Moth and the man who 
made it available. I have never met Mr. 
Bill Bishop (founder of Comet, w.c.h.), 
but I think the world of him, his fine 
company, and the fantastic products it 
brought to the market. I carefully saved 
what was left of each plan after I built the 
Comet 10 and 25-cent models and had 
them in a bugproof box in our garage. 
Unfortunately, the box was not fireproof 
and I lost it all when the garage burned 
to the ground in 1948. A few years later I 
began searching for old Comet plans, 
especially from the 10 cent kits that my 
friends, my sister, and I had enjoyed. The 
last of the 10-cent kit plans was pro
vided by a kit collector friend in my 
hometown of Orlando, Florida, 28 years 
later.”

In 1978, Phil wrote the fo llow ing 
"forward”  for the plans collection:

"Return with us now to those thrilling

days of yesteryear when out of the past 
comes not only the thundering hoof- 
beats of the great horse Silver but also 
the muted w hirring of a four-inch  
machine-cut balsa propeller, driven by a 
loop of pale yellow rubber. A small scale 
model airplane is tenderly immersed in 
its element by the hopeful yet appre
hensive builder. Will it fly? Will all of the 
care and effort that went into its con
struction and preparation for this 
maiden flight return the dividend of 
success? The child who built the model 
shares. .. and to no lesser extent. . . the 
emotions of vice presidents, chief en
gineers and test pilots as they put their 
" latest and greatest"  into the air for the 
first time (or, in his project, he is all 
three. This experience was once avail
able at an incredibly low price, even 
when judged by the value standards of 
the late 1930s.

"Yes, believe it or not, one thin dime 
would purchase a flying scale model 
airplane kit complete with a tube of 
cement. Selecting, buying, building and 
flying these models provided many boys

and some girls, too, with a sense of the 
value o f money, manual dex te rity , 
patience, a knowledge of aerodynamics 
and structures, the fascination of flight 
and the satisfaction of knowing that they 
could accomplish an involved task. A ll of 
this for just ten cents! Is it any wonder 
then that the "airplane nut"  who put this 
booklet together regards the ten-cent 
scale model airplane kit of the late 30’s 
and early 40's as aviation's greatest 
bargain? These kits may well have repre
sented the most products for the least 
cost of any merchandise ever offered.

" These scale model kits were general
ly fairly accurate of line and were very 
well engineered. Most were good flyers 
if reasonably constructed and adjusted. 
Some were truly outstanding. All were 
worth whatever effort was required to 
transform the flat balsa sheet, strips and 
Japanese tissue provided in the brightly 
colored box into a real, three-dimen
sional airplane.

"Turn these pages slowly and let the 
memories come back. Be thankful that 
you were fortunate enough to have 
known first-hand the ten-cent scale 
model airplane. Enjoy once again avia
tion’s greatest bargain."

We saved another line from Phil’s 
letter for last: " I ’m sure glad I bought 
that Puss Moth." ·

Thornburg__ Continued from page 24

pean market. Most of our popular 
designs are lightweight, polyhedral 
floaters . . .  essentially freeflights. The 
Oly II, Wanderer, W indrifter, RO-8, 
Square Soar, 2x2 . . .  almost every plane 
you see on the average flying field is 
basically a stable, hands-off design, and 
hence an excellent airplane for learning 
to land.

. . .IF it is p roperly  trim m ed and 
balanced.

The commonest problem I encounter 
among beginning glider fliers is tail
heaviness (their gliders, that is. wen). 
Nobody likes to add lead to their models, 
right? But let’s face it; it isn’t easy to 
build a glider that doesn’t need nose- 
weight. Especially from a kit. The wood 
in kits is almost never light enough to 
prevent tail-heaviness; if it were, the 
model would be much too fragile for the

BIG BEAUTIFUL BOATS!
These boats are designed for the air-cooled Industrial Version of the QUADRA. $139.50. which comes complete with gas tank, pull-rope 
starter and engine cowl. Other 2-cycle gasoline engines can be used.

J-5 PICKLE FORK HYDRO UNLIMITED
6 foot 5 inch long by 3 fool beam mahogany 
plywood kit A spectacular sight on the water 
Get in on the giant R/C Boating Fun 
All wood kit 169.50
Above kit c/w J-5 DRIVE-TRAIN 239.50
J-5 DRIVE-TRAIN includes clutch to fit Industrial QUADRA, 
flexible coupling V  dia. steel propeller shaft, bronze bearings, 
shaft casing with strut brazed in place, rudder with v  dia 
rudder bar and 2 bronze bearings, control arm. mounting plate, 
all necessary bolts and nuts, collars and drive-dog S99.50

J-5 HYDRO UNLIMITED
7-loot long by 3-foot beam mahogany plywood 
boat kit. This Tunnel-Hull is a thrill to run on the 
water and a thrill to watch All wood kitS149.50 
Above kit c/w J-5 DRIVE-TRAIN $219.50

Shipping Charges 
Included in U.S. & Canada 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

J-5 THUNDERMARINE
50" of snarling, speeding, fiberglass hull, 
capable of running in-foot waves 
Deep "V” design with 20" beam Fiberglass hull 
and deck kit with W  ply motor mount and silver 
deck moulding. $139.50
Above kit c/w J-5 DRIVE-TRAIN $209.50

( J - 5  ENTERPRISES
r PO Box 82 Belmont, Ontario NOL 1B0 

Phone 1-519-6440375
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HOBBYPOXY FORMULA 4 
price $2.75*

contents 2 oz. net weight 
cost per ounce $1.38

DEVCON “ 5 MINUTE” 
price $1.98*

contents 1 oz. net weight 
cost per ounce $1.98

That’s right! Dollar for dollar, Hobbypoxy gives 
you 44% more glue than Devcon. So buy the best— 
the epoxy glue that never gets brittle. Hobbypoxy.

‘ Prices as o.' October 1980 "Ου-Bro News #31" and Hobbypoxy 1981 price list 

HOBBYPOXY PRODUCTS » M n  ol PiWt M l  Co.. Inc.. 36 Pine Street. Rockeway. NJ 07886

average beginner.
So it’s no disgrace to have to add lead 

to the nose of your model, in order to 
make it balance on the CG point shown 
in the plans. And this means ON the 
point shown, not merely within a half
inch or so. A rearward CG is strictly for 
experts; on some designs, even moving 
the balance point back a 1/4 inch can 
make the plane unstable and tricky to 
fly.

Sure, you've probably read that the 
hot competition pilots fly rearward CG's 
to increase their plane’s penetration and 
sensitivity to lift. And this is true. But this 
slight increase in performance is offset 
by a large loss of natural stability; a 
rearward CG can make a model's 
elevator so sensitive that just breathing 
on the stick will cause a loop or a dive!

This kind of elevator sensitivity is just 
the opposite of what you need for 
learning to make consistent landings. So 
be certain your model is balanced and 
trimmed for stable, hands-off fligh t 
before you begin your landing training.

And now . . .  finally . . .  we’re ready to 
go to the flying field.

I always find, when I’m just beginning 
to learn a new skill, that the presence of 
spectators is a hindrance. This is espe
cially true in learning to land an R/C 
glider. After all, being able to slide your 
model right up to your feet carries a lot 
of prestige on the glider field. So you 
can’t help getting pretty ego-involved 
in this landing business . . .  why not 
avoid the distraction of onlookers by 
going out alone, or with one other flier 
at most? Later, when you have the 
system down to a science, you’ll want an 
audience to show off for. But not now. 
Because right now you need some time 
to make a few mistakes. . .  mistakes you 
can learn from, without damagingeither 
your model or your self-esteem.

Before we go up for our first landing, 
let’s think about what constitutes an 
ideal landing. Surprisingly, this boils 
down to only two requirements:

1) Wings level at touchdown
2) Little or no use of elevator
The first requirement is self-explana

tory. If your wings aren’t level at touch
down, one of the wing panels is likely to 
hit the ground before the fuselage does. 
When this happens, the plane ground- 
loops or cartwheels, often snapping a 
wingtip or stabilizer. This is not your 
ideal landing.

Requirement number two is a bit 
more subtle: why “ no use of elevator” ? 
Isn’t the elevator what makes a plane go 
up and down? And isn’t landing just a 
matter of coming down . . .  safely?

Well, yes and no. Mostly no. As my 
full-scale flight instructor was quick to 
tell me: “ Elevator doesn't control alti
tude. Throttle controls altitude. Elevator 
controls airspeed

Don't skip over this quote too quickly. 
Think about it a while and you’ll see that 
he was right. When you push a little 
down elevator you lose some altitude, 
it's true, but more significantly, you gain 
airspeed. Pull back on the stick, instead, 
and you won't go up very much, but you 
will slow down. Elevator controls air
speed.

And the last thing you want in a good 
landing pattern is a change of airspeed.

In the ideal landing pattern, the kind 
of landing pattern you want to program 
your reflexes for, both airspeed and sink 
rate w ill remain almost constant 
throughout. Your model w ill come 
floating downwind through the imagin
ary "landing window”  (see drawing) at 
its normal, hands-off airspeed, just 
about phone-pole high. You’ ll just

K.P. T IR E HORNS. Tool 
is just like factories use to 
m ount tire  doughnuts on 
wheels. Complete w ith 
gluing and truing instruct
ions.
1.4" dia. (1/12) - S1.75 
Z O "  dia. (1/8) - $Z 5 0

Dealer and d istribu tor in 
quiries invited.

K.P.SERVO ARMS. Longerand 
stronger than stock units. For 1/8- 
scale cars, also 1 /12-scale off-road 
cars. Fits S24, S7, or servos w ith  
4 .5m m l.177") square drive.

$1.00 each

KIMBROUGH 
PRODUCTS

K.P. SHOCK ABSORBING SERVO 
ARM. SASA-7 (Fits S6, S7, S23, or 
any servo w ith  4.5mm[.1 77") square 
drive. SASA-B (For Bantam Midget 
or any servo w ith  4.5mm [.1 77") 
square drive. SASA-20 (Fits S-20 
or any servo w ith  4mm (.1575") 
square drive.

$2.00 each

1430 E. St. Andrews Place, Unit E,

K.P. B A LL  FLAGS. Fuel- 
proof plastic. 1-3/4" dia. 
Snaps on top section of 
transm itter antenna. High
ly visible. A ll colors fo r 27, 
53, and 72mHz.

$1.00 each

Santa Ana, California 92705 Phone (714) 557-4530
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ANNOUNCING THE INTRODUCTION  
OF THE ALL NEW

NELSO N COMPETITION . 15 ENGINE  
STANDARD AND R /C

A V A ILA B LE  JUNE 1, 1981

F o r c o m p le te  in fo rm a tio n , 
se n d  a la rg e , s ta m p e d , 

s e lf-a d d re s s e d  e n v e lo p e  to :

K u s to m  K ra fts m a n s h ip  
P.O. B ox 2 6 9 9  

Laguna H ills , CA 9 2 6 5 3

D e a le r in q u ir ie s  in v ite d .

watch it go by, wait until it has lost about 
half of its altitude, then swing it gently 
around through a 180° turn until its nose 
faces you, and let it land itself.

Yup.
This is the big secret to setting a 

sailplane down without damage: it has 
to land itself. You cannot land it safely 
using the transmitter sticks . . .  all you 
can do is position it for the landing, then 
let it glide in on its own.

Why? Because elevator controls air
speed. If you find yourself too high,and 
try to correct by applying down elevator, 
you'll only increase the airspeed. This 
will cause the plane to:

a) dive into the ground . .. the nose- 
shattering “ dork” you see at contests; or

b) "zoom” : that is, flatten out near

the ground at high speed and slowly 
balloon back up into the air, finally 
slowing down and settling in for a 
landing at approximately thesame place 
it had in mind before you start fiddling 
with the elevator. Neither of these is the 
ideal landing.

On the other hand, what happens if 
you find yourself too low? You pull a 
little up elevator to gain altitude, right? 
And it works; your plane rises a few feet. 
But you’ve traded precious airspeed for 
those few feet of altitude, and so, in 
theory at least, you’re no better off than 
you were. In practice, one of three 
things will happen next:

1) Luck is with you, and a bubble of 
warm air, and/or a sudden drop in wind 
velocity occurs, letting you stretch your 
glide a few extra feet.

2) Luck is neutral, and you mush in at 
a dangerously low airspeed, touching 
down just about where you would have 
anyway.

3) Luck is against you, and you stall 
one wingtip,snaprolling into theground 
with a dull thud.

If you’ve been thinking ahead a bit, 
you've probably figured out by now 
what makes or breaks a sailplane's 
landing: it's all in where you make that 
180° turn. Make it too soon and you'll 
come back upwind too high; make it too 
late and you’ll never get home.

So this is what you've got to practice: 
judging where to start your turn. I can’t 
help you much here . .. it’s something 
you’ve got to learn from experience,

- N E W -
H E AV Y D U TY  ELECTRIC RETRACTS

•  LIFTS A  4 "  WHEEL ON AN 8 " STRUT (Center-To-Cent»r)
•  HEAVY-DUTY SLIP CLUTCH, PREVENTS JAMMING
•  LARGE TRANSMISSION GEARS
•  3 /16" WIRE STRUTS
•W IL L  HANDLE WEIGHT OF AN 11 TO 20 lb. AIRPLANE
•  SLOW. SCALE TRANSIT TIME. 5 SECONDS
•  POSITIVE MECHANICAL UP AND DOWN LOCKS

GMP-230 Three-gear s e t ................ $11995
GMP-231 Two-gear s a t ................... $8995
GMP-232 Nose gear only ................  $43.00

(Above price includes retracts onlyI

charge it

WRITE FOR COMPLETE RETRACT. COMPONENT. 
AND PRODUCT INFORMA TION.

GIEZENDANNER SOLID STATĚ AMPLIFIER 
(SWITCH) $39.95

•  LATEST 1C SOLID STATE CIRCUITRY
•  ALLOWS USE OF SEPARATE BATTERY SUPPLY
•  ELIMINATES AD D IT IO N AL SERVO. SWITCH. OR

HARDWARE
•  PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO RECEIVER AUX. CHANNEL
•  CAN BE ORDERED FOR POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE

PULSE INPUT SYSTEMS
•  CAN BE USED AS A GENERAL PURPOSE ELECTRONIC

SWITCH FOR LIGHTS. ETC.
•  NO RF INTERFERENCE
•  ONE-AMPERE SWITCHING CAPABILITY
•  SMALL SIZE (1-9/16 x 1-3/16 x 15/16 inches)
•  LIGHT WEIGHT (LESS THAN 1 OZ.)
•  RADIO SYSTEM PLUG INCLUDED

Pennsylvania residents add 6% state sales tax. 
Prices subject to change YES. WE HA VE GIEZENDANNER WIPERS

based on your wind conditions, your 
field, your airplane. And the quickest 
way to learn from experience is to make 
each experience as nearly identical as 
possible. That’s the reason for the 
imaginary window in the sky. That’s the 
reason for letting the model assume its 
natural, hands-off airspeed. That’s the 
reason for staying off the elevator 
control as much as possible.

And that’s the reason for going off by 
yourself to learn. So you can relax and 
step back and observe how the plane is 
flying: How high is it when it passes 
through the “ window” ? How fast is it 
dropping? Where did it land that time, 
and how should I adjust my turn to make 
it land closer to where I want?

In your practice, try to stick closely to 
the figures shown in the drawing. Keep 
you window at least phone-pole high; 
any lower can endanger other modelers 
on the field. And you’ll need at least 100 
feet between you and the window, for a 
couple of reasons.

First, you can’t te ll much about a 
model when it passes right above you 
. .. it has to be out towards the horizon if 
you want to judge its attitude and 
altitude accurately. Second, you want to 
get into the habit of making a broad, 
gentle turn . . .  at least 100 feet in 
diameter . . .  for your final approach. 
Tight turns do funny things to your 
airspeed. Wide turns let you observe the 
plane (and the air) more accurately 
during what full-scale pilots call “ the 
crosswind leg.”  And wide turns make it 
easy to get the wings back to level 
position before touchdown.

So now you're on your own. Don’t 
expect to become expert in just three or 
four attempts. But a good morning of 
consistent practice should improve your 
landing skills visibly. And remember: it's 
just like learning to swim or ride a bike. 
Once you have the technique down, 
you’ll never really forget it. ·

Blanik.............Continued from page 17

sanding of all ribs, glue on the covering 
sheet (K48) which has to be first glued 
together from boards of given thickness 
and sanded on the upper side.

The aileron is assembled together 
during the assembly of the wing. Insert 
the ribs K49 through K57 and connect 
them together by K58. Next, cut the ribs 
K11 and K17 and glue in the nose part 
K59. Let it dry, and then cut the aileron 
from the wing and insert the parts K60, 
hinges K61, and an arm K62.

Now the wing can be taken from the 
workboard. The nuts in arms K38 and 
K39 have to be fixed by means of glue. 
Insert ribs K63 through K71 (the same 
number of them are in the real flap), 
check the movement of control surfaces, 
and glue on the lower covering sheet. 
Now place it again on the drawing with 
shims and let it dry. Next, glue K72 
(leading edge) on as well as rib K73, 
match together the tip of the wing with 
ending part K74 and glue it on together 
with K75. Attach triangle parts K76 and
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ORDER TO 1

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

r-fr-k  ADHESIVE 
A ť  DIVISION 

PACER TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH 
1600 Dell Avenue 

Campbell, California 95008

(408) 379-9701

REVOLUTIONARY SUPER GLUE
SUPER STRONG . . . SUPER FAST. . .

SUPER CLEAN AND EASY TO USE!
The precision adhesive for

• Modelers ·  RC Automobiles
• RC Aircraft ·  Miniatures
• RC Boats ·  Hobbies

Get revolutionary SUPER ZAP at your hobby dealer's.

sand to shape.
Spoilers K77 and K78 have to be 

matched with openings in the cover and 
then glue in the hinges K79. Then glue in 
the bearings K80 for arms of K47. The 
closed position of spoilers has to be 
adjusted by bending of the arms K47.

The other wing panel has to be as
sembled by the same manner. 
FUSELAGE

The fuselage also has to be assembled 
over the plans, on a flat surface. The base 
of the fuselage is created by two side 
parts T l, which are reinforced on their 
internal surface by means of T2 and T3 
and uprights T4. The side parts attach to 
the drawing by pins and glue in parts T5, 
T6 and bulkhead T7. Attention, T7 is not 
perpendicular! Before assembly, put 
together parts T8 and T9 creating a 
“ pocket”  for K81 and glue it on bulk
head T7. Follow by parts T10 through 
T13, which hold ribs T14 and T15, creat
ing a short center section. Between nose 
parts of those ribs insert the block T16 
and exactly against slots insert T17 for 
tongues K35.

Glue in bulkheads T18 through T20 of 
the front part of the fuselage and rein
forcing T21, and as well, insert bulk
heads T22 and T23 into the tail part of the 
fuselage. On the top surface of the side 
parts and connecting bars T6, glue on 
the block of styrofoam (T24) which has 
to be sanded to shape. Finally glue on 
prepared part T25, upper sheeting T26, 
and part T27.

After detaching the fuselage from the 
working board, glue on plate T28 for

landing gear and a styrofoam block T29 
creating the lower rounded part of 
fuselage (the block has to be first shaped 
similarly to the upper block). The walls 
of the hole for the landing gear have to 
be reinforced by means of parts T30 and 
into the longitudinal gap glue in the 
reinforcing T31. The nose of fuselage 
(T32) is fitted and on the tail of the 
fuselage, prepare the block T33 (but 
glue it on after finishing the hinges of 
rudder). The lower rounded part of the 
fuselage is covered by sheet T34. Insert 
on T17 parts T35, fill the gaps between 
T14 and T15 and cover the root fairings 
T36.

The surface of the fuselage has to be 
shaped using pattern cross sections 1 
through 6, glue on ribs T37 for connec
tion of fuselage and stabilizer and on the 
forward bottom part put on support part 
T38. Finish the cross section between 
center section and the wing and finish 
overall surface of the fuselage by 
sanding.

Put on the covers for instruments T39 
and T40and insert instrument panelsT41 
on bulkheads T18and T19. Next, glue on 
forward fixed part of canopy T42 with 
frame T43 and insert the windows T44 
and T45 between bulkheads T10 and T11 
(internal part of fuselage has to be 
painted before inserting windows). 
Prepare (not glue!) the ending part T46 
(can be hollow block), glue on spines 
T47 and reinforce the lower part of the 
fuselage with fiberglass (ending behind 
the hole for landing gear and roughly 
20mm above the lower contour of side

parts).
Removable cover of p ilot’s area has to 

be assembled from parts T48 through 
T51, which are step-by-step glued into 
the glass covering T52 which is matching 
the shape of the fuselage. Whole cover is 
attached by three hinges (T53) on the 
right side and in its closed position is 
held by small snaps.

The control mechanism for ailerons 
and spoilers has to be attached by 
brackets T48 and T54 on the bulkheads 
T11 and Tl 2 already during the construc
tion of the fuselage. Part T60 for control 
arm of elevator is glued on wall T23 by 
epoxy and fabric. Axial movement of bar 
T55 and arms T61 is limited by T58 and 
the holder of arms T56, T57, and T62 is 
reinforced by part T59. The axis of 
rudder T63 with soldered arm T64 and 
tubing T64 has to be inserted into the 
bearing T54 in the fuselage and the 
control bar has to be fixed in it by a 
soldered washer. After inserting support 
bearing T66 and soldering of support 
part T58, the end of axis has to be bent 
and part T67 has to be glued in.

The landing gear is created by a semi
pneumatic wheel on the axis T69 in the 
fork T63, which has to be, after spraying 
of the model, attached on the T28 by 
means of two screws and washers with 
nuts. The tail skid is solid, which is unlike 
the full scale aircraft.
TAIL SURFACES

The elevator is built in two parts, both 
attached to the fuselage by means of two 
couplers V27 and arms of T61. Stabilizer 
is assembled from ribs V1 through V5,
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EMS SR-1 
SERVO 
REVERSER
Price · $10.95
( I n c lu d e  $ 1 . 0 0  
p e r  o r d e r ,  f o r  
s h ip p in g  a n d  
h a n d l in g . )

Plugs into your system between the Receiver 
and Servo and reverses the direction o f that 
servo w ith  relation to  the Transmitter Stick 
motion. Available for all popular positive or 
negative pulse systems w ith  connectors in 
stalled. An extremely handy device when 
installing your system in a new airplane. 

Master Charge and VISA 
Dealer Inquiries Invited  

E LE C TR O N IC  M O D E L SYSTEMS  
6175 Palo A lto  Dr., Anaheim, CA 92807

NEW! BROWN A~23 CO-2
TINY PEANUT CO-2 ENGINE 

ENGINE $3995 CHARGER $9.95

COMPLETE CATALOG $TOO
PHONE (714)469 6675 or 442-4636

Peck-Polymers
BOX 2498-MB LA MESA. CALIF. 92041

beam V6, and false leading edge V7. 
Both tubes V8 have to be glued in exactly 
parallel and reinforcing V9 for hinges is 
covered by sheeting V10 which upper 
surface has to be first sanded for paint
ing. Put on the tip blocks V11, leading 
edge part V12, triangle parts V13 and rib 
V14, and finish it by sanding.

The elevator has to be assembled 
same way from parts V15 through V25. It 
is attached to stabilizer by hinges V26, 
for which the slots in V24 must be 
created (large enough to assure full 
movement of elevator).

The rudder is very similar to the 
elevator from the construction point of 
view. The fin portion has to be assembled 
from the construction details SI through 
S12, the covering sheets have to be

matched with the fuselage and glued on 
by epoxy. In itstop,glueinthehingeS13 
and insert tube T54 into the part T25 so 
that both parts have a common axis. The 
rudder itself is created from parts S14 to 
S26. In its bottom part, it has to be 
inserted through hole and glued on the 
part T63, on the top it is attached by S27 
through hinge S13.
CONTROL MECHANISM 

All parts used to transfer motion of 
servos to control surfaces have to be 
made very carefully. Mutual free mov
ing between parts of control mechanism 
(control linkage slop to you! wen) must 
be minimized, especially by complicated 
gears with short arms, to avoid dead 
motion and bad neutrals of controls. On 
the other hand, too tight mechanism 
causes too high loading of servos, and 
fast discharging of batteries. The push- 
rods between arms w ith in  the wing 
and/or fuselage are recommended to 
be made from hard balsawood (plastic 
arrow shafts would be better from 
weight point of view), the other bars 
could be made from steel wires of 2mm 
diameter. For connection between 
control bars and control arms the plastic 
clevises (similar to Dubro) could be 
used. There is no more access into some 
areas covered by sheeting, and for such 
places the mechanism placed in it has to 
be finished very carefully.

The length of control bars and arms 
are designed for Varioprop servos. The

Crocedure for build in of mechanism has 
een already described in the para

graphs for wing and fuselage. 
CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

As we noted before, equipment is not 
on the drawing. Basically we can even 
use it to adjust center of gravity of the 
model; it means usually the batteries are 
in very front part of fuselage, receiver 
behind it, and finally servos. All parts of 
control equipment have to be protected 
by plastic foam (rubber) material and

sanding
film

Flex+Grit
^  x  new

tn n<
Flex-I-Grit: A tough, 

new sanding film bonded 
to polyester. Won’t crack, 
peel, clog, scratch or 
break-dow n. Can be 
used wet or dry. Re- 
useable. Outlasts ord i
nary sandpaper. Assort
ed grits available in gar
net, aluminum oxide and 
silicon carbide. Send 25 
cents for catalog and 
price list. K & S Engi
neering, 6917 W. 59th 
St., Chicago, Illino is  
60638. Telephone: 312/ 
586-8503.

styrofoam against vibration and against 
movement, for example by landing. 
SHEETING AND PROTECTION 
OF THE SURFACE

The final wooden surface has to be 
sanded ca re fu lly , painted a n d /o r 
sprayed by filler, again painted by clear 
dope and again sanded. All parts of the 
model have to be covered by paper of 
different thickness: wing, front part of 
the fuselage, ailerons, elevator, and 
rudder by medium weight paper; the 
rest of the surfaces by lightweight paper. 
Before final painting (or spraying) the 
surfaces must be well painted by clear 
dope and carefully sanded.
COLORS

Blaník gliders delivered to aeroclubs 
or exported abroad have standard color
ing as on the drawing. Whole aircraft has 
the color of natural duraluminum; only 
the stripes on the fuselage, wing and tail 
surfaces, including the name Blanik and 
the mark of the producersare painted in 
red, blue, green, or black color. The 
Czechoslovakian registration is always in 
black letters. The messagesfor personnel 
(like “ Do not push here” ) are red. The 
interior of cabin, like sidewalls, floor, 
and so on, are gray; shields of instru
ment panels are beige. Some Blaniks in 
aeroclubs of Svazarm have non-stan
dard color design, mostly quite at
tractive.

VIEW NO. 1 shows Blanik from Aero- 
club Kladno. It is on all surfaces ivory 
white; on the side walls there are three 
color stripes starting from above blue, 
black and red. On the top of the fuselage 
there is a blue stripe widened to blue 
keil on the rudder stab. Name "L13 
Blanik”  on the left side of nose and on 
the right side of rudder as well as name 
Kladno on right side of nose and left side 
of rudder, are black. The wing from 
above view has a blue stripe on the nose 
of wing, after it there is a black stripe, 
and approximately in the center of wing 
there is red stripe interrupted for the 
registration letters. Bottom surface of 
the wing is the same excluding the black 
stripe. The wing tips are red. Elevator 
does not have any trimming stripes.

VIEW NO. 2 shows Blanik from Aero- 
club Kunovice. Basic color is again 
natural duraluminum. The fuselage is 
orange from above, same color as the 
vertical stab and rudder, stripes on the 
wing and wing tips. On the side walls, 
there is white keil stripe. Rudder above 
the national flag is black. Colored 
surfaces are divided by black line inter
rupted for registration letters. The width 
of this dividing line is 4mm for wing, 
6mm for fuselage, and 2mm for side 
stripe (sizes valid for model!). On the left 
side of the nose there is a black diablo 
(devil) with black-gray bat wings and red 
flame painted on the green circle. This 
glider is placed now in the museum at 
Kbely, Prague.

VIEW NO. 3 shows Blanik delivered to 
USSR for their aeroclub called Dosaaf. 
Wing tips, rudder, and three stripes are 
orange (according to customer wishes 
even other color), the names DOSAAF 
and Blanik written by Cyrilic alphabet on
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fl POSITIVe. NO l€flK  
FU€L AND PRESSURE SHUTOFF VALVE

SMOKE TfiNK

P€RF€CT FOR: J->
ö  Smoke sYstems-anyone with o plane large enough

to install a separate smoke tank can incorporate 
the super smoker for added flying enjoyment.
Inflight Fuel Shutoffs For Pylon or Free Flight R/C.

CRT. NO. 
255

SUPER SIMPLE AND EASV TO INSTALL
This volve is compact enough to mount anyuuhere--in
any position and requires one extra servo to operate.
The Du-Bro Super Smoker comes assembled complete 
uuith 3 4 "o f neoprene fuel tubing, tuuo pressure fittings, 
mounting screuus and complete instructions. DU-RRO PRODUCTS. INC

4 60  Bonner Rood, ULIoucondo. Illinois 60084

both side walls are blue and symbol LET 
is white-blue. The red asterixes have 
white-red contours. All other messages 
and description is red. Soviet registra
tion letters on usual places are black.

Blaniks delivered to USSR from begin
ning they had standard coloring (like for 
Czechoslovakian aeroclubs). In inter
rupted middle stripe on the nose it was 
named DOSAAF (cyrilic) in the same 
color as the stripe itself. On both halves 
of the wing from top and from bottom, 
they were red asterixes contoured by 
red and white lines.
BLANÍK L13J WITH AN ENGINE

(Hmmm . . .  an interesting subject for 
Sport or Precision Scale competition! 
wen)

Engines from 2 to 2.5cm3 (0.12-0.15) 
can be installed (similar to actual air
craft) on the pylon. The construction of 
wing and tail surfaces is not changed. 
The fuselage has to be equipped by parts 
needed for attachment of the pylon. 
Between walls T7 and T12, the ribs T71 
have to be glued in and on them as well 
as on T7, tbe parts T72 and T73. After 
covering of center section, the holes for 
pylon supports M2 and M3 have to be 
drilled. The holes for screws have to be 
drilled in accordance with M7.
PYLON AND ENGINE HOLDER

The supports M2 and M3 (for both 
sides, the front one and back one are 
bent from one piece of wire) solder 
together with supports M4 and M5 .. . 
the best way is to use a special jig for it

corresponding to the shape of the 
center section and in the same time, 
solder the nuts M7. Whole construction 
has to be attached to engine holder M1 
by means of thin wire and epoxy glue. 
The shape of M1 must conform to bay 
M8, which consists of two parts con
nected with screws into the M6,soldered 
on supports M4 and M5, and on con
soles M9, attached to motor holder. Fuel 
tank M10 has to be arranged according 
to engine used. Its volume has to be 
designed on the base of specific fuel 
consumption of an engine and desired 
running time, but it can be even limited 
by timer or by an additional R/C channel.

In case a glow engine is used, the 
engine pod and the surface of fuselage 
(at least) has to be protected against 
methanol fuel by means of fuel-proof 
colorless enamel.

Coloring shows in View No. 4. On the 
prototype, the fuselage from top as well 
as engine bay have been white, other 
color trimming has been dark red (stripe 
on the wing contoured by white line). 
The name L13J has been white, Czecho
slovakian flag has been contoured by 
white lines. The upper stripe on the 
engine bay has been interrupted by 
symbol LET, lower one by name of 
engine JAWA. Black reg istra tion if 
going through trimming is contoured by 
white line. All other surfaces natural 
duraluminum.
FLYING

Before the first takeoff, check again

very carefully the trim of the wing and its 
position in relationship to the fuselage 
and elevator. Also check the position of 
the center of gravity and the symmetry 
of the model. If necessary, use addi
tional ballast to bring the position of 
center of gravity on its right place in 
accordance with the drawing . . . see 
arrow and the letter T. For the first test 
flight, the CG could be a little bit shifted 
in the d irection of the nose of the 
model, because it would increase the 
stability. On the other hand, shifting of 
CG in opposite direction, behind the 
location pointed as T. would decrease 
the stability of the model. (It’s the same 
everywhere! wen.) Check function of 
R/C equipment in all positions of the 
model and be sure batteries are freshly 
charged.

If model has been assembled care
fully, in accordance with the drawing, it 
should fly without any trouble and it 
would need just to know its behavior 
(which is usually not same for all models 
and can be typical) and to obtain the 
pilot experiences with it. Blanik as a 
model is stabile enough from all points 
of view, it is fast enough (do not want to 
fly with it like with A/2 glider!) and it can 
be good controlled in all flight positions. 
Blanik is gliding very well, especially 
near the earth surface, and it is recom
mended to have it in mind to land the 
model without landing flaps.

For first flight with powered model 
(motor without throttle control) fill the
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TREAT YOURSELF TO A 

CUSTOM BUILT
Telephone:

NEW , 8 2 5  sq.in. TIPO 
A V A IL A B L E  N O W  ! !

5269 Lucky Clover Le. 
Murrey, Utah 84107

T I P O R A B E
by DICK HANSON

Our custom  b u ilt  a irfram es are used 
by many o f the  c o u n try ’s to p  pa tte rn  
flie rs . For exam ple, we furn ished  
basic com ponents fo r 1 /6  o f the  m od
els f lo w n  in  the  1979 Masters T o u rn 
am ent. Some were T IP O R A R E S , 
some were no t.
B u ild ing  pa tte rn  b irds  Is a business 
w ith  us, no t a s ideline. We can save 
you  considerable b u ild in g  tim e  by  
prov id ing  yo u  w ith  good, basic 
co n s truc tio n .
W rite  o r ca ll us concerning you r 
requirem ents. We w il l  be happy to  
review the m  w ith  you  and q u o te  
prices and de live ry .

tank just enough to check the behavior 
of the model and after it, you can 
possibly give more fuel. If you would use 
powerful engine, try first flights with 
lower rpms, for safety. ·

Pylon.......... Continued from page 28
5.2.8. Weight.

Weight less fuel, but including all 
equipment necessary for flight shall be 
at least 2200 grams (4.85 lbs.) and not 
more than 3000 grams (6.60 lbs.) if ballast 
is used, it must be permanently and 
safely affixed.
5.2.9. Fuel.

Fuel to a standard formula for glow 
plug and spark ignition motors will be 
supplied by the organizers. Its composi
tion shall be 80% Methanol, 20% Lubri
cant.
5.2.10. Racing Course Specification.

The triangular course will be laid out as
follows: The course of 10 laps with 
individual length of 400 meters (1312.4 
feet). Total distance travelled is 4 kilo
meters (2.49 miles). The race starts at the

start-finish line. All take-offs will be 
ROG, no mechanical device w ill be 
used to assist the aircraft, but hand 
pushing is permitted. The race course 
specification may be modified in the 
interest of safety or to suit existing field 
condition if safety is not compromised. 
The pylons should have a minimum 
height of 4 meters (13.12 ft.) and should 
not exceed 5 meters (16.40 ft.) height. 
ORGANIZATION FOR 
RADIO CONTROLLED 
PYLON RACING CONTESTS:
5.2.12.4.

A sideline judge will be posted in front 
of the pit area on the spectator side of 
the racing course. The sideline judge 
w ill record as an infringem ent, any 
overflight of the pit or spectator areas. 
The judges at the No. 2 and No. 3 pylons 
will record a cut pylon (infringement). 
At the end of each race the sideline and 
pylon judges will inform the race starter 
of any infringements by any contestant. 
5.2.12.6.

The race starter is in charge of each 
heat; the starter will first ensure that all

contestants and race officials are ready 
to commence. Each signaller will have a 
flag or light of a distinctive color, the 
starter will arrange for each model to be 
identified by one signaller before the 
start of any heat.

A radio operation check from each 
contestant will be made prior to starting 
motor(s).

A maximum of 1 minute will be al
lowed for starting and adjusting the 
motor(s), at which point the race will 
commence. A competitor will be al
lowed an additional 1 minute to become 
airborne before being disqualified from 
that heat.
5.2.12.10.

Starting positions in all races will be 
determined by draw, with the No. 1 
position being closest to the No. 2 Pylon.

Models will be flagged off the starting 
line at 1-second intervals with timing 
commencing at the drop of the flag for 
that particular model.
5.2.12.12.

Each competitor may have only one 
helper in each race and the helper may 
release the model at the start and give 
the pilot verbal information regarding 
the fly ing course of his model and 
official signals.

The designation "competitor”  may 
refer to an individual or team entry of no 
more than two persons. Any award will 
be made jointly to team members. 
5.2.1Z13.

In the event of a collision or contact 
between two airborne models, both 
models must be landed immediately, 
even though they are able to continue 
flying. The contest director is required 
to give such competitors a second 
opportunity to record a score in that 
round, provided that in his opinion the 
aircraft is still airworthy or the compe
titor has an airworthy reserve model.

In the event of a malfunction of the 
timing, lap counting, signalling, or other 
such equipment which is the responsi
bility of the organizers, the competitor(s) 
affected by such malfunction shall be 
given the opportunity to record a score 
for that round.
5.2.13. Scoring.
5.Z13.1.

The flight of each model shall be 
timed with a stopwatch. Timing shall be 
commenced when the starting signal is 
given to each individual competitor. The 
lap scorers stop their watches after ten 
laps have been completed. They are not 
concerned with how many infringe
ments their flyer has made. The pylon 
and sideline judges, after the heat has 
finished, notify the race starter which 
models have made infringements.

If one infringem ent is made, one 
tenth of the flyer’s time (for ten laps) is 
added, to give his corrected time. If two 
infringements are made, the p ilo t’s 
flight is cancelled.
5.2.13.2.

Points shall be awarded after each 
race as follows: The contestant’s cor
rected time in seconds is deducted from 
200.

No points will be awarded if a model 
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New LEISURE D IG IT A L  Auto Charger

$99.95
New digital charger designed fo r the serious modeler who wants to  obtain top perform 
ance from  NiCd batteries. Features a large (1 /2 " high) LCD readout, w hich stands out 
even in strong sunlight. D igital meter is designed to  read both current and voltage to  bet
ter than 1% accuracy. Unit also contains a variable rate charger w hich allows selection o f 
a constant current charge rate up to  4 amps. Permits charging any size NiCd from  250 ma 
up to  1.2 AH. Built-in  equalizer c ircu it tops o ff battery overnight fo r top  performance at 
that big face. As w ith  a ll LEISURE chargers, this dig ita l un it is manufactured w ith  o ri»  
ira l, qua lity  electronic components, and is warranteed fo r 60 days from  date o f purchase. 

See yo u r loca l dealer, o r o rde r d ire c t

LEISURE ELECTRONICS, 11 Deerspring, Irvine, CA 92714
Phone (714) 552-4540______________________
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NEW! THE M.E.N.“BIG JOHN”
BY BILL NORTHRUP

B*g John.' a big easy building biplane irom the 
• workbench'· of Bill Northrup Designed back in 
1963 Big John Is a proven design and proven 
perform er w ith  over 2 thousand sets o f p lans 
having been sold since its introduction M E N 's 
k it s im ply  upda tes th is  c la ss ic , w ith  m odern 
building and construction techniques, designed 
to create a stronger, lighter, easier to build model 
Weighing in at only 8% to  9 lbs complete this is 
one big model that really can perform on only a 
.60! Quoting B ill Northrup. "This biplane will do 
just about any maneuver if you don't mind wait
ing a little  w hile  for them to  get com pleted!!!' 
A great exhibition airplane."

M E.N ’s k it eng inee ring  was sp ec ifica lly  
planned for fast, easy building Our "THRU-CUT" 
die cutting combined w ith  "TRI-SQUARE-LOC" 
construction  o f Ilte p lywood and balsa makes 
co ns tru c tio n  fast and sim ple  The inheren t 
strength of lite plywood construction provides 
durability and lasting performance 

TRI-SQUARE-LOC enables us to bring to you 
the best in lite plywood construction, this method

of squaring, straightening, and holding parts in 
relation to  one another revolutionizes construc
tion in lite plywood

BIG JOHN is designed lo r four channel radio 
contro l operation w ith 60 to  90 model engines 
The 76V /' w ing span combined w ith 8% lbs flying 
weight gives a w ing loading o f 13 ounces per 
square foot.

The kit features THRU-CUT die cutting, quality 
materials, rolled plans, building instructions, wing 
jig  building fixtures, complete hardware package 
pre-bent landing gear and cabane strut wires 
Building time for the BIG JOHN is 25 to 45 hours 

The follow ing items are needed to fin ish the 
model 2-4% " wheels. 1-1 ’/, wheel. %, wheel co l
lars. wheel collars, a  12-16 oz fuel tank, fuel 
line, throttle  cable, e levator and rudder pushrods. 
glue and covering material

M .E.N.
Model Engineering of Norwalk
54 Chestnut Hill · Norwalk Connecticut 06851

REVOLUTIONARY NEW CHARGER
C-50/4 M.E.N. 
AUTOMATIC R/C 
SYSTEM CHARGER
•  Extends the life of any nicad!
•  Extends the capacity of any 

nicad!
•  Adds reliability to nicads never 

before achieved by any charger1
•  Restores marginal batteries to full 

power potential!
•  Batteries can be left on charge 

indefinitely without damaging 
cells.

•  Fast charges—automatically!
•  Renders all other chargers 

obsolete!

Now after 1 tø years of development and 
testing. M E N. Inc. confidently intro
duces its revolutionary C-50/4 Auto
matic Pulse R/C System Charger! It is 
unlike any other charger you have ever 
used It is not a D C. charger but a 
pulsed charger and therefore operates 
differently giving different results By 
suitable control of pulse height and 
pulse rate, charging ol your batteries is 
accomplished. In addition to the out
standing battery reliability produced by 
the charger, several side benefits occur 

First, batteries can be left on the 
charger ipdelinitely. That simply means 
that after a flight session you can put 
your R/C system on charge and leave II 
there until you're ready to fly again; next 
day, next week or even next year—no 
need to ever wonder about when to

charge or how long to charge. Just plug 
the system in and leave it on till you're 
ready to fly again

Second, many battery tests can be 
done with the charger. For example, you 
can test for open battery cells, shorled 
batlery cells, ht-leakage cells, low ca
pacity cells and hi-impedance cells All 
conditions that can. i( not detected early, 
lead to disaster

The new M E N C-50/4 charger is 
available in 3 models lo cover all R/C 
needs. 4 8 volls/9.6 volls. 4.8 volts/60 
volts, and 4 8  volts/12 volts All are ca
pable of charging systems ol 240 
M.A.H through 4 amps, hour capacity

The new M E N C-50/4 Charger rep
resents the latest state ol Ihe arl in 
battery chargers No serious R/C en
thusiast should be without one!

%  #

fails to complete the 10 laps, or if the 
flight is cancelled.
5.2.13.3.

The winner of the event is the contes
tant who has accumulated the most 
points after the conclusion of all heats 
when three or less rounds are flown. If 
four or more rounds are flown, each 
competitor’s worst score shall be dis
carded.
5.2.13.4.

If time permits, and there is no fre
quency conflict, ties shall be broken by a 
fly-off race. Otherwise, the best single 
race score shall be considered in re
solving a tie.

Now, from the Northeastern part of 
the U.S., a short review of the year's 
racing activity provided by Ernest 
Nikodém.
Dear Jim,

The United Pylon Racing Circuit had 7 
clubs, 5 American and 2 Canadian, each 
of which held a race during the race 
season. Each club held a sport pylon and 
Formula 1 race on a Sunday and in 
addition, 3 of the clubs held a 1/4- 
midget race on the previous Saturday for 
their club. The racing points were 
accumulated for the season and we had 
a season champion; for Sport pylon Jim 
Nikodém, 1/4-midget Gary Gau, and for 
Formula 1 Dave Keats. They each re
ceived a perpetual trophy for their event 
and will receive a 1980 trophy to keep 
when they return the perpetual trophy 
in 1981. In addition, Gary Gau received a 
1/4-midget kit and Dave Keats received

MAY 1981

a Formula 1 kit, provided by the UPRC 
circu it d irector Ed Smith. A season 
overall UPRC champion is picked by 
adding points of 2 events and that 
person is awarded the UPRC Season 
Champion perpetual trophy, and this 
year’s champion was our youngest 
UPRC flyer Jim Nikodém, a teenager. ·

Plug Sparks . . Continued from page 32
40 YEARS AGO, I WAS...

Photo No. 6 says it all as young Frank 
Ehling cranks on a balky Elf engine. This 
photo, taken at the 1937 Detroit Na
tionals by Bruce Lester, shows Frank with 
one of his numerous models, many of 
them unpublished. In talking to Frank, 
he dearly loves to tell the anecdote 
about himself and Maxwell Bassettin the 
early days. It's a good yarn and bears 
repeating.

Frank sez he was intrigued by stories 
of Bassett’s proc ess in winning most of 
the big contests in the early days. He 
inspected M axw e ll’s model qu ite  
minutely, concluding that Bassett was 
not the greatest craftsman in the world; 
hence, it had to be his flying technique 
and/or motor running ability that was 
responsible for the long string of wins.

Ehling stationed himself ii. a position 
where he could observe Bassett closely. 
After looking the area over,and someof 
the models flying, Bassett strapped his 
model together and commenced hand 
glides to check balance of the model.

A fter several glide attempts, which 
Ehling reckoned was about right, to 
Frank’s surprise, Bassett continued to 
test glide, each time steepening the 
glide angle. After awhile Frank con
cluded this guy may know how to get the 
most out of Brown Jr. motors, but he 
sure doesn’ t know how to adjust a 
model.

The contest got ro lling  and Frank 
entered his model, along with the restof 
the fellows. Most models climbed quite 
high, gaining about 1000 to 2000 feet, 
catching lift (as it was a nice day) and 
generally drifting out of sight between 
12 and 15 minutes. As a matter of fact, 
Ehling’s model made a remarkable flight 
of 4-1/2 hours (unoffocial of course). 
This model was featured in the 1935 
Jasco Year Book by Frank Zaic.

Having nothing else to fly, Ehling’s 
attention was again focussed on Bassett, 
as Maxwell had decided it was time to 
fly. Maxwell’s attention to the engine 
was meticulous, and the engine re
sponded with a lengthy motor run that 
pulled the model up to a very high 
altitude. Well, thought Frank, tnat’s a 
nice flight but he’ll drift out even faster 
with that altitude.

Watching the glide, Frank noted the 
model was descending in rather steep 
circles but was staying in sight! The 
model finally landed on the field with a 
time of 22 minutes, bettering Frank’s 18 
minute O.O.S. flight! Frank said that was 
a real lesson in strategy flying and never 
lost his respect for Bassett thereafter.
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rREPLICA OLD TIMERS
FREE FLIG H T OR RUDOER ONLY R /C  

.020 CAS OR ELE C TR IC  POWERED 
FU LL K IT S

G o ld b e rg 's  19*10 S ailp lane  
6 :13  S cale. 36" Span 

SI«».95
A d d itio n a l .0 2 0 *: 30" B uzza rd  Bom bshell, $11.95;
38" P layboy S r . .  $12 .95 ; 31" New R u le r, .$13.95;
36" M iss A m erica . $12 .95 ; 36" C lip p e r  MK I I .  $14.95, 
36" M e rc u ry . $13.95. 30 .5 " R a ng e r. $13.95; 36" 
S upe r B ucca n ee r, $14 .95 ; 30" R e qu e st, $12.95;
35" Tw in  C yc lo n e , $12 .95 ; 36" C a v a lie r . $13.95.
"SERIES 50”  O LD  TIMER 50”  W ING SPAN

POWERHOUSE. $39.95 
.09 TO  .15 3 CHANNEL R /C

partial kits
THE

4" Span— $21.50 I L '  * *  
rom 1937:
he QUAKER FLASH /
7" S pan— $17.50 φ

From 1936:
T h e  FLY IN G  QUAKER 84 '
From 
The
67'

B o th  a re  R ib . T ip .  and  Fo rm er P a rtia l K its .  T h ey  
fe a tu re  M ach ine  C u t and  Sanded P a rts . F u ll Size 
C o n s tru c t io n  P lans (♦ M egow 's P la n ), and  E x te n s 
ive  B u ild in g  N o tes . For F ree  F lig h t o r  R /C , the y  
b o th  meet a ll SAM FF a nd  R /C  re q u ire m e n ts .

The LONG CABIN ’
1 9 3 7 78" Span. C lass ic  C a b in . 

$20.00
Plan In c lu d e d .

™  m s s s m s s  m m m >
804 4  Legion Place. No.6. M idway C ity . Ca 92655

A t y o u r  D ealer o r 
add  $2.00 p e r o rd e r^  
fo r  UPS. Ca. Res 
add  6% fo r  T a x .

Eventually Bassett succumbed to the 
new rules which emphasized the hot 
motor and short motor runs. Besides, 
Bassett had other fish to fry, as he was 
completing his engineering degree at 
the University of Pennsylvania. Bassett 
never did come back to model flying 
after the radical rule changes of 1938. 
(Anyone know where he is now? wen) 
BUNICH MOTORS AGAIN!

At the recent International Modelers 
Show (IMS), held at Pasadena on January 
10 and 11, this columnist was quite 
surprised to see Howard Broughton. At 
least 43 years had passed since the last 
time we met. Howard is now living at 522 
Pleasant Ave., Ojai, CA 93023.

During the discussion with Howard 
about the early days, some interesting 
facts came to light.

In 1935/36, Bunch decided to pur
chase some Brown Jr. motors in con
junction with four other fellows. At that 
time, the Junior M oto r Corporation 
required a minimum order of five for a 
nice discount price in the $15.00 range. 
Bunch had ideas of setting up a distri

butorship for selling Brown Jr. motors. 
However, the Reginald Denny people 
had the same idea, and, of course, with 
more capital, were able to offer Brown 
larger purchase orders.

What to do? Would you believe this 
led to Bunch getting into the engine 
manufacturing game? Actually, it was 
due more to economic necessity, as 
three or four unemployed machinists 
were receptive to the idea of making 
engines.

Still haven’t been able to track down 
who designed the engine, but the Gwin 
Aero name was definitely taken from his 
wife’s name. Anyway, the rest is history. 
The machinists, working for $12.50/ 
week, started producing engines with 
startling results and sales.

One of the interesting tidbits that 
came up during our conversations was 
the Warrior motor. The radial mount 
was orig ina lly intended for racing 
models (cars, boats, etc.). The radial 
mount (used in airplanes), would reduce 
the frontal area considerably over beam 
mounted engines.

SAIL CONTROL WINCHES

W-1 . . . $59.00 W-2 . . . $129.00
•  Custom R/C design for all boat sizes «Power - 40 in. lbs. »Travel 

time · 5 seconds »Voltage - 4.8-6 (W-1) »Size - 2 x 2 x 5  inches.
The Probar W-1 is mechanically operated by a separate, neutralizing 

servo. The Probar Propo W-2 is designed to plug directly into the receiver, 
and requires no extra batteries. Specify Kraft, Futaba, or no connector. 
Both winches are fully assembled and tested, ready to install. A ll mounting 
hardware, switch pushrod (W-1 only), and winch arm blank are supplied.

STAINLESS STEEL HARDW ARE: M ISCELLANEOUS ITEMS:
Turnbuckles. Chainplates, Goosenecks. Sheet ex it guides. Bowsie,
Boom vang pivots. Pad eyes, Tangs, Rudder posts. Mast head 
Deck cleats. Boom cleats. Rigging w ire, f itt in g . Dacron sheet line.

Dealer inquiries invited
PROBAR DESIGN P.O. BOX 639 ESCONDIDO, CA. 92025

When it came to putting a name on 
this new engine, someone suggested the 
name of "Warrior”  as they were using 
Buick automotive paint called “ Warrior 
Red.”  How many were ever painted red 
is questionable, but Howard remembers 
more than a few Warriors were made. 
They simply have to be discovered.

Photo No. 7 shows a Cleveland Viking, 
circa 1940, powered with a Sky Chief 
engine, as built by Joe Locasto,whonow 
resides at 447 State St., San Mateo, CA 
94401. Joe not only buildsgorgeousscale 
models now, but has a 2/3 size Curtiss 
P6-E under construction. This columnist 
viewed the metal framework and it will 
truly be a beauty with a converted Buick 
engine.

Photo No. 8 is a shot of the neat 
portable rack for stowing R/C trans
mitters as cooked up by SAM 30. This pic 
was taken at the West Coast Champs, 
and as you can see, they left nothing to 
the imagination on what events were 
going to be run. Also note that gorgeous 
dichondra fie ld  everyone is raving 
about. Reallv is something!
SAM CHAPTER REPORT

SAM 3 (SCIF): The latest newsletter, as 
edited and w ritten by Ken Sýkora, 
provoked some real guffaws with his 
articles on OOPS, O ffic ia l Observer 
Person. If we get a chance in the future, 
we’re gonna run thisin the column (with 
Ken’s permission, of course).

The SCIF’s are particularly proud of 
their younger members as attested to by 
Photo No. 9, showing Brad Levine with a 
neatly built Findra Aerobo. This model, 
powered with an Arden 19, is practically 
unbeatable. Carl Hatrak proved that at 
the First O/T Events at the Nationals in 
1966! Good models never lose their 
touch!

SAM 13 (SCAMPS): Latest newsletter 
called “ Gas Lines"  ably edited by Bud 
McNorgan, of the SCAMPS, proposes 
another rubber event to the already 
burgeoning list. Bud claims there are 
three distinct stages of Wakefield 
models in the old timer category, to wit:

1. The first type with no weight rules 
ala Gordon Light’s 1932 Atlantic City 
winner.

2. This was followed by the 4-oz., 200 
sq. in. wing area models such as Judge’s 
or Fillon’s model.

3. Then the 8-oz., 200 sq. in. models 
like the Korda and a host of other late 
1940-41 Wakefield models.

McNorgan also sez many of the 
Moffets were designed so that the 
required weight of 6 oz. could be easily 
converted to the No. 3 category Wake
field. As far as rules go, Bud is going to 
enforce the takeoff rule very strictly. 
Remember when you help it by a wing- 
tip and propeller? Tricky launch! We will 
be waiting on reports when this meet is 
held.

We would be remiss if we d idn ’ t 
publish a picture of this dynamic per
sonality, so Photo No. 10 is a shot taken 
of J.G. “ Bud”  McNorgan, 11421 Salinez 
Drive, Garden Grove, CA 92643, at one 
of the VAMPS meets at Henderson Dry 
Lake. Model is a Tom Laurie, “ Twin
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The most distinctive sound in the air... 
Technopower’s 7 cylinder, 4 cycle Radial Engine

Immediate delivery ·  Send S1.00 for catalog of all our products

TECHNOPOWER Π, INC. 16650 SOUTH 104th AVENUE. ORLAND PARK. ILLINOIS 60462

Cyclone" that moves right along with an 
O&R 29.
FORIECN EXCHANGE

ENGLAND: Latest information from 
Ben Buckle, newsletter editor for SAM 
35, is their latest Issues #6 and #7. These 
issues were accompanied by a free plan 
put out by Ben Buckle; a small version of 
the Buccaneer, suitable for .020/.049 
engines. What a great idea! Looks like 
the British stole a march on the parent 
SAM organization.

The latest reorganization shows that 
the President (honorary) is Dave Baker, 
with Peter Michel as Treasurer. The 
chairman of this organization is Ray 
Alban, assisted by Area Scale Represen
tatives Colin Watts, North; Tony Penhall, 
Eastern; and Denis Lloyd, Western. 
Looks like they really organized!

Biggest item on their contest agenda is 
the defin ite  possibility of an O /T  
Champs at the ASME Nationals. Date 
and place not firmed up as of this date. 
Several prominent SAM Members, such 
as Danny Sheelds and Joe Beshar, have 
indicated they may try to attend this 
competition. If things work out, this 
columnist may appear!

Naturally, when talking about England, 
we simply must run a photo of Alex 
Imrie's latest, as shown in Photo No. 11. 
This picture shows his Burd "King Burd" 
flying at Old Warden, where they have 
an annual old timer day. Surprisingly, 
the GHQ appears to run better all the 
time, having put in over 100 flights. As 
Alex says, “ Will wonders never cease as 
this is the real crude GHQ kit that has the 
stamped piston and bronze con-rod, all 
complete with file marks."

Another photo from England is of 
Mark Hinton, a real diehard young old 
timer. Mark did very well at the Scul- 
thorpe AFB affair last year, winning with 
the twin pusher shown in Photo No. 12. 
Mark is quite versatile, as he also flies F/F 
gas and helps dad fly his R/C M-G in O/T 
R/C. Quite a boy!

AUSTRALIA: Photo No. 13 is a shot of 
John Tidey’s Bassett Miss Philly VI. This 
model won the first Texaco meet held in 
Australia, quite handily. Note those 
open farm fields. Australia has some 
great flying spots.

SWEDEN: We are again indebted to 
Sven-Olav Linden for Photo No. 14, 
showing Lars Larsson with a 1944 Swedish 
glider design. This shot was taken in June 
1980, when Jean Pierre Ternaux of 
Toronto, Canada, was visiting Sweden. 
Fortunately, there was contest activity 
during his visit, and Jean was able to see 
and appreciate what the boys in Sweden 
are doing to old timer flying.
FLORIDA FLASHES

Terry Rimert reports that the District V 
Free Flight Championships weren't that 
great (all depends on your viewpoint), 
but those modelers who did come, got 
in a lot of flying in great weather, for a 
good all-around time.

It is always interesting when an active 
modeler is able to pry another modeler 
out of the woodwork. In this case, Ron 
"Foo-2-U" Sharpton was successful in 
getting Gil Cochran back out on the

flying field, after an absence of four 
years. Although it is claimed it took Gil 
five years to finish his Comet Clipper, it 
flies albeit, with some trim needed.

So, to pep things up all the more, Ron 
has issued a challenge for an O/T type 
P-30 Event. Now you're talking! There 
are more old Scientific designs floating 
around that fit the rules of the P-30 Event 
perfectly. Hope this goes over big! 
NORTHWEST RAMBLINGS

If getting on the contest calendar is a 
problem, other areas, especially Cali
fornia, should take note of the fact the 
Willamette Model Club staged their 
Northwest Old Timer F/F Champion
ships in conjunction with the ‘Silents 
Please' meet also featuring Old Timer 
Events.

Bob Stalick reports for the second 
year, the meets have proven compatible. 
The O/T meet featured eleven events 
over September 27-28, making for a real 
busy day, when you consider twelve 
events in the Silents Please contest. 
Some of the more interesting fun events

in O/T, were the Two Minute Time 
Target, plus a new one devoted strictly 
to Brown Jr. (Time Target) motors. 
'Nostalgia' event, which is slowly catch
ing on, was also another of the new fun 
events. Looking over the Silents Please 
events, one could not help notice the 
addition of an electric power event, a P- 
30 Rocket event, and several hand 
launched glider events. Has your club 
been missing some of thses fun events? 
AUSTRALIAN ECHOS

Photo No. 10 appearing in the Plug 
Sparks column in the November, 1980 
issue of Model Builder, brought a letter 
from a good friend, Alan Wall, of RMB 
205 Limbre Road, Kootingal, N.S.W., 
2352, Australia.

Alan was quick to point out the engine 
appearing in this photo was a Frog 100. 
Alan fondly recalls this was his first 
motor, and still has it in good running 
shape. However, having the motor is a 
stroke of luck, as Al lost it in a local 
contest near Brisbane in Queensland. 
Getting the motor (and model) back
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v *
EINDECKER

$ 9 .5 0

^  These Competition Models
are now

RAVAN MODEL PRODUCTS
. R/C

ALL BALSA

$  21.50 86" SPAN 
ALL HARDWARE

$  17.50

B-70
$  10.50

ADO $2.50 SHIPPING
\  4  ■   CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

R a v a n  MODEL PRODUCTS P.O. BOX 59513 NORWALK, CA 9 0 6 5 0

2-CH
R/CALL BALSA

2-CH. R/C

$15.50

F/F
.049 

ALL BALSA

TAUBE

Peek-Polymers l * ° m e s a ! c * u f . n w
PHONE (714) 469-8B7S Of (714)442-4636 J

!3 in. PÍAHUJ

LACEY M -fO
11 PEANUT KITS $4.95 EACH

LACEY M-IO COUGAR MUSTANG
PIETENPOL GIPSY MOTH ZERO
PIPER CUB GANAGOBIE MILES M-18
ANDRESON DRUINE

COMPLETt CATALOG $1.00
HARO TO FIND ACCESSORIES. KITS AND 
PLANS FOR RUBBER POWERED MODELS

after the flyaway, was instrumental in 
meeting the girl he later married. He 
says he doesn't hold a grudge against the 
motor. Haw!

Incidentally, for a few of you Johnny- 
come-latelys, Alan sez the instructions 
for the English motor call for paraffin. 
Don't be decoyed, as they are simply 
talking about kerosene! (paraffin based 
fuel). Sure could get into a heap of 
trouble!

In closing off. Wall says the only other 
diesel engine available at that time, was 
the ED 2cc with a slotted head. You 
needed a penny or screwdriver to adjust 
the compression. Every so often this stuff 
went into the prop!
OBIT NOTICE

Tom Cope, SAM 8, writes to inform

one and all that he has lost his best 
buddy, Don Dodd, who lost his battle to 
cancer after two years (much longer 
than the prognosis of six months).

Don was one of those modelers who 
started with Orwicks and Sailplanes, 
early days of radio, modern flight, and 
finally, total dedication to old timers. 
The last really big O /T  meet in the 
Northwest in 1974 was the product of 
Dodd’s enthusiasm. This Seattle contest 
drew contestants from Canada and all 
northern U.S. States. Lotsa trophies and 
merchandise!

Probably the biggest thing the boys 
are going to miss is the sense of humor 
Don Dodd enjoyed. Nothing like trad
ing abusive remarks, wisecracks, etc. 
Don once said to Tom, “ Those Oregon 
boys must really love me. They started 
throwing insults before I could even get 
out of my car.”  That said with the biggest 
grin you ever saw.

A perpetual trophy is being made up 
to honor Don, in recognition of all his 
contributions to this hobby we love so 
well. Don is one of those fellows who 
only come along once in a lifetime. 
THE WRAP-UP

There have been a considerable num
ber of letters inquiring if this columnist is 
going to again stage the Old Timer 
Events at the Nationals. Yes, sir! The 
schedule is as follows: R/C Assist O/T, 
Wednesday, August 5; O/T Controline, 
Thursday, August 6; and the big day, 
Friday, for Free Flight, August 7,followed 
by the Awards Banquet that night.

Meeting the Challenge of the Eighties!

RJL INDUSTRIES»P.O. BOX 5654·PASADENA, CA 91107·(213)359-0016

The columnist has been holding back 
on this not to detract from the National 
SAM Champs being held at Taft on June 
30, July 1, and 2. Next issue we will cover 
everything in a little more detail! ·

Sparky...........C o n tin u e d  fro m  page 3 3

patch . .. other than that, it's just not as 
good as the other adhesives. Epoxy is 
great for reinforcing critical areas and 
five minute field repairs, but slower than 
Jet or Hot Stuff and the joints generally 
weigh more. (The newer thick cyano's 
may be the answer, wen)

Each adhesive has its virtues, so learn 
them and use them selectively for best 
results.

Sparky is covered with good tissue. 
The grain runs spanwise on wing and tail 
but in the girth direction on the fuse
lage. Careful sanding with 220-grit on a 
block of wood before covering w ill 
improve appearance of the finished 
covering. Use straight nitrate dope to 
attach the tissue. Coat the structure first. 
If you attach the tissue with dope, add 
another coat as you go from rib to rib, 
etc. Some prefer to pre-coat the struc
ture and attach the tissue by brushing 
th in n e r on the tissue. The th in n e r 
penetrates the tissue and attaches it to 
the structure. Both sytems work. I use 
both. Some point out that the thinner 
procedure is neater and you do not end 
up with dope all over your fingers from 
rubbing the doped tissue. Treat each 
section with care to have the tissue taut. 
Often you will cut the larger pieces of 
tissue off and start by overlapping on a 
rib or upright to avoid wrinkles. Cover
ing with damp tissue is a big help on the 
wing tips and a must for the aft cabin 
areas. Spray with water to tighten. 
Replace wrinkled areas. The dope will 
not tighten wrinkles. Overlap the tissue 
around the leading and trailing edges at 
least 1/16. In grasshopper areas this is a 
must. Grasshoppers love balsa wood and 
they can mess up a nice model in a hurry.

Let’s build My Sparky.
Everyone has habits about what is built 

first, second, etc. So do I. However, for 
this model, some sequences make others 
easier. The wing, if completed before 
the fuselage, makes it easier to check out
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THE LAUGHING WHALE
Box 191. Wiscasset. Maine 04578 207-882-6870

MUSCONGEOUS 
Length 4 6 " Beam 1 0 -1 /? '

___________ (Sail power only)

NEW! LARGER SCALE !! FOR RADIO CONTROL !!!
Each model is the result o f  careful research and is authentic in detail.
A l l  feature plank construction from  select, pre-cut bass and mahogany 
wood parts. Complete w ith fitt in g  sets, including (as required) propel
ler, cleats, chocks, blocks, wheel, running lights, and brass components.

New, fu ll-co lor catalog for these and other k its  - $ 2 5 0

MAINE LOBSTER BOAT 
Length 33" (OA) Beam 11"
(Gas or e lec tric  pow er)

"S E G U IN ". WOODEN STEAM TUGBOAT 
Length 4 0 " Beam 1 1 "

(Steam or e lec tric  pow er)

the wing fit on the cabin. Making the 
propeller with hinge permits checking 
the folded propeller on the fuselage 
nose. If it’s too snug, it’s easier to correct 
before covering the fuselage. A com
pleted rudder is desirable when com
pleting the center section of the stabil
izer so that the tubes can be inserted and 
the fit checked out before covering. The 
dethermalizing fittings and tube key are 
best checked out thoroughly before 
covering the fuselage.

Construction details given here will 
follow the sequence just discussed. 
WING

The complete outline is glued to
gether over a Saran plastic covered plan. 
Block up the trailing edge with a piece of 
1/32 balsa set under the front 1/32 of the 
trailing edge. The trailing edge is cut to 
its triangular shape before gluing down. 
I hope you have matched the strength of 
these pieces.

At this point it is wise to build the wash 
out into the tips. Washout is decreased 
incidence that permits the tips to avoid 
stalling until after the main area of the 
wing. This makes the model more stable. 
From the indicated point, raise the 
trailing edge and part of the tip 1/8-inch. 
It will be necessary to crack the main 
piece of trailing edge to do this and to 
adjust the fit of the joints of the wing tip 
sections. You may want to cut a piece of 
1/8 balsa and shape it in a triangular way 
to give a nice flat surface for the glue 
joints between pieces. Reinforce the

cracked trailing edge with Hot Stuff or 
Jet. (It penetrates cracks.)

Now cut an airfoil template. Rubber 
cement or contact cement the plan 
template to a piece of thin metal. When 
dry, cut and file to shape accurately. 
Check against the airfoil on the plan.

Cut the 1/16 square bottom sliced ribs 
first. Keep the cuts parallel. Use a light to 
be sure you do not cut any SOFT ribs 
(light areas). Be sure they are ALL the 
same DEPTH. Cut these ribs to length by 
trimming from the trailing edge only. 
Cut them all to fit. Leave them in place, 
then go along and apply just a wee bit of 
Hot Stuff. Be sure each rib is touching 
the plan at the leading edge and the 1/32 
shim under the front of the trailing edge.

Cut the top rib slices and trim them to 
fit in the same way the bottom slices 
were trimmed. When gluing them in 
(observe the sketches), set the top slices 
to the side of the bottom slices at the 
trailing edge, and parallel to them.

At this point, measure the space 
between the ribs and cut a set of 
MATCHING 1/16 balsa or 1/16 spruce 
spars. Now you will find the error of your 
ways if the ribs aren’t 1/16 deep and all 
equal in thickness! Slide the spar in and 
check it for fit. Before gluing the rib 
slices, shim up the four top slices on the 
right panel 3/64 inch. These are marked 
on the plan. This is a way of providing 
more lift on the right wing for purposes 
of keeping the Sparky from banking too 
steeply while climbing under power.

Most models are warped to provide 
more angle of incidence on the right 
side. This is OK and you may prefer to do 
it. Both work. My method is easier to 
check out for consistent maintenance. 
Remember, My Sparky is a HIGH POW
ERED model.

Now cut 18 sliced upper ribs only 
1-7/16 inch long, using only the leading 
edge of the template. Glue them onto 
the spar and leading edge. When dry, 
place each wing half onto the plan of the 
other side and trim the portion in back 
of the spar to the length shown on the 
plan. Now round the rib slice on the top 
surface at the place you just cut it.

Sand the panels carefully with 150-grit 
sandpaper and a block to remove all 
projections that will show under the 
covering. Taper the trailing edge at the 
tip and round the leading edge. Look at 
each wing panel from the tip and you 
will see each rib and be able to detect 
any that do not match the curve of 
adjacent ribs. Replace any that are too 
low. You can't add on by sanding! Re
coat each glue joint with Titebond. You 
may try diluting the glue with 1/3 water 
and brushing it on. (You may also get an 
argument from Carl, Bill, Bob, and Hugh 
about the necessity! wen)

Do both panels look OK? Now you are 
ready to join the wing panels. You may 
prefer to have a one-piece wing. We will 
discuss that construction first. It works as 
well as a two-piece wing and is a lot 
easier to build.
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1 % - Η I)Hobby H orn
-■  hobby ipraaittn **

OLD TIMER K IT S . (F u ll end P a rtia l K its )

$13.95
$14.95
$14.95

$12.95
$12.95

$28.95

4K's Models-~Full K its—Gas and Rubber
1940 B aby B uzza rd  B om bshe ll. 36” . .020
1941 Lamb’s C lim b e r. 44”  Span R u bb e r
1939 K orda  W akefie ld . 44" R u bb e r (C a b in )

J i  R Models—Full K its —. 020 Replica
1942 B ro o k ly n  D o d g e r. 32”  Span
1940 So L o n g . 32" Span 

Tyro  Models—Full K it—jA  TEXACO R/C
1938 B ay R idge M ike . 4 8 * " . .0 4 » - .099

P t W Semi-K its—Rib. T ip . and Former K its
1937 D a lla ire  S p o r ts te r - - 108" Span (P lan  E x t)$2 6 .0 0  

(C om panion S tr ip w oo d  K it  fo r  D a lIa ire --$ 3 0 .0 0 )
1940 S ailp lane (C om et) — 7 8". (W ing  Plan E x t)  $47.50 

(Com panion S tr ip w oo d  K it  fo r  S a ilp la n e - -$26. 36)
IP la n s : D a lla ire— $5.00: Sailp lane  W ing --$ 3 .0 0 )

The Midway Model C o .—Full and P a r tia l Kits  
R ib . T ip .  a Fo rm er K its -M a c h in e  C u t P arts

1936 F ly in g  Q u a ke r. 84" Cabin  (P lan  I n c l . )  $21.50
1937 Q uake r F lash . 67" C abin  (P la n  In c l . )  $17.50
1937 Long  C a b in . 78" (P lan  E x tra — $5.00) $15.00

Replica  O ld  T im e rs - - .020 , Gas o r E le c tr ic
1940 B uzza rd  B om bshe ll. 30" Span FF $11.95
1940 S c ie n tif ic  M e rc u ry . 36". FF o r  IC h R /C  $13.95
1941 R equest. 30" Span. FF $12.95

O ld Tim e R /C  S p o rt— F u ll K its — 2-3  C h R/C
1938 Pow erhouse. 5 0 ". . 10-. 15 eng ines  $35.96
1939 A i r  T ra ils  S p o rts te r . 50” . .1 0 - . 15 e ng . $35.96
BOOKS ON OLD TIMER MODELS
N E W --" 1934”  Zaic Y ea r Book $5.50

$ 10.00 
$3.95

1934”  Zoic Y ea r Book 
A n tiq u e  and O ld T im er Model A ir  C ra ft  
A i r  Age Gas Models (M .A .N . R e q u in ts )
FREE FLIG H T K IT S . S po rt and Scale 
Š pa rke y  (C o m e t), 30" Span O ld  T im e R u bb e r $4.40 
M a ve rick  ( R /N ) ,  36" Span C oupe R u bb e r $13.46 
Lacy M-10 (P e c k ) . Peanut Scale $4.46
S a te llite  450 (4 K ’s ) ,  56" S pan . .1 5 - . 30 e n g . $25.95 
ELECTRIC SYSTEMS AND K IT S
A s tro  05 System 1 W ire d ) . $59.95 [S P E C IA L ·· $47.96) 
A s tro  15 System (W ire d ) . $119.9 5 (S P E C IA L ·· $95.961 
A s tro  S p o rt K it (F o r 0 5 ). 2-3 Ch R /C  $21.20
The Q uiet R evo lu tion  (B o o k ) $5. 9 5 [S P E C IA L ·· $5.001
S h ip p in g  and H a nd lin g :
Up ro  $8.00 add $1.50, 
$8.01 to  $20.00 add $2.25. 
$20.01 to  $45.00 add  $3.00. 
$45.01 to  $70.00 add  $3.50. 
and  o v e r $70.00 add $4.00. 
CA. A ddressees add 61 fo r  
Sales T a x . Send MO. C K .

o r V isa /M C  ( ·* Ε Χ Ρ .) 
C O D -E xact C h g . ♦ $ !.50  H d l.

50 Page CATALOGUE 
$1.00 PP (A  copy w ill 
be sent fre e , upon  
re q u e s t, w ith  an o rd e r)  

Hobby H orn  
P .O . Box 3004 

Seal B each. Ca 90740 
( 714) 894-62231 Best 

m o rn in gs  o r  re c o rd e r - - ^  
a c tiv a te s  on 5 r in g s )  ]

To assemble the panels, place one flat 
on your work board with protective 
plastic under the center and hold it 
down. My favorite method is to use push 
pins with the point pushed through a 
1/2-inch square of soft balsa. Pin down a 
block or a sheet of balsa to hold the tip of 
the other panel 7 inches above the work 
surface. Make it secure and level with 
the work surface. Trim thespars, leading 
and trailing edges to a no-gap fit with the 
panel resting on its support. Cut doub
lers 1-1/2 inches long from hard 1/16 
balsa or 1/32 plywood. Trim them to fit 
the spars and glue into place. You may 
choose to use clamps to hold the sur
faces together. Try spring clothespins if 
you don't have fancy ones. Add 1/8 inch 
triangular shaped doublers to the lead
ing and trailing edges. Cut a center rib

from hard 1/16 balsa and cut notches in 
it for the spars and doublers just glued 
in, and glue it in place. When dry, 
remove the hold-down pins and sand 
the doublers.
TWO PIECE WING (not for beginners)

Starting again with the two completed 
panels, block up both wings so the tips 
are 3-1/2 inches above the work surface. 
Cut two 1/32 hard “ C”  grain balsa center 
ribs without spar notches. See the plan. 
No undercamber on these ribs. Trim the 
spars, leading and trailing edges so they 
fit with no gap, with the two ribs in place.

Make a rib-holding device as shown 
on the plan to hold the ribs firm ly 
together and vertical. Use pins in addi
tion, if necessary. Be sure you have the 
ribs drilled and the 1/16 short dowel 
already glued in to align the two ribs 
permanently. Now glue them in place, 
being careful that they don’t glue to 
each other! Use plastic film if necessary.

When dry, remove and bend the wires 
that take the tension loads that hold the 
panels together. Two points are critical: 
1) The point of contact between the wire 
with the hook and the wire with the 
'‘U” -bend must be precisely on the line 
of the bottom surface of the rib; 2) Silk 
and glue the wires carefully and well.

Add the scalloped 1/32 sheet on the 
upper camber (use lightweight “ A” grain 
and the two 1/32 strips to the bottom 
surface asshown on the plan). Check the 
hooking and dowel fit, sand and cover. 
PROPELLER

The propeller block is shown. It is 12 
inches in diameter and that is the largest 
ever used. Higher pitch props were 
tried, and you may prefer to, but I liked 
the rocket climb and over 30 second 
motor run this prop gave me.

There is so much information to be 
presented on the prop, spinner and 
alignment that you’ll have to wait for the 
article to appear in a future issue of this 
magazine.

The rudder construction is well illus
trated. You won’t have any trouble here 
if you keep the dowels parallel. If you do 
not make the rudder removable just 
extend the leading edge and trailing 
edge to the bottom of the stabilizer rib, 
add some balsa braces, a sliced rib on 
either side of the rudder, and cover.

The stabilizer is made like the wing, 
except that the tips are cut off, trimmed 
to a flush joint and glued on at a 45° 
angle downward. Add the dethermal-

izer wire before covering and glue it 
well (epoxy).
FUSELAGE

Use tough, straight-grained balsa or 
3/32 spruce squares. Remember spruce 
is heavier. Those of you familiar with the 
kit will see I’ve added an extra 3/32 sq. or 
1/16x1/8 between the rear wing peg and 
the top nose rear former. It’s ugly but it 
overcomes a stress riser behind the 
former. The upright 3/32 sq. also has a 
heavy thread going around the wing 
attachment dowel, down the balsa, and 
the front of the former. The multiple 
rear peg holes are for C.G. adjustment 
without adding weight. Stabilizer at
tachment and dfethermalizer fittings are 
combined. You may want tosimplify and 
use a dowel through the fuselage, hooks 
on top of the stab and standard keys. It’s 
all OK. Do what you know works. But do 
light the fuse!
GROUND CHECK FOR FLIGHT

1. Check the wing for flatness and 
equal washout at the tips. Use dry heat, 
carefully, over your stove, and appro
priate twist to correct. Let it set and 
recheck before flying.

2. Be sure the rudder flat side (left 
side) lines up with the center line of the 
fuselage. It and the stab should be flat 
. . .  no warps.

3. Use two No. 8 rubber bands to hold 
the wing on. If you use my D/T system, 
use one heavy D/T band.

4. Be sure the wing fits the cabin 
snug; the stab is snug and has the zero 
incidence shown.

5. Install a motor, adjust the rubber 
tensioner to hold up the slack rubber 
and check the balance point against plan 
location. Move rubber or add weight to 
properly locate the balance point.

6. Add about 3° RIGHT thrust (prop 
tilts to the right); NO DOWN THRUST. 
FLIGHT TEST

1. Glide model. Do it enough to do it 
smoothly. No stall or dive should occur. 
If it does, move the rear motor peg to 
move the balance a wee bit. You should 
get about a 50-foot glide.

2. Adjust the glide direction to a 
broad left turn. The cambered rudder 
should do this. If other than a minor 
rudder trim  is needed, recheck the 
rudder location and the wing for warps.

3. Wind in 100 turns and launch at a 
10° upward angle. The model should 
make the beginning of a broad right 
turn. Since the model uses a long motor“HOT STUFF”

WORLD CLASS ADHESIVES FOR EVERY MODELER
% oz. $2.25 y2 oz. $3.95 2 oz. $12.00 (saves 24 to 33%)

ORIGINAL GAP FILLING

HOT STUFF OR SUPER ‘Τ ’
AVAILABLE IN THE BEST HOBBY SHOPS W ORLDW IDE

S a ů e é m C č fy  P.O. BOX 836, SIMI, CA 93062 ·  (805) 522-0062
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Our Current Line of Fox Engines:
FOX A IR C R A FT ENGINES (w ithou t th ro ttle )
^11500 FOX .15 Baffle P is to n ................... $ 24.95
=11600 FOX .15 Schnuerle-Bushing . . . .  29.95
=11698 FOX .15 Schnuerle 2 B B ..................... 49.95
=11900 FOX .1 9 .................................................. 31.95
=12500 FOX .2 5 ..................................................31.95
=13500 FOX .35 S t u n t ..................................... 31.95
=13799 FOX .36 Combat Special M K-IV  . . 59.95

FOX A IR C R A FT ENGINES (w ith  th ro ttle )
=21600 FOX .15 Schnuerle-Bushing . . . S 39.95
=21698 FOX .15 Schnuerle 2 BB................  59.95
=21900 FOX .19 B ush ing............................. 41.95
=22500 FOX .25 B ush ing ............................. 41.95

O u r H o t L ine : (501) 646-1656

=23899 FOX .36RX w /M u ff le r .............  59.95
=24000 FOX .40 Bushing-Schnuerle . . 64.95
=24100 FOX .40 BB Schnuerle.............  79.95
=24500 FOX .45 Bushing-Schnuerle . . 64.95
=24600 FOX .45 BB-Schnuerle.............  79.95
=26099 FOX E A G L E .............................  79.95
=26299 FOX EAGLE II Rear Exhaust 125.00 
=21200 FOX TWIN 1.20cc (Short Disc) 250.00

M ARK-X CARBURETORS
=24051 MK-X A Fox .40, .4 5 .............  S 24.95
=26051 M K-X B Fox .60, Eagle, T w in . 24.95
=26151 M K-X C fo r Robart P um per. . 24.95
=26251 MK-X D fo r Tuned P ip e _____ 24.95
=21950 Series fo r Fox .19 8. .25 _____ 19.95

5305 Towson Ave., Fort Sm ith, Arkansas 72901 U.S.A.

and the tensioner stops the prop sud
denly, you will get a dip and possibly a 
slight stall as the model transitions from 
power to the slower glide speed. Be 
more concerned with the power pattern 
at first, until you get up high enough to 
work on the glide.

4. Continue increasing turns. Make 
slight adjustments in thrust to get a right 
spiral climb. With increased altitude, 
you may find the hand glide trim gave 
you false readings.

5. If My Sparky does not want to 
climb, check the angle between wing 
and stabilizer. It should be 3°. Rough 
check this by removing the wing and 
stab. Looking from the rear, you should 
see the stabilizer platform and wing 
platform as straight lines when a ruler is 
18 inches from the rear of the fuselage 
and your nose. Adjust with shims if 
needed.

If the wing is warped, stop, go home 
for look for the nearest auto exhaust! 
wen) and correct. If you don't, you’ll be 
sorry.

6. Most Sparkies and My Sparky do 
not require down thrust; just right thrust 
and only enough to get a right climbing 
turn.

7. As turns are added, the model will 
climb steeper and steeper. The main 
thing to observe is the amount of right 
bank. If it is too steep, you will not climb 
well, and with added power may spin in 
to the right. A bit of incidence (wash-in) 
in the right panel will correct this. This 
addition may require a bit of added right 
thrust.

When the power looks good and the 
model glides left in smooth circles and 
you experience a stall under power, 
then and ONLY then do you put a small 
shim in to add down thrust. Without a 
right turning power pattern, the model, 
with lots of turns, will loop even with the 
incidence and balance correct.

You are advised to use a protective 
tube inside the fuselage when winding 
over 400 turns, so that if the rubber 
breaks, it will not destroy the fuselage.

You will need a heavy wire or rod at the 
end of your winder to remove this tube 
after winding, and a hook on the end of 
the motor to hold with a rod while you 
hook up the propeller.

Test a motor outside the model to see 
how many turns you can put in, so you 
will know where it will break.

8. How well does it fly?
M otor run: 30 to 45 seconds (six 

strands of 1/4-inch rubber, 30 inches 
long, 800 winds).

Altitude: 400 to 500 feet.
Duration: Up to 3 minutes,45seconds 

in neutral air.
9. Remember:
a) Check for warps every time BE

FORE you go flying.
b) Test your motors and apply rubber 

lubricant.
c) Check your keys and wing location 

before EVERY launch.
d) Light the fuse!
e) Write and tell me about your Mr.

Sparky. Ed Lidgard, 24722 Marbella Ave., 
Carson, CA 90745. ·

Markings . . . .  Continued from page 23
of the same letters by stacking several 
layers of tissue. Straight edged markings 
are quite easy to cut this way.

Unlike pressure sensitive materials 
applied with a wetting agent and decals 
(these will be discussed later), care must 
be taken to eye-ball cemented markings 
into their proper locations. Guidelines 
cannot be used because they will be 
covered by the cement and will not be 
erasible. Japanese tissue goes on well 
with thinned dope. Apply the dope to 
the top of the marking after it is properly 
positioned. Tissue has a bad habit of 
fading (even black!). An obvious but 
practical solution to this problem is to 
install a second layer of markings over 
the first ones when the fading becomes 
objectionable.

The art of covering super-light models 
. . .  typically Peanut Scale models. . .  is 
an art by itself. However, if you do cover

with pre-shrunk material and use a 
“ wash” coat of very thin dope, tissue 
markings can be applied as described 
above.

The most useful pressure sensitive 
material is mylar backed with a pressure 
sensitive adhesive. There is a “ sticky 
back”  type of Monokote that is a good 
example of this material. It is best 
applied by first putting a strong solution 
of wetting agent over the location where 
the markings are to be applied. A 20% 
solution of dishwashing liquid in water 
works well. Remove the backing and 
plop the marking on the wet surface. 
Slide it into position and rub the liquid 
out from under it using a facial tissue. In 
this case, guidelines can be drawn into 
the model using a very soft pencil or 
drafting tape can be used to assist in 
properly locating the marking. It is best 
to coat markings of this type if they are in 
danger of being fuel soaked.

Decals are handled essentially the 
same as pressure sensitive material. Plain 
water is used to soak them off their 
backing and provides the lubricant 
needed to position them. Guidelines are 
more difficult to use with decals be
cause the outer layer of a decal is a 
transparent material that overlaps the 
design itself. This material will cover the

REARWIN SKYRANGER 
I/4  SCALE MODEL I7 5  
9 f t . WING SPAN
4 large plan sHTs.-PLANS $ 2 0 .0 0

ADD t  2 .0 0  POSTAGE
q u a d r a  o r  g l o  e n g i n e s

VINTAGE RC FUNS

CATA LO G -O V ER  5 0  PLANS 5 0  < D E A LE R S  WRITE

SID MORGAN
I3I57 Ormond. Belleville,Mic h.48III us a
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G v m i Ο ϋ ”
Λ H P  1 2 0  Λ

POWERTWIN

displacement
w e ig h t ..........
length

1 20 cu. in 
34'/? oz 
. .6J/e in

spinner and glow plugs not included

• Over 3 Horsepower
• Very Low Vibration
• Only One Carburetor
• Ideal for Prop Drives
• Use in AMA Standoff Scale 

and IMAC competition
AvauaWe at your favorite took*

MIDWEST MODEL
SUPPLY CO.

BOX 518R ROMEOVILLE. ILL. 60441

MW 1803 312-759-1955

ATTENTION 1/4-SCALERS!

EPOXY GLASS COWLS for :  
NOSEN -S ID  MORGAN -  PICA -  
BALSA U.S.A. -  PLATT -  CONCEPT 
FLEET -  HOSTETLER -  RCM 
TAYLOCRAFT -  BYRON/SHEBER 
PITTS -  FOKKER D-7 -  BOEING 
P-26 & F4B-4 -  GEE BEE MOD. *Y — 
KRAFT SUPER FLI 1/3 & 1/4-Scale 

AND OTHERS.
S end  S .A .S .E . fo r  c o m p le te  Hat.

T &  D FIBERGLASS SPECIALTIES 
30925 Block, Garden City, Ml 48135 

Phone (313) 421-6358

guideline and make it indelible. For the 
same reason, drafting tape, if used, must 
be displaced a bit to allow room for the 
clear overcoating that projects out from 
the edge of the marking itself.

Iron-on materials are very useful for 
marking purposes. However, the basic 
technique of covering with this sort of 
material must first be mastered. In any 
case, use the minimum possible heat to 
apply markings. This will avoid uneven 
edges resulting from local variations in 
shrinkage. Some brands and certain 
types within brands require less heat and 
these are recommended for use as 
markings. Seal the edges first. Then iron 
down the center material.

KITS
Seno 2S« (ο ι 
1 980 ca ta l09 

FUEL and DT T

9 H I  GLIDERS 
3 SA TE LLITE  KITS 
7 O LD TIM E GAS 
5 RUBBER. 3 NORDIC 
9 COMPETITION GAS 
IMERS SI 0 25 each

r *
F. A . I .  M o d e l  S u p p ly
p o  eo« ' w  TOPPANCf cayuS'O

PAINTING TECHNIQUES
First of all, in this article, the word 

"p a in t”  is used to mean the broad 
spectrum of dopes, lacquers, enamels, 
epoxies, etc., etc. Some of us are lucky 
enough to have steady, artistic hands. If 
you have this talent, you can take brush- 
in-hand and freehand paint the mark
ings. Most of us require at least some
thing to guide us; a stencil to mark 
around or paint inside of. The letter 
outlines with the second part of this 
article can be used to create stencils in 
many sizes. Sticky-back shelf covering 
materials or wide drafting tape can be 
used to create stencils that can be stuck 
onto the model, painted inside of, and 
removed, leaving highly professional 
looking results. Alternately, patterns 
may be cut out of card stock or similar 
material (thin metal is ideal if you plan 
many reuses). These can be positioned 
on the model, traced around and the 
outline filled in with paint.

The paints used must be compatible 
with the base finish and, if appropriate, 
be fuel proof. It is the author’s practice

to use a final overcoat of clear to cover 
everything. This coating provides fuel 
protection, increases the sheen and 
makes the whole finish look more 
professional.

A good trick to know about when 
using stencils (or striping tape) is to first 
coat the joints between the stencil edges 
and base coat near the stencil edges with 
clear finish. This technique seals the 
edge of the stencil (tape) and prevents 
the colored paint from running under 
the stencil. The result is sharp edges for 
your markings rather than furry edges 
with occasional little outcroppings.

Many Peanut Scale and similar models 
are marked using a "felt tip " pen. These 
come in many styles and tip materials. 
The common “ ball point”  pen is another 
useful device. Tissue should be lightly 
doped before using pens of this type to 
prevent running of the ink. Some prac
tice and the aid of a ruler will produce 
ultra light markings that look very well.

The ultim ate marking for highly 
finished models is, of course, applied 
with a drafting pen. After doing the 
edges, large areas are filled in using a 
paint brush. If drafting ink is used, it 
should be protected with polyurethane 
varnish or another clear coating. The 
surface should be very smooth for best 
results with a drafting pen. Clean the 
surface w ith a good grease solvent 
(typically, isopropyl alcohol), and take 
the top sheen off the area to be marked 
before you start. Pumice or ultra-fine 
sandpaper will do this trick. The top coat 
of clear will reestablish the shine.

The second part of this article will 
cover the making of patterns for the two 
most popular alphabets used in aircraft 
markings. Additionally, it contains a 
summary of the marking rules estab
lished by FAA, AMA and FAI. ·
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got converted by the Scale Staffel news
letter’s editor to “ Allied Insignia,”  and 
then after Bill Noonan showed up with a 
Bostonian West “ Bostaube" with black 
crosses, got changed by concensus of 
the club to any insignia.

Open cockpit airplanes are allowed, 
just as long as they conform to the rules.

ENGINE CYLINDER HEADQUARTERS!
SUITABLE FOR SCALE OR STAND-OFF MODELS

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Take the hard work out of radial 

j | \  engined models! These highly de- 
I \  1 tailed cylinders are precision molded!

( from high-impact styrene, and fea-j 
ture deep cooling fins.
SIZES: Whirlwind: 1", 1 2 "  scales 

Le Rhone: 1", 1 %», 2" scales 
Wasp: 1", 1 V i" , 2 " scales
Universal: % " scales

ALSO AVAILABLE· MACHINE GUN KITS ·  SCALE WHEELS ·  PILOTS ·  CANOPIES 
S 1.00 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG DEPT. MB ·  1B1 PAWNEE STREET, SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA ·  »J06» __

WHIRLWIND
LE RHONE } i UNIVERSAL

ILUAMS 
M f  ■
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HERE'S HOW AMAZING DALSARITE 
ELIMINATES DUDDLES AND SAGS:

Iron-on coverings tend to stick only to the surface of 
balsa &  other woods, often leaving trapped air, then 
sagging and coming 
unglued. Balsarite 
is a liquid that sinks 
deep into the wood, 
then melts and 
intermixes with the 
adhesive of the 
covering as it is 
ironed on. No trapped air, only deep permanent 

adhesion. Eliminates sagging, 
fuelcreep, warping due to 
moisture; and makes hard-to- 
reach fillets easy to cover. If you 
use Coverite, Monokote,

^ Solarfilm, etc., you must use
®  Balsarite. It takes the

1 gamble out of covering
with iron-ons.

IRON-ON
COVERING

\  β A
BALSA  

-> WOOD ~|

t^ S ^ T ^ A D H E S IV E  FUSING 7
W ITH BALSARITE

COVERITE
420 BABYLO N ROAD, HORSHAM, PENNSYLVANIA 19044, U S A

Multiplane models are also allowed, as 
long as their total wing area does not 
exceed 48 square inches.

Our approach to the landing gear rule 
is that, if it is at all questionable, the 
model w ill be required to make its 
unassisted takeoff from the position it 
will come to rest in, when gliding from a 
five-foot altitude to an unassisted 
landing.

The Bostonian Event has proven to be 
very popular, and a lot of fun. The 
Eastern conti ngent has a charisma award 
for additional pointsand is considering a 
double-covering-of-surfaces rule. The 
Western contingent has just added one- 
contest-only rule to insure that all 
entrants have a certain charisma in spite 
of themselves. On July 4th, last year, the 
CD supplied stick-on American flags 
(U.S.A. type) for all entrants who didn't 
already have them.

The Boston Found model in the 
photos, which were taken by Fudo 
Takagi, weighs 15 grams empty. It flew 
perfectly outdoors w ithout a single 
adjustment, with a loop of 1/8 rubber. 
Indoors in a basketball court-sized gym, 
it required a 3/32 left thrust shim in the 
nose block and a 1/4 by 1-inch left drag 
flap on the outer panel, to turn safely, 
clear of the walls. With an eighteen inch 
loop of 3/32nd rubber, its best official 
flight time was 44 seconds.

It appears to be a very nice flying 
model that should provide lots of excel
lent flying for even a novice builder. 
Bostonians are fun to fly . . .  try this 
Boston Found. ·
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in my stuff.
NORTHWEST REGIONAL CONTROL 
LINE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Talk about excellent timing, I had just 
been sitting here trying to make up 
something further to write about when 
the mailman dropped off a letter from 
John Thompson, Contest Director for 
the above meet, referred to by North
west fliers as simply "The Regionals.”

John asked for some publicity on the 
contest and for one as well run and well 
attended as this, of course we can slip in 
a plug.

It is a AAA contest and covers two days, 
May 23 and 24. No lightweight contest 
this; on Saturday alone the following 
events will be held: AMA Rat, Slow 
Combat (Junior-only class, single eli
m ination as well as Senior/Open, 
double elim ination), Profile Carrier, 
Class I and II Carrier, N.W. Sport Race 
(Junior/Senior combined. Open class 
separate), FAI Combat, AMA Slow Rat, 
N.W. Super Sport Race, Goodyear, 
Mouse Race I and Mouse Race II. Now 
that is one full day of competition, but in 
a quick peek attheschedule,everything 
is scheduled so that conflicts will be 
minimal. For instance, the AMA events 
are split with the highly popular unoffi
cial N.W. racing events like Sport and 
Super Sport race. You guys who race 
only AMA events won't be running in

back-to-back events, might even have 
time to relax a bit w ith some Sport 
racing.

For Sunday events, planned are: 1/2A 
Speed, A Speed, B Speed, D/Jet Speed 
combined. Formula 21 Speed (Junior 
only by AMA rules). Formula 40 Speed 
for Senior and Open fliers, FAI Speed, 
1/2A Combat, Precision Aerobatics 
(Beginner/lntermediate and Advanced/ 
Expert), Profile Carrier, Class I and II 
Carrier, AMA Combat (double elimina
tion) and Scale. That last event, Scale, 
was in limbo until just recently, but after 
announcing in F/y/ngL/nesthatifenough 
advance entries were made, the event 
would be held, entries came in and it is 
firmly in the schedule.

This really is a very good contest; 
great people, super place to fly, lots of 
room for the events held, the site is even 
right next to the Eugene airport so that 
those flying in needn’t worry about 
transportation . . .  just walk on over and 
get signed up for your events. For more 
inform ation, as well as a complete 
schedule of events, w rite to John 
Thompson, 1411 Bryant Ave., Cottage 
Grove, OR 97424, or call John at (503) 
942-7324.
GRAPHITE AND STUFF

Back a couple or three years ago I was 
editor of a magazine called Race Car 
World, and it dealt exclusively with radio 
control car racing. But from the title of 
the mag, that wasn’t any too obvious,

Old
JOHN POND 

me Plan Service
The largest selection of plans in tlu* world at the most 
reasonable prices Each list $1.00 *

All 4 for $3.00
No. 11 O LD  T IM E R  F I f  GAS
No. 1 1 0 L D  T IM E R  R U B B E R /T O W LIN E
No. 11 O LD  T IM E R  F L Y IN G  SCALE A  through K
No. 11 O LD  T IM E R  F L Y IN G  SCALE L th rough  Z

•New prices effective |une I. 1980
P.0. Box 3215 

San Jose. Calif. 95156 
Phone (408) 292 3382
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Authorizeď 
Radio
(T^pntrol 

s e r v i c e

FA CTOR Y A UTHOFtlZED SER VICE 
F O R  A L L  O F  T H E  F O L L O W IN G  B R A N D S

Ace* K ra ft* Pro Line RS Systems*
Aero Sport World Engines O rbit Royal
Cannon EK Logictrol Mathes* Simprop*
Cirrus Micro Avionics MRC* Jerobee

•ALSO W ARRANTY SERVICE

Q UALITY SERVICE FOR ALL BRANDS

Don McCarthy F a c to ry  tra in e d  te ch n ic ia n s  w ith  ove r 
15 years in  R ad io  C o n tro l E le c tro n ics .

HOURS:
Closed Sun & Mon — Tues: 10am-8 pm; Wed—Fri: 10am-6pm; Sat: 10am-2pm 

(714) 639-8886 941 N. MAIN ST., ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92667

FLYING SCALE MODELS

SPARROW HAWK F9C2 (3 sheets)....................  *11.50
1-3/«" acale C/L. 44-1/2 "  «pan

GRUMMAN J2F-6 "DU CK" (4 sheen)..................*19.50
1-1/2" scale R/C. 58·· «p»i

VOUGHT OS2U-1 & 3 KING FISHER..................  *19.50
(4 sheets) 1-3/4" scale. 63" span

G RUM M AN "G U A R D IA N · A F -2 S ......................  *1 7 .5 0
(3  sheets) 1 -1 /4 " scale, 7 5 " span

Add St. 50 handling & postage 
Brochure 50d 

SMITH PLANS
9422 N. Fairway B lvd, Sun Lakes. AZ 85224

and those folk who make their living 
scattering press releases to the winds just 
naturally assumed the magazine dealt 
with, uh, race cars .. . the big, snorty 
kind. So I still get, even though RCW bit 
the dust a year or so ago, tons of press 
releases from Lancia, Fiat, Porsche and 
so on, right down to thesuppliers of race 
car bits and pieces as well as those 
sponsoring cars and drivers.

Latest thing to hit here is the an
nouncement that Hercules has pro
duced its one-m illion th  pound of 
Magnamite® graphite fiber. Two pages 
of hipe later they say that by ’84 the

company will be able to produce 2.5 
million pounds of the stuff per year.

And it is likely that some of those 
millions of pounds of graphite will be 
showing up as engine parts sometime in 
the future. For the past couple of years 
several manufacturers in the modeling 
field have been playing with graphite 
engine parts; some work,some don’t. In 
the automotive field, there are currently 
engines being tested to destruction that 
use graphite construction almost exclu
sively. The latest version I heard about 
uses steel camshafts, steel crank and 
metal bearings, but about everything 
else is graphite, from the block to 
pistons, rods, valves and soon. Although 
I don’t know how far the idea went, 
there were a couple of NASCAR-style 
engines for stock-car racing around 
recently that used graphite  rods. 
Whether or not these engines actually 
saw any NASCAR racing I’m not sure, 
but just the thought that plastic rods 
would actually work in an engine that 
sees use in such a heavily stressed appli
cation does give one something to think 
about.

In motorcycle racing, there is also a lot 
of work being done with plasticengines, 
although there doesn’t seem to be any 
of these pieces actually out in competi
tion, even on “ works”  bikes. XX 'Course 
there isn’t anybody that has direct access 
to the internals of these works engines

but if one of the companies had mas
tered the use of graphite, surely they 
would be bragging about it, even if not 
breaking an engine down to show how it 
is done.

Still, the application of current and 
future plastics technology to our en
gines used in modeling sounds intrigu
ing. How about a Fox Combat Special 
built with a plastic case, piston, rod. back 
cover, head, wrist pin, cylinder liner and 
thrust washers; the crank, prop nut and 
screws could be steel. One thing for 
sure, we would all have models needing 
modifications, they would be very tail- 
heavy, quite likely so much so that they 
cou ldn 't be flown w ith any kind of 
control. Graphite is so light that it is 
almost unbelievable, especially when 
the strength figures are quoted.

It will be awhile before plasticengine 
parts start to be available to modelers. 
Most likely the big-bucks motorcycle 
manufacturers will first have to sort out 
the ways to make plastics work in com
petition two-cycle engines and then the 
technology will filter down to the model 
engine manufacturers. But it is coming, 
and just the idea of, again for instance, a 
Fox Combat engine that weighs, say, 
4-1/2 ounces, 5 ounces tops, is reason 
enough to hope that the technology 
gets pushed through assoon as possible.

And the price of such a motor? If you 
don’t ask, I won’t tell you, fair enough? 
M igh t want to start saving now, 
however.. .  ·
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McDermoth overheard this, and loaned 
them one of his fine electric designs. 
Now )im is this kind of person; in fact, he 
has just finished an all-sheet .020 gas 
design for a local high school model 
club, and gave it to them free of charge. 
How's that for helping the junior move
ment!!! After Jim gave each girl some 
instruction on launching, the two had a 
duel with the same model. Haven’t seen 
two young people have so much fun in a 
long time.

The only thing we did n’t have this year 
was the electric control line event. It 
seems a shame, as last year it drew the 
most mail from all over the country. I 
went over to the radio control area to 
see Tony and Addie Naccarato, as they 
are the prime movers in this event. 
Should have known, both of them were 
so busy helping other modelers that 
they didn’t have time to fly their planes; 
guess that's the best reason I know of.

Well gang, tha t’s about it. If you 
weren't there, or didn’t fly, get started 
now for next year. Remember, they start 
with a switch, no flipping props, are 
quiet, and don't leave your prize model 
all covered with fuel when you’re done. 
RESULTS 
ENDURANCE
1. Mike Bernhardt, Eaglet
2. Jim McDermoth, Hummer I
3. Gene Wallock, Ranger 
SCALE
1. Bill Warner, 1911 Paulhan-Tatin No. 1 

R/C MODEL BUILDER

YES-SIR, YES-SIR, THREE BAGS FULL!
^  m  Bm A  V A I L - A B L E  f if o  v u

3 Λ / Π Β -  ř J U n e > E f K  o r  / > L * A J S - S ø l / y ) £  P /L IC Ě .  /
WALT MOONEY NOW OFFERS 4-BAGS OF PEANUT SCALE PLANS 

ALL WELL TESTE0 DESIGNS, AT ONLY fS .O O  EACH 
EACH BAG FEATURES FOURTEEN PEANUT PLANS,
ONE OTHER, PLUS PHOTOS AND INFORMATION 

SEND ♦l.OO FOR COMPLETE LISTING ΑΝ0 SAMPLE PLAN TO:
WALT MOONEY, 2912 CABRlLLO MESA OR 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92123
f
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2. Ferril Papic, Blériot #7
3. Art Herbon, Fairchild 24 
020 REPLICA
1. Jim McDermoth, Strato Streak
2. Jim McMahon, Buzzard Bombshell
3. Gene Wallock, Ranger 
JUNIOR
1. Cynde Weddell, McDermoth 

endurance model
2. Kim Weddell, McDermoth 

endurance model
GRAND CHAMPION, Jim McDermoth
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fitting is attached so that it and the 
thread wrapping will be recessed. Then 
add a doubler of balsa on top of thespar 
at that point.

Once you have established the true 
length of the interplane struts, using Bob 
Berreyesa's method explained a couple 
of months ago, you can proceed. The 
struts can be constructed a couple of 
ways (see sketch). My suggestion would 
be to start with some firm balsa. With an 
Uber Skiver, make a small groove or slit 
at either end of the spar. This is where 
the wing attach fitting will be inserted. 
On either side of each end of the strut, a 
small piece of 1/64 ply should be inset 
and glued. A soaking in cyanoacrylate 
would be recommended.

BARRONS SCALE CLASSICS 
p l a n s  w it h  c o n s t  m a n u a l

- »SPORT S C A LE ^T  ITS FINEST «-
CURTISS HAWK P6E |  I2.50 
CURTISS GOSHAWK F il $ I5.00 
CURTISS GULFHAWK IA j  I5 .00

2 IN SCALE 6 3  IN SPAN

STINSON RELIANT SR9 $15.00
2IN SCALE β 4 IN SPAN_______

PLEASE ADD $ 2 .0 0  FOR P/H 
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 1/4 SCALE 
S ENDS 1.00 FOR COMPLETE.
INFORMATION TO----

RICHARD G BARRON
1213 HOLLY SPRING LANE
GRAND BLANC, MICHIGAN 4 8 4 3 9

Each strut is inserted into its respective 
attach fitting and a small hole drilled 
through both. Eventually, a pin of brass 
wire the same diameter as the previously 
drilled hole will hold the strut in place, 
and act as a shear pin. The brass pin will 
actually give way without tearing every
thing up in a crash. To me, biplanes are 
the greatest, but offer the most chal
lenges in building. Struts are one of the 
necessary pains, so I hope this provides 
you with another solution.

Many years ago, I had spent consider
able time drawing up and building a 48- 
inch Jumbo model of the radial engined 
Porterfield. I had loaded the fuselage 
with a wad of 1/4-inch rubber, in pre
paration for the first flight. Tom Laurie 
and I had gone out to a grassy field for 
the big moment. Tom held as I prepared 
to wind. We were well into winding 
when I heardthatawfulsoundof crunch
ing balsa. My first thought was that the 
motor broke, as I looked at the knotted 
rubber in my hand. After a second 
glance, I realized that the motor peg had 
let loose, and had gutted the inside of 
the model as it traveled forward.

What had happened, was that the peg 
was able to move in the hole under 
tension of the rubber until it was no 
longer anchored to the fuselage. The 
message was abundantly clear that 
something had to be done.

In checking around to see what other 
modelers were doing, I found that most 
were simply stretching a rubber band 
under the fuselage, anchoring it to 
either end of the motor peg. This seems 
to work, but it looks terrible on a scale

F re e -F lig h t 
R/C A s s is t:

SUPER BRIGADIER “66”
_  6 6 ' Spon — For .15 to  .25 P ow er.

Plan Set * q  qe 2-4 channel R/C. Old favorite! 
#RCFF-2:1 '  This R/C version has ailerons.

SUPER BRIGADIER “44”
1/2A R/C Froo-Flight Assist. pjan $et 
44" Spon. for R/C Training #RCFF-3: # 4 · ” %)
Prices are for Complete Plans, Sub Assembly and 
Detailed Parts Lists. Add $2.00 for Mailing Tube. 
Send $1.00 (refundable) for Complete Information 
on Kits and some really great things to come!

W .E. TECHNICAL SERVICES, IN C . 
P.O. Box 76884-M, A tlanta . Georgia 30328

model.
At this point some may be asking the 

question, why not provide a tight, snug 
fit for the peg? It sounds reasonable and 
is certainly easy to do, but, applying 
pressure to insert the peg is certain 
destruction for that part of the fuselage.

Some time back, I saw a neat and 
simple solution on a model belonging to 
"M ik ” Mikelson. The drawing is self- 
explanatory. but a few remarks are 
warranted. I have a flaring tool which 
makes this task easy and neat. However, 
it can be done without one with relative 
ease. Just press a blunt tool inside of the 
tubing, and twist carefully until the end 
has been flared. Two small grooves are

CURACAO M0DELB0UW

100 MOCSFlS TO CHOOSE FROM
*  Carved Mahogany HuU
*  Plank on Fr*«ne. H « ti
*  Authentic Sails and Fittings

Complete catalog showing modeltypes of- 
handmade oldtimers and pricelist w ill be 
sent to you on receipt o f US$ 4 ,— to  coyer 
airm ail charges (refundable w ith  order).

CURACAO MODELBOUW 
P.O. BOX 470 

Curacao. Neth. Antilles 
dept: custombuild-production
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MOVING TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA?
MAKE SURE YOU GET A HOME 
WITH A MODEL WORKSHOP ! !
FO R  A L L  YO UR R E A L E S T A T E  NEEDS, 
C O N TA C T:

ANITA NORTHROP

NORTHROP  
Rea/ Estate

MLS

m

621 West 19th St., Costa Mesa, California 92627 (714)642-5062

1/4 Scale 
World War I:

WW-I “S.E.5.A”
»RCQS-7: Plan Set $24.95

SO'/» Wingspan —  For 1.2 to 2.4 cu. In. Engines 
Wgt. 10% lbs. w /o  radio, 3-5 channels R/C

FOKKER TRIPLANE “DR-1”
KRCQS-6:
Plan Set $24.95

70" Span, m a n au va rob l·.
it fiys in limited area fields.

Prices are for Complete Plans, Sub Assembly ano 
Detailed Parts Lists. Add $2.00 for Mailing Tube. 

Sond for Our Brochure:
Details on new designs & great things to come. 
Send $1.00 (refundable) lo r more in fo rm a tion .

W .E. TECHNICAL SERVICES, IN C .
P.O. Box 76884-M. A tlan ta . Georgia 30328

filed on either side of the unflared end 
of the tube. These grooves accommo
date the “ snap ring,” which is made 
from fine piano wire and bent as shown.

The whole thing takes only a few 
minutes, but the hours saved on the 
repair of fuselages is well worth the 
slight effort it takes to make this type of 
motor pegs.

Last month I mentioned aluminized 
paper. The other day I was opening a 
stick of Orbit gum. This gum comes 
wrapped in rather th in aluminized 
paper. This is not like most other chew
ing gum wrappers I’ve seen. It smooths 
out real well, and can be used for 
cowlings on small models . . .  or used in

segments for larger ones. This stuff is 
really neat. Anyone out there know 
where some of this material can be 
purchased in reasonable quantities?

I’m always looking for an easy way to 
make my scale modeling a bit easier. 
While having to construct a LeRhone 
engine for my AVRO 504, I approached 
the task a bit differently than the last two 
times I had to have one. At 1"=V scale, 
the William Bros, do not have a com
plete kit of the LeRhone, only the 
cylinders. With each individual cylinder, 
comes a set of directions on card stock. 
Included on the directions are full-size 
drawings of the crankcase. My first step 
was to carefully cut the front view 
drawing from two cards. These in turn 
were glued onto the front and back of a 
balsa block the correct thickness, align
ing back-to-back perfectly.

I have a small belt sander, so all I had 
to do was to sand to the flat edges of the 
crankcase, dictated by the cardstock. 
When finished, I had a nine-sided block 
with each side equal in size. At this 
point, you may be asking why I put 
cardstock on the back of the block as 
well. You’ll see in a moment. I then 
Jetted each flat on the crankcase block 
to prevent the balsa from chipping or 
cracking during the next step. The 
crankcase was dipped in clear dope 
several times, letting it dry thoroughly 
between dippings. I took a brass tube 
which had been sharpened on one end.

PATENT
PENDING

$ 6 4 .9 5

W E GET LETTERS

STARTED USING IT AND USED 
NOTHING ELSE SINCE - USED IT 
EXCLUSIVELY AT WORLD CHAMPS 
IN SOUTH AFRICA WITH MANY 
NICE COMMENTS.

MARK RADCLIFF C & D  G LO * DRIVER
1979 U.S.A. AEROBATIC TEAM

AVAILABLE AT YOUR
SURE STARTS UNDER ALL CONDITIONS. HOBBY DEALER 

JOE BRIDI
C & D  ENTERPRISES (714)968-6474 

10042 Merrimac Dr., Huntington Beach, CA 92646

(This can be accomplished by putting 
the tube in a drill press or equivalent, 
and with the use of a small file, sharpen 
the inside edge.) The tube, of course, is 
the same diameter as the base of the 
LeRhone cylinder. This sharpened tube 
will be used as a punch for each of the 
nine surfaces. The punch is centered on 
each flat then gently pushed while 
turning until it reaches about the middle 
of the crankcase. Usually, the balsa plugs 
will not come out at this time, but will be 
removed a bit later.

Next, the center of the crankcase is 
drilled out, in my case, large enough to 
accommodate the crankshaft of the D.C. 
Dart engine. At this point, the balsa 
plugs should now be easy to remove. If 
not, try the punch again. The discs that 
make up the front portion of the crank
case were cut and glued in place accord
ing to the directions. Photographs will 
certainly be he lpfu l, and many are 
available on rotary engines.

After each cylinder was assembled, 
they were Jetted onto the crankcase. 
Care must be taken so that not only are 
the cylinders vertical on each of the 
crankcase sides, but that they are in 
alignment with each other when viewed 
from the side. (The back of the engine’s 
crankcase had to be reamed out in order 
for it to slip over the diesel engine. This 
was done by trial and error, until it fitted 
exactly right.) A series of plastic hex nuts 
(available from model railroad supplies) 
were applied, then the engine was 
sprayed a combination of silver and 
black. This gave a satisfactory appear
ance, but it would sure be nice if Floquil 
would add nickel to their list of colors. 
The pushrods and exhausts were added 
last. The overall appearance was very 
satisfying.

Why the use of the card? I feel that it 
held the balsa together throughout all 
steps of the construction, and it made 
the making of the nine sides of the 
crankcase simple, and provided com
plete alignment for the front part of the 
engine. All in all. I’d do my next one the 
same day.

Aero Era has just released four brand 
new Peanut plans: The XP-51J Mustang; 
Sopwith Tabloid; Druine Turbulent; and 
the JODEL D-9. All are printed on 60 
pound white offset stock and feature 
professionally rendered artwork. They 
are priced at $1.25 each.

Aero Era plans are extensively tested 
and evaluated to ensure that the neo
phyte Peanut b u ilde r w ill have no 
problems. All use Peck-Polymer props, 
thrust buttons, and prop hooks for 
smooth consistent performance.

Aero Era stocks a complete line of 
both Peanut and Grapenut plans, rang
ing from WW-I, Golden Age, and Era 
designs to WW-II types. Over the years 
they have proven their capabilities. New 
plans are always being added so inter
ested parties should send a stamp for the 
latest illustrated catalog.

Suggestions for possible additions 
should be directed to Aero Era for 
fu rther in form ation. Please contact 
William C. Pine, Aero Era, 5955 S.W.
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D ELTA  R/C Race Cars
_ . USA National

•  1:8 GAS SUPER-J Champion
•  1:12 ELECTRIC PHASER 120
•  1:18 ELECTRIC POCKET ROCKET
•  PICCO 21 RACING ENGINES

We manufacture the most complete 
line of gas R/C race car accessories.
S end S 1 .0 0  fo r  ca ta lo g  package

DELTA Mfg., Inc.
27 Racecar Court, Lorimor, Iowa 50149 
USA Phone: (515) 763-2220

Glenbrook Rd., Beaverton, OR 97007.
Here’s the latest from Flyline, Inc. 

Herb Clukey is now sole owner of this 
outstanding business, and of course, he 
is the one who does all of the beautiful 
plans. Hurst Bowers, the other original 
half of Flyline, had to drop out due to 
other business pressures.

In the usual style of Flyline, it is 
introducing two new kits. The first is 
ca lled the M egow coup. ‘ GIANT 
SCHOOLYARD,’ a new design concept 
from Flyline, was derived from Megow’s 
1935 rubber powered Monocoupe 
D-145, size doubled. Boasting a wing
span of 46 inches with 350 square inches 
of area, this model is a most enjoyable 
flyer. Power is .049, with a ready-to-fly 
weight of 14-1/2 ounces with two chan
nel radio. Big, slow, and beautiful.

The other is the venerable Spirit of St. 
Louis. It is an accurate replica of the 
famous “ New York to Paris" flier. Kit 
includes a full set of decals, William’s 
cylinders and top quality materials. Span 
34-5/8 inches at 3/4-inch scale. Power is 
.020 for pulse radio, or build as the most 
beautiful static model of this subject 
available. I’m anxious to see these new 
kits!

In closing this month, I have an 
apology to Bob Berreyesa. of Sacra
mento, who gave us his neat way of 
determining the true length of struts, for 
mispelling his name. I hope we have it 
right this time, Bob! ·

Banshee........ C o n tin u e d  fro m  page 6 4

holding the charger upright, a liquid 
charge by holding it inverted, and a 
super charge, as per the instructions 
supplied with the engine. The down- 
thrust is for a powerful burst of power, 
wide open, that lasts about 20 seconds. 
Turn pattern is right, right. I recommend 
the powerburst for the most "realistic” 
pattern, and I find that the Hannan- 
designed prop made by Williams Bros, is 
better than the one supplied with the 
engine.

I would appreciate hearing from 
anyone who builds this ship, and cares to 
pass on any comments. I will try to 
answer all correspondence. I’m at 52 
Newbury Rd., Howell, Nj 07731. ·

Counter. . . .  C o n tin u e d  fro m  page 9

Akro, CAP-20 LS200, Weeks Special, 
M elton Pitts, Stolp Acroduster, and 
others, should be in every scale mod
eler’s library. Send $2 to Repla-Tech 
International, 48500 McKenzie Hwy., 
Vida, OR 97488.

★ ★ ★
Modeler's Mansion, 1033 Gardena 

Blvd., Gardena, CA 90247, (213) 532-5599, 
announces that it plans to have its 
remake of the Jim Walker Fireball avail
able in April. Some construction changes 
have been made to simplify building and 
to keep costs down. A booklet is to be 
included, explaining how Mr. Walker 
did some of his famous tricks with this 
oldie but goodie.

★  ★  ★
Coming soon downstream (near fu

ture) is another new kit from Curacao 
Modelbouw, of the Thor 4, a seagoing 
tugboat. About 24 inches long and 8 
inches across the beam, the Thor 4 is 
designed for 2-channel operation and 
comes complete with motor, accessory 
set, winches, air vents and all necessary 
hardware. Price (R/C system and bat
teries not included) to be about $195. 
Get a catalog and price list sent airmail 
for $4, refundable against your first 
order. Write to Curacao Modelbouw, 
P.O. Box 470, Curacao, Netherlands, 
Antilles.

★ ★ ★
If you happen to be a newcomer to 

R/C flying, or are a sport flyer looking 
for a realistic 2, 3, or 4-channel aircraft, 
then this new release from Carl Gold
berg models, one of the oldest, most 
well established kit manufacturers 
today, may well be what you have been 
looking for! The "Eaglet 50," with a 50- 
inch wingspan and suitable for .09 to .20 
engines, with a suggested retail price of 
$34.95, should prove as popular in time 
as the venerable Falcon 56! Carl Gold
berg Models, Inc., 4734 W. Chicago 
Ave., Chicago, IL 60651.

★ ★ ★
Glen Spickler sends word of his latest 

product, the Rascal, a tunnel hull boat 
designed for the 3.5cc outboard engine. 
Unique techniques are employed to 
yield the best combination of light 
weight, high strength, and unsinkable 
construction. Top grade aircraft ply
wood is pre-cut for covering, and ma
chined balsa and ply parts, along with 
molded foam sponsons are integrated 
for a strong, light hull. Included in the kit 
are molded canopy, screws, skeg, full- 
size plans and instructions. The Rascal, 
w ith its heritage from the famous 
Quickie 500, should rank high as a 
quality kit. Suggested retail is $59.95 at 
your dealers now, or contact Glen 
Spickler Radiomodels, 1709 Benton St., 
Bakersfield, CA 93304; (805) 831-6639.

★ ★ ★
Quarter-scale Unlimiteds? Why not!! 

J-5 Enterprises introduces its new giant 
R/C pickle-fork hydro unlimited boat. 
This kit should be a real box full of 
lumber! With an overall length of 6 feet,

5 inches, and a beam of 3 feet, this boat is 
definitely not for the swimming pool! 
Featuring all wood construction, the 
frames and transom are 1 /4 -inch  
mahogany ply, the hull sheeting is 1/8 
mahogany ply, and the motor mount is 
1/2-inch ply. The vertical fins, hori
zontal stabilizer, air entrapment, and 
rear tunnel side rail are also fabricated 
from 1/8 mahogany ply. All wood parts 
are machine-cut and unsanded. Present 
speeds with an air-cooled Quadra fitted 
with a Quadra Charger tuned pipe @ 
9000 rpm, is 35 to 40 mph. Two-channel 
radio is required, with a heavy-duty 
servo needed for the rudder! The J-5 
drive train with centrifugal clutch is also 
available. This size of boat requires a 

--------------------------------- ------------------
The OCTURA CONNECTIONI-the

H£* *HEX
FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLER

The Octura Flex-Hex Coupling tor flexible 
shafts uses an interchangeable collet, 
(available for 250. .187, .150 or 135 
diameter cable) to hold the cable securely 
without Iraying the end as with set screw 
connectors Available to fit Y..-24, %-28.
7mm or 6mm threaded crankshafts When 
ordering specify thread and collet sizes.
Orfler directly only il not available al your local Hobby 
dealer — add 10% lor postage Illinois residents add 
additional 5% tor sales tax.

Send 5 0 c  for catalog and price lis t to:

OCTURA MODELS, INC.
7351 N. Hamlin Ave ·  Skokie. IL 60076 
------------------------------- ------------------------------- /
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¥L Y
VL-101 Electric propulsion system 
shown—using Hytork 48 motor and 
planetary gear box, Si-3 switch & 
charging jack, and B-33L fast charge 
ni cad flight battery— total weight 
2*/2 oz.— will power models 25 to 
50" wingspan weighing up to 10 oz. 
Send 50c for latest catalog showing 
full line equipment & accessories. 
Hobby dealers send for information.

V L PRODUCTS
Division ot Vista Labs

7871 Alabama Av·., No. 16 
Canoga Park, California 91304

SCALE DOCUMENTATION

ORAWINGS-PLANS-PHOTOS-BOOKS

■ EARLY BIBOS IW W II

■ W W I «PO STW AR
■ GOLDEN AGE A  m MODERN

8 2 .00  4 8 5 0 0  MC KEIMZIE HWY.
VIDA, OREGON 9 7 48 8

clutch for ease of starting and running, 
as hand launching would be rather 
difficult!

A new racing boat class is being 
organized for 34cc (2.1 cu. in.), with a 
minimum of four races scheduled for 
1981. For further details, contact J-5 
Enterprises. P.O. Box 82. Belmont, On
tario. Canada NOL 1B0: (519) 644-0375.

★ ★ ★
MRC announces the availability of the 

MRC-Tamiya 1200 mah nickel cadmium 
battery pack for its line of cars including 
the popular off-road Baja Buggies. They 
can also be used with many other R/C 
cars as well. The specially engineered, 
sintered plate construction provides less 
internal resistance and more efficient 
output, meaning more power is fed to

the car motor and less is lost within the 
battery. Capable of withstanding high 
speed operation with no long-range 
deterioration, the MRC-Tamiya bat
teries provide extended running time 
between charges. Other features in
clude heavy gauge wire and heavy-duty 
connectors to reduce power loss under 
peak demands. A high impact case, 
specially vented and designed to absorb 
and dissipate heat, provides protection 
against severe road conditions. These 
new packs can be charged overnight for 
12 hours, or fast charged in 20 minutes. 
Available two ways, the RC-13 consists of 
a 5-cell, 6-volt, 1200 mah pack with 
overnight (12-hour) charger, while the 
RC-14 consists of a 6-cell, 7.2-volt, 1200 
mah pack, with overnight charger. 
Battery packs are available separately, 
and a fast charger will be available soon 
for $19.95. At your hobby shop or pit 
stop, or contact Model Rectifier Corp., 
2500 Woodbridge Ave., Edison. N) 08817; 
(201) 985-7800.

★ ★ ★
American R/C Helicopters, Inc., has 

announced the release of its new heli
copter kit, the Mantis. A result of over 15 
years of design and flight experience, 
the Mantis was produced as a means of 
introducing remote controlled helicop
ter flight to the “ newcomer”  at an 
affordable price. This revolutionary new 
kit comes complete with full-size main 
plans, and an extremely comprehensive 
instruction manual with over 70 photo
graphs that guide the builder step-by- 
step through all stages of constructiontwo more classics from Flyline ■SEE YOUR LOCAL HOBBY DEALER· 

send 2V·' loi «.atalog

IT'S HERE!!

I 1/2 Seal

2-4 Ch. RIC Power
19 Wingspan

READY NOW 34 span
020 power

M5.95
95 single channel r/r 

or

free Might

Farman Moustique
QUAKER 
\  FLASH

FLYLINE MODELS, INC.
2820 OORR AVENUE (B· I!) 
FAIRFAX VIRGINIA 2203: 

1703) 573-2038

and pre-flight. The average modeler 
should be able to complete this kit in a 
few evenings time.

At an approximate 6-1/2 pound flying 
weight, this .40 powered, 42-inch rotor 
diameter R/C helicopter offers great 
stability, even in very windy conditions. 
The Mantis offers exciting flight for 
beginners and experts alike! Suggested 
retail of $149 at your local, friendly 
dealer, or contact American R/C Heli
copters, 635-11 N. Twin Oaks Valley Rd., 
San Marcos, CA 92069; (714) 744-7533.

★ ★ ★
Looking more like a cross between an 

FAI pylon racer and a super-clean 
pattern ship, the new production ver
sion of Bob Martin R/C Models’ SR-7 
aerobatic slope ship has to be an ex
tremely fast aircraft due to its clean lines 
and thin airfoil. Although not designed 
for the novice flyer, the SR-7 will fly 
remarkably slow, and in 8 to 10 mph 
breezes, it will do just about anything 
you can think of, including axial rolls 
that are crisp and smooth. The kit 
features the guaranteed unbreakable 
Dura-lene fuselage, 1/64 ply wing skins, 
canopy, precision machined balsa parts, 
quality hardware package, fu ll size 
plans, and photo-illustrated instruction 
book. Wingspan is 56 inches, with 581 sq. 
in. of wing area supporting a 10.4 oz. 
wing loading.

Bob Martin R/C Models is also intro
ducing an accessory line starting with 1- 
inch nylon wing bolts in 8-32 and 10-32 
sizes, two to the package at 49c per 
package. New, too, is the ball/clevis strip 
aileron set, with full length nylon tube 
bushing, and pre-threaded and formed 
horn for the strong Celcon threaded ball 
clevis. Bob Martin R/C Models, P.O. Box 
1916, Altadena, CA 91001.

★ ★ ★
Scheduled for release come May or 

]une is a highly refined version of the 
successful Fox “ Eagle II”  .60. The new 
Eagle II will be in good supply as a larger 
production run is being planned. This 
will be a side exhaust version and Duke 
indicates it should be one of the most 
powerful, side exhaust .60-sized engines 
available. Changes include weight of the 
piston, con-rod length, refinements to 
porting and combustion chambershape, 
and a bigger rear main bearing. Sug
gested retail w ill be $125, w ith $20 
additional for the muffler. For more 
information, write to Fox Mfg. Co., 5305 
Towson Ave., Fort Smith, AR 72901; (501) 
646-1656.

★ ★ ★
A couple of new items from Leisure 

Electronics this month. First, a new DC 
power supply, #110, designed to be used 
as a companion item for the digital 
charger described in “ Over The Count
er”  January '81. Design construction is 
solid-state yielding a filtered and regu
lated power source with circuit protec
tion. With an adjustable voltage range 
from 9 to 13 volts, it can be used to break 
in new motors, run a dyno,and naturally, 
charge batteries. A fine addition to 
Leisure's growing line.

The #100-SX 1/12-scale car, improved
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Ace Radio Control, Inc.........................75
American R/C Helicopters................  69
Associated E lectrics.........................  77
Authorized Radio C on tro l................  94
Barrens Scale Classics........................95
Bavarian Precision Products...............72
Blue Ridge Models.............................  72
Byron O rig ina ls ...........................  70,71
Cannon Electronics...........................  76
C&D Enterprises ............................... 96
Circus Hobbies.........................  Cover 3
C overite ............................................... 93
Council Bluffs Condor

Convergence...................................102
Craft-Air. Inc......................................... 4
Jim Crocket Replicas......................... 76
Curacao Modelbouw........................... 95
Delta Mfg...............................................97
Draper's R/C Service........................... 72
Du-Bro P roducts.................................83
Electronic Model Systems................  82
FAI Model Supply ...............................92
Flyline Models Inc................................ 98
Fox Mfg., Co..........................................91
Giezendanner U.S.A.............................80

QUICKIE 500 FOAM WINGS: With 45° wing 
tip and 4° dihedral already cut. $5.00 PPD. 
Tim Haught, 211 Faris Ave . Bridgeport, WV 
26330
R/C Modeler. M A N., Model Builder Flying 
Models — from 1950's to present — free or 
make offer?’’  J Recesso. 77 S. Farms Dr., 
Manchester, CT 06040.
WANTED Old model airplane engines, gas 
model race cars, related items 1935-55 
Arthur Suhr, W218 N5866, Maclynn Court. 
Menomonee Falls. Wl 53051

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Gossamer Venture. Dept. B ...............103
Dick Hanson Models.........................  84
Hobby Horn........................................ 90
Hobbypoxy P roducts..................  78,79
J-5 Enterprises.................................... 78
K&BMfg................................................ 1
Kimbrough Products.........................  79
Kraft Systems............................... 66.67
K&S Engineering............................... 82
Kustom Kraftsmanship........................80
K&W Enterprises.............................  103
Laughing Whale, T h e ..........................89
Leisure Electronics...........................  84
Midway Model Company.................... 86
Midwest Model Supply Co................... 92
Model Engineering of Norwalk........... 85
Model Rectifier Corp.................  Cover 4
Walt Mooney Peanuts........................ 94
Sid Morgan Plans.................................91
Northrop Real Estate........................... 96
Octura Models .................................... 97
Pacer Industries................................. 81
Peck-Polymers.............................  82,88
Playtron U.S.A......................................  3

COMBAT FLIERS — New kits from the Core 
House: Gotcha $15, Slow $13, Fast $11 
Include precision cut foam cores, precut 
wood parts, covering Send SASE for more 
information The Core House, Box 300A 
RD #2. Palmyra. PA 17078

PLANS: Great golden age (lying models built 
up from world's largest (1300) authentic plans 
line 6" to quarter size. Send SASE for free 
master list. Cleveland Models, 10307M1 
Detroit, Cleveland, OH 44102

John Pond O.T. Plans..........................93
Probar Design...................................... 86
Radio Control Buyer's G u id e ............. 68
Ravan Model Products........................ 88
Repla-Tech International.................... 98
RJL Industries....................................  88
Roush Mfg...........................................  74
Satellite C ity ........................................ 90
Sig Mfg., Co..........................................  5
Smith P lans.......................................... 94
Southwest Modelers S h o w ............... 104
Sterling Models ................................. 73
Sullivan Products......................Cover 2
Tatone Products...............................  102
T&D Fiberglass Specialties.................92
Technopower II Inc.............................. 87
Uber Skiver Kn ives............................103
V L P roducts........................................ 98
W.E. Technical Services............... 95,96
Williams Bros. Inc................................. 92

HOUSE ADS
Classified..............................................99
Plans.................................................  100

WANTED — OLD MODEL ignition engines, 
cars, etc Paying lop dollar Bill Simpson. 7413 
Via Lorado. Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274; 
(213) 377-3532

BE THE LIFE OF THE PARTY 50 Of the 
funniest jokes ever written Very easy to 
remember $2.00. Comedians Workshop. Box 
2175. New York City, NY 10116

HOBBY SWAP NEWS — The model enthu
siasts ' used equipment guide ." Buy — Sell — 
Trade, Hundreds of bargains: Planes. Heli
copters. Engines, Radios. Boats, etc First ad 
free when submitted with subscription order, 
$10/year (10 issues) 3rd class mail Add $3 
for 1st class Last month's issue $2 PPD 
Write: HSN free ad offer, P O Box 834. Santa 
Maria. CA 93456

FOR SALE. Two Dooling 61 s plus extra parts 
— one Dooling 29 Everything like new — 
$500.00 firm Ron Quigley. 526 Sunset Way. 
Palm Springs. CA 92262, (714) 327-8117

CLASSIFIED ADS
Non-commercial (personal items) Rate is 25 cents per word with a minimum ot $3 00 
Commercial Rate is 40 cents per word, with a minimum of $5 00 No advertising agency 
discounts allowed
All ads are payable with order, and may be for any consecutive insertion period specked 
Name and address free, phone number counts as two words Send ad and payment to 
MODEL BUILDER Magazine. Classified Ads. 621 West 19th St Costa Mesa CA 92627

for 1981, features the team select stock 
05 motor, ball bearings front and rear, 
differential, Sanyo batteries, complete 
wiring, and also included isa Kimbrough 
servo saver. This could be the hot set up 
for this year. Ready to run, less body, for 
$150, suggested list. Write to Leisure 
Electronics, 11 Deerspring, Irvine, CA 
92714; or give a call to (714) 552-4540 for 
more information. ·

Shipyard . . .  C o n tin u e d  f ro m  page 21

the batteries. R/C is the realiable Futaba 
6-channel, Futaba servos, and Futaba 
motor control. Dumas motor and reduc
tion gear-box drives a 3/16-inch shaft 
and a 3-bladed 3x10 prop. Air horns, 
water pump, and ship’s bell and lights 
are all twelve-volt.

An interesting sidelight is the fact that 
this tug was caught by a sudden gust of 
wind on her second time out, capsized 
immediately and went to the bottom of a 
lagoon in twelve feet of water. She was

brought up carefully two hours later, 
with all lights on and very little damage, 
by a local scuba diving concern. After 
that experience, I considerably lowered 
her center of gravity by relocating the 
two speakers, which were high in the 
super-structure (for no good reason) 
and she has performed with excellence 
since. Overnight charging of both boat 
and R/C batteries w ill provide about 6 
hours of reliable running. ·

Fleath 2B . . . .  C o n tin u e d  fro m  page 2 7  

was w ith  a g o o d  c o m p a n y , a n d  to  s tic k  
w ith  i t  (So I s tu c k  w ith  it f o r  3 4 -1 /2  years).

La ter, h e  d id  th e  firs t o u ts id e  lo o p  in  a 
g l id e r .  B u t h e  d id  a n  o u ts id e  lo o p ,  
b e fo r e ,  in  h is  m o to r c y c le  e n g in e -  
p o w e re d  b ip la n e , c a lle d  "F e a th e r ,"  a n d  
in  m y  fu l l  v ie w , a t D a y to n , O h io .  H e  
h e a d e d  fo r  ta k e -o f f  in  an  u lt ra - l ig h t -  
p la n e  race , in  1924. It was gu s ty  w in d y , so  
w h e n  h e  was a b o u t 25 fee t h ig h , h e  
nosed over in the air, a n d  la n d e d  u p s id e -

d o w n . I ra n  u p  to  h im ;  b u t  th e n  he  
p u s h e d  th e  p la n e  u p  f ro m  th e  c o c k p it ,  
a n d  r ig h te d  his l i t t le  b ip la n e , a n d  w a lk e d  
it  to  th e  hangars , w ith  th e  ta il s k id  h e ld  
o v e r  his s h o u ld e r  . . .  no dam ages, o n ly  
d is a p p o in tm e n t.

A t th a t a ir  s h o w  I saw th e  " B a rlin g  
B o m b e r "  la n d  w ro n g  a n d  b e n d  an  axle. 
Later, M r. B a rlin g  b e ca m e  a C o n v a ir  p r e 
d e s ig n  e n g in e e r. So m u c h  fo r  n o w , b u t  
m u c h  m o re  in  m e m o r y  s to ra g e ,  as 
ne e d e d .
lo s e p h  j. Szakacz, F e b ru a ry  12. 1980.

The Heath Model 2B is a very inter
esting, little-known facet of Ed Heath’s 
design efforts, and probably worthy of 
some more in-depth research. It doesn’t 
look too  d issim ilar to some of the 
modern biplane homebuilts, and with 
that Anzani eng ine tu rn in g  that big 
propeller, it should have had very good 
takeoff and climb performance. Getting 
into the cockpit was probably an inter
esting exercise, with cross wires on both 
sides and the front of thecabane struts. If
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FULL SIZE PLANS SERVICE
Including reprint of construction article 

(if any)

No. 5811 B LA N ÍK  L -1 3 &  L-13J $9.50
Czech 2-place sailplane in 1/5 R/C scale. 
Optional power. Span 126". L. Houha.

No. 5812 C 0 2 BA NSH E E $1.50
A 40% reduction of Leon Shulman's Cl. 
A post-war gassie, fo r C 0 2. By Ed Toner.

No. 581-0.T. MY SPARKY $ Z 0 0
Original design of longest running k it by 
Comet. Many building hints. Ed Lidgard.

No. 4811 NORTH STAR S4.00
M ilita ry scale-like R/C tw in  fo r .15 size 
engines. A ll wood. By Kalevi Sundquist.

No. 481-C.P. STINSON 105 $3.00
Com petition qua lity  50-inch rubber scale 
k it plans by Megow. A ll parts detailed.

No. 481-O.T. POU DU C IEL $3.00
Finely detailed 22-inch span rubber scale, 
Oct, '36 F lying Aces. By Ken Hamilton.

No. 3811 DORMOY "B A T H T U B " $15.00
Unusual 1/3-scale R/C (8' span) early ul
tra-light homebuilt, .40-.60. Hank lltzsch.

No. 3812 HAN DLEY PAGE 0/400 $4.00
F/F scale WW-I bomber, 66”  span, fo r 2 
1 / 2A's. Major contest winner. B. Dennis.

No. 381-0.T. SUPER BUCCANEER $7.50 
Most famous Antique gassie from  1937. 
Great fo r R/C, 90 " span. B ill Effinger.

No. 381-C.P. WACO YQC-6 $3.00
Super-detailed plan from  Skymasters k it. 
A ll ribs and bulkheads accurately shown.

No. 2811 L IBE R TY SPORT $17.75
Mammoth 3 -1 /4" scale biplane fo r belt- 
drive 60 on up. Four sheets. Roger S te ra

No. 2812 DYKE D E LTA  $1.50
Super-light indoor Peanut Scale model. 
W ill f ly  35-45 seconds. By Ken Johnsoa

No. 281-O.T. HERON $3.00
A 48" span Class A  gassie from  Dec. '39  
F lying Aces. Cabin style. Frank Gagne.

No. 1811 WACO YKS-6 $6.75
Classic cabin biplane in R/C Sport Scale. 
For .29 - .40 engines. By John Burns.

No. 181-0.T. "32 WAKE W INNER $2.00 
Super-light 37" span rubber model uses 
m otor stick. Designed by Gordon Light.

No. 1812 PA U LH A N -TA TIN  $1.50
Interesting 1911 streamliner w ith curved 
dihedral, in Peanut Scale. By J-F Frugoli.

No. 12801 OMAC-1 $7.50
R/C Sport Scale pusher-canard executive 
aircraft, 60 power. By Col. Bob Thacker.

No. 12802 AUSTER J-5 $2.00
Fine fly ing, 18" span rubber scale light- 
plane. Double fo r Jumbo. Steve Gardner.

STICK 'EM PATTERNS
Complete sets o f pressure sensitive patterns 
provide "p rin te d  w ood". . . on your stock . . 
for selected MODEL B U ILD E R  plans. Press 
all patterns for ribs, bulkheads, tips, etc., on 
proper thickness sheet balsa or p lyw ood, 
and cut 'em o u t' No tracing, no transferring, 
no plans tearing, no inaccuracies Just like 
making up your own k it w ith  printed wood. 
"S tick  'em P attern" numbers correspond to 
plan numbers. Order w ith  plans and they 'll 
be mailed together . . 3rd Class. Add 504 
per set to  mail patterns 1st Class 
C A L IF O R N IA  RESIDENTS ADD 6% TA X .

No. 11731SP BIG JOHN the FIRST $5.95 
No. 574-0 .T.SP T D COUPE $2.95
No. 6741SP TR IX TE R  BEAM 52.95
No. 7741SP CURTISS A /12  SHRIKE $3.95 
No. 874 O.T.SP POWERHOUSE $3.95 
No. 91074-0.T.SP BUHL PUP S4.95
No. 11743 SP "C -O U E LL" S3.95
No. 575-O.T. SP MERCURY $3.95
No. 775-O.T. SP BOMBSHELL $3.25
No. 277-O.T. SP BERLINER JOYCE $5.25
No. 577-O.T. SP G LAD IA TO R  $4.75

Price includes 3rd Class postage and reprin t 
o f building instructions ( if any). Add 654 
PER PLAN fo r 1 st Class postage. Add $1.00 
PER PLAN fo r overseas orders (except APO 
end FPO). Complete plans list 354.
C A L IF O R N IA  RESIDENTS AD D  6% TAX. 
R/C M ODEL BUILDER PLANS SERVICE 

Box 335. 621 West 19th St.
COSTA MESA, C A L IF O R N IA  92627

anyone knows any m ore about th is 
airplane, or can identify any of the other 
people in the photos, the author would 
appreciate hearing from  you. Note, 
th is is not Ed Heath's la ter b ip lane, 
known as the Feather, which Joe Szakacs 
mentions and remembers very well. ·

R/C World . . .  C o n t in u e d  f ro m  page 15

The laminated bulkheads are braced 
radially with over 300 feet of surgical silk. 
The hull is divided into 3 cells, and 
contrary to full scale, the outer covering 
will form the actual helium gas cells. The 
Dart diesel has a two-position throttle 
and w ill turn a 7-inch basswood pro
peller.

The basic hull weighs 7 ounces, all- 
up weight will be 18-1/2 to 19 ounces. 
Maximum lift with helium will be 21 
ounces. Since the photos shown here 
were taken, the hull has been covered, 
using nearly 25 sheets of Esaki tissue. We 
hope Walt will send us photos of the 
finished project.
LADY BOATERS REGATTA

Kinda short notice, but K&B is again 
sponsoring the Lady Boaters Regatta, 
this time hosted by the ALII M.B.C., at 
Riverland Resort, Kingsburg, California. 
CD’s are Frank Hu and Jack Garcia. As 
the regatta is on May 2 and 3, it would be 
best to call Jack at (213) 923-5493 days,or 
(213) 862-6926 evenings about entering. 
Races w ill consist of Enduro on Saturday 
and heat racing on Sunday. NAMBA 
Class “ A ”  eng ines o n ly  (3.5cc and 
under), any type boat except hydros, 
NAMBA legal tunnel hulls with modi
fied engines allowed. Call Jack for more

details.

R/C Sailing . , .  C o n tin u e d  f ro m  page 3 7

sonalities, not only in their appearance, 
but also in their handling quality. The 
Santa Barbara is less responsive to 
rudder commands than the 50/800, but 
the greater inertia carries you around 
the mark even if the wind fails. Smaller 
boats are usually more "squirrely”  than 
larger craft and, as always, you trade 
stability against maneuverability. The 
more maneuverable boat has an advan
tage at the start and in turning the mark, 
but requires more careful attention to 
m aintain the heading on each tack. 
Before you choose a boat, consider your 
own personality and thus the kind of 
craft you would find most pleasurable. 
You also ought to consider cost, trans
portability storage requirement, and the 
number of boats in each class active in 
your area. It’s so nice to sail along with 
similar ships.

Now, I’m not keen for competition. In 
fact, I enjoy sailing for sailing's sake. 
But, accord ing to  Bob DeBow, Past 
President of AM YA and a national 
ch a m p io n , “ W henever th e re 's  tw o  
boats in the same pond, there's a race.”  
Maybe he's right. Competition brings 
out the best (and sometimes the worst) 
in the competitors. To win, you must 
become deeply attentive to every detail. 
You sail carefully and watch all the boats 
in the race (where they are and where 
they are likely to be). You have to know 
the racing rules and take every legiti
mate advantage of the developing situa
tion. O f course, it doesn’t matter if you

win or lose . . .  unless you lose! Actually, 
I’ve seen some tight races, but I've never 
witnessed in te n tio n a l fo u l play. The 
AMYA is dedicated to keeping it that 
way. If you plan to sail R/C, why not join 
th is o rgan ization? W rite  to Barbara 
Maire, 2716 Briarwood Drive, Arlington 
Heights, Illinois 60005, for all the details.

Today’s competitive racing hulls areof 
fiberglass or carbon fiber in epoxy resin. 
They’re light and strong. The sails are of 
dacron. Cutting the sails is an art as well 
as a science. They say that no two sets of 
sails are exactly alike. If you have good 
sails, hang on to them. Many of the 
winning sails come from Black Sails, 4761 
Niagara Avenue, San Diego, CA 92107. 
The adjustable rig is of stainless steel. 
The mast can be of wood, aluminum, or 
carbon fiber (for extra strength at low 
cost in terms of weight). The hull can be 
painted or left colored by the gel-coat in 
the resin. If you want every ounce of 
performance, use 600 wet or dry sand
paper to give the surface the righ t 
tex tu re  . .  . just sm ooth enough to 
maintain laminar flow. (They tell me that 
too smooth a surface causes burbling 
and thus drag.)

Usually two channels are sufficient 
(rudder and sail pos ition ). But Don 
Prough of Escondido, California, owns a 
Santa Barbara having five  channels 
(rudder, sail, adjustable backstay, gib 
traveler, and mainsail traveler). Don’s 
company, Probar Design, P.O. Box 639, 
Escondido, CA 92025, offers excellent 
sail c o n tro l un its and o the r related 
equipment.

I’ve met a few skippers who are deeply 
concerned w ith  design. Terry A llen 
came up with the 50/800 Toad. Bob
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40 BEST SELLERS!
S E E  P A G E  WO FO R  O R D E R IN G  IN STR U CTIO NS. C O M PLETE P LA N S  L IS T  S E N T  W IT H  E A C H  ORDER.

No. 6781 LOCKHEED P-38L S12.00
R/C Sport Scale, balsa and ply const., a 
trophy w inner, big, 8' span. A rt Johnson. 

No. 3771 WACO UPF-7 S5.00
Stand o ff R/C scale (1 8 " -V )  of one of the 
prettiest Waco biplanes. Span 5 4 " R. Steely 
No. 12711 CURTISS-WRIGHT JR. S4.50 

Two inch scale model of famous pusher 
light plane. R/C By Ralph Fidance

No. 6771 GIPSY MOTH S12.00
Exact quarter scale (7-1/2 ft. span) R/C 
of famous D H bipe. By B ill Northrop. 

No. 1722 PUSS MOTH $4.00
Chet Lanzo's famous rubber F/F scale 
Puss M oth returns' By Hal Cover 

No. 680-C.P. GRUMMAN F3F-1 $4.00
Reprint o f M iniature A irc ra ft Corp. plans 
plus ribs and bulkheads from  printwood. 

NO. 4742 CESSNA AW $3.50
Jumbo scale rubber powered model o f a 
1928 classic Span 48 " By Jim Adams.

No. 1731 SPROOSE GOOSE $5.00
EAA type R/C sport biplane, mostly 
spruce, for 60 engines By Bill Northrop

No. 11781 TR A V E L AIR  D4D $8.00
Accurate 2-inch R/C scale model o f fam
ous Golden Era biplane By B ill Seidler. 

No. 11731 BIG JOHN the FIRST $7.50
M odified pro to type of editor's notorious 
monster R/C biplane. By B ill Northrop. 

No. 1080-C.P. STINSON R ELIA N T $4.00 
A 3/4”  scale model from  1934 Ideal kit. 
Excellent plans fo r F/F rubber, R/C, etc. 

No. 1723 WHITE TRASH $4.00
A proven, trophy w inning R/C sailplane 
w ith  7 and 10 ft span By Rick Walters 

No. 7801 APPRENTICE S5.00
Continually papular genuine R/C trainer 
for . 19-.35eng., 72”  span. B ill Northrop.

No. 175 O.T. FLY IN G  QUAKER 55.00 
First gas model k it by Megow, 1937 
Span 7 ft. Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt. 

No. 9783 R/C STEAM LAUNCH $6.00 
Natural finish mahogany planked 40”  OA 
"A frica n  Queen" type K ilburn  Adams.

R/C funship. looks like  giant rubber strck 
model Superb trainer. By Tex Newman 

No. 8741 WOODY PUSHER $4.00
Easy to build & fly  semi-scale R/C home- 
b u ilt, Itke C.W. Jr, ,09-,15. Chris Moes. 

No. 9781 GREAT LAKES TR A IN E R  $4.00 
Sport scale biplane for 3-4 channels and 
.19 engines, 40 " span By B ill Northrop. 

No. 4801 BRUSHF1RE $6.00
Contemporary design being used by sev
eral top pattern fliers. By Ken Bonnema. 

No. 2801 TIPORARE S6.50
Top pattern ship in 1979. Flown by Dave 
Brown at W orld Champs. D ick Hanson.

No. 4751 R/C AUTOGYRO S4.00
Semi-scale tw in ro to r R/C autogyro for 
.35 engines. Very stable. By Skip R uff

No. 9792 CRICKET S3.00
Balsa pro file  fuse, Ace foam wing 1/2A 
quickie for 1 or 2-r.h. radio. J. Headley.

No. 1174-O.T. LANZO  STICK $3.50
Rubber stick w inner. ’40 Nats. Span 4J4\ 
S till good in Unlim . By Phil Bernhardt.

No. 574 -0 .T. The T -0  COUPE S5.00
Classic high wing 1936 ‘C  cabin gas job. 
Span 64 ". Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt.

No. 773-OT LANZO 8 ” GAS MODEL $6.00 
Chet Lanzo's famous "Record Breaker "  
Two large plan sheets By Phil Bernhardt.

No. 874-O.T. POWERHOUSE $5.00
Taibi's famous design for Forstei 99 ign. 
Great lo r R/C O. T. By Phil Bernhardt

Frank Ehling’s 8 f t .  span 1937 gas model. 
S till w inning! Drawn by Phil Bernhardt. 

No. 477 O.T. CLOUD CHASER 51.50 
This 30" span stick job from  1938 MAN 
is OT. FF trainer, Unlim . Bruno Marchi. 

No. 12792 EXCALIBER II S5.00
R/C tunnel-hull outboard constructed of 
p lywood, fo r K&B .21. By Jerry Dunlap. 

No. 12741 85 ’ HARBOR TUG S8.00
Complete plans (3 sheets) for R/C tug. 
A ll wood, 3 7 "  LOA. By Francis Smith.

No. 7724 T R A V E LA IR  '2000' 55.00
Two inch fu ll scale Classic R/C biplane 
Proven flier. 60 power By Bill N orthrop 

No. 7721 FA IR C H ILD  51 $3.50
One inch scale Classic for R/C. also F/F 
gas or rubber By Hurst Bowers 

No. 879-C.P. CURTISS F-11C-4 S4.00
Reprint o f M iniature A irc ra ft Corp. plans 
plus ribs and bulkheads from  printwood

No. 8723 TA Y LO R C R A FT. F /F  51.50 
Rubber powered, 24-inch scale seaplane 
An excellent flye r By Walt Mooney 

No. 579 -0 .T. TAYLO R C R A FT 512.00 
Quarter-scale in 1941! Famous 9-loot de
sign k itted  by M iniature A irc ra ft Corp 

No. 10753 SUPER PUP 53.00
Profile C /L  stunt ship fo r .29 to .36 pow 
er, 4 2 " span. Easy-built. M ike Paremeau.

No. 8781 R/C VELIE  MONOCOUPE 59.50 
Light-weight 1/4-scale fo r belt reduction 
electric power, 9 0 " span. Bob Boucher

No. 4733 PEA POD S4.50
A 3 6 " long R/C sailboat easily made o i 
1 /8 " Luan mahogany Clever sad contro l 
Full size patterns By Tom Protheroe 

No. 5761 ALBATRO S S5.50
R/C sport scale post-war German light- 
plane Span 74". .36 eng. By Jeff Breece 

No. 176 O.T. KORDA W A K E FIE LD  S2.50 
The classic of all rubber powered comp 
e tilion  free flights By Phil Bernhardt
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Birds o ! a feather . . . flock together.
And the whole flock of ‘Big Birds' will be in Council Bluffs. 
W on 't you join in the migration?

Entry F ee : $5.00

Council Bluffs’ 
Condor Convergence

(G athering o f the B ig B irds)

Tw o Days of Large Scale 
Flying Experiences

May 16-17, 1981

• $ 1,000 Cash Prizes
• Merchandise Prizes 

Worth Hundreds of Dollars
• Trophies
• Refreshments

Requirements:
Airplane must be a 1/5 scale or larger 
or minimum of 84”  wing span.

Com e f ly  th e  fr ie n d ly  sk ies o f C ou n c il B lu ffs !
For more information contact:

Bud Kilnoski 
Bud's Hobby 
133 W est Broadway 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501 
(712) 322-1378

Count me among the Cordores in Council Bluffs . . . your friendly skies sound inviting!

Nam e_________________ _________________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________
C ity__________________________  S ta te _______________________  T e leph on e__________________

Please return entry registration form to: Bud's Hobby ·  133 W est Broadway ·  Council Bluffs, Iowa 31501

DeBow designed the Force 5. Ray Osman 
created the Magic Dragon, and there are 
others. Each hull demonstrates great 
useful response under certain condi
tions. But, every design is a compromise. 
The trick is to have the right ship for 
today’s a ir .. . to know that boat so well 
that you consistently leave the others in 
your wake.

A few years ago. Karl Kirkman, a naval 
architect, of Laurel, Maryland, joined 
with a few friends to form the Bone 
Syndicate. Their hull design is based on 
the principles of hydrodynamics and the 
results of tow testing in a calibrated tank.

Last week, I watched Bone walk away in 
a race that included four national cham
pion skippers.

If you want to consider wild ideas, 
how about designing a windmill sail
boat? Here ro ta ting  blades extract 
energy from the wind, coupling this to a 
propeller in the water. You orient the 
fan to the wind and sail in any direction 
you like. How about using an φ or Δ Dar- 
rieus w ind  m achine, a gy ro m ill, a 
Savonius, or other shaped vertical tu r
bine so that the fan operates indepen
dent of wind direction? Perhaps we are 
about to see a whole new generation of 
sailboats! Why not join the fun. ·

Workbench . .  C o n tin u e d  f ro m  page 6

interest to us was the long list of sca
venged items that went into the con
struction of this aircraft. The horizontal 
stabilizers, seats, cockpit controls, floor
boards, and wheel pants were Aeronca 
Champion. The nose bowl, upper cowl, 
and prop spinner are Piper Tri-Pacer. .  . 
wing tank. Piper PA-18 . . . landing gear 
legs and mounts, Cessna 140 . . .  wheels, 
Cessna Bird Dog ..  . rudder, Tri-Pacer 
. .. and headrest, Waco UPF-7. A real 
chef salad!
CORRECTION

In the March ’81 "W orkbench”  col
umn, we published a complete list of 
Peanut Scale plans that have been 
presented in Model Builder over the 
years. Until an order was received for a 
plan from an out-of-stock issue (July 72) 
we were not aware that a non-Peanut 
had sneaked into the list. Actually, the 
all-sheet balsa Avro G biplane by Bill 
Hannan, and featured in that issue, 
spanned around 15 inches.

Incidentally, we deviated from the 
norm again this month by presenting a 
Bostonian design by our most prolific 
Peanut presenter, Walt Mooney. It’s a 
really simple design, but still maintains 
some scale appearance.
INDUSTRY NOTES

Modelers who have been in R/C for 
the last 12 years have known the name 
and reputation of Pro Line. For many

ENGINE TEST STAND S im p ly  Krtw the 
eng ine m ount and  
tank  b rocke t to  your 
w o rk  bench o r to o l 
b o x , b o lt  eng ine  
in  p lace ana  you  
are  ready to  run  
in  m inu te ·.

In c lu d e ·:
•  Cast A lum inum  Engine M ount
•  4 ox. P o lyethylene Tank, Tube· 

an d  F itt in g t
•  Tank M ounting  Bracket
Φ A l l M oun ting  S crew ·, Nuts  

an d  Bo lta

GUARANTEED
The »trongest, m ost rugged  eng ine test stand  
o v a ilo b le  fu l ly  a d ju s ta b le —fo r  a l l  sixe engines, 
V i A to .89 d isplacem ent.

TATONE PRODUCTS CORP.
1209 Geneva Ave San Francisco. Ca 94112 (415)334-7189
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years following its origination in late 
196β, Pro Line was truly tha t. . . the radio 
used by most of the top pattern fliers in 
the U.S.A., and even in some overseas 
countries. Unfortunately, it was realized 
after too many years, that a radio control 
system manufacturer cannot subsist on a 
single, relatively high-priced, top line 
radio alone, and by the time a medium- 
priced line had been developed, Pro 
Line had fa llen  from  its high rated 
position.

In subsequent years. Pro Line went 
th rough  a series o f ow nersh ip  and 
management changes that only resulted 
in a continuing decline of notoriety. 
Throughout all of these changes, how
ever, the fine quality of the radio never 
changed .. . there simply weren’t as 
many of the sets in use, except by those 
who knew what they had and refused to 
give them up (our 1972, open-stick, 
6-channel system is still going strong).

Now comes the great news that Tom 
and Donna Runge, owners of Ace R/C 
Inc. have acquired the assets of Pro Line 
Electronics. Ace w ill continue the fine 
Pro Line tradition by making a select line 
of radio systems under the Pro Line 
label, using essentially the same me
chanical and e lec tron ic  features as 
before, with certain upgrades. Ace will 
continue to manufacture its existing line 
of Digital Commander and Silver Series 
flight packs and radio systems.

Although there will be no warranty 
repairs done on any radios manufac
tured by any previous owners of Pro 
Line, Ace R/C w ill coord inate  and 
provide parts for a network of approved 
service centers throughout the world. 
For further information, write to Pro 
Line Division, Ace R/C Inc., 203 W. 19th 
St., Box 735, Higginsville, M O 64037, 
(816) 584-7121.

★  ★  ★

Dieter Schlueter, father of the modern 
R/C he licop te r, has announced the 
founding of a new company “ Schlueter 
USA,”  a Division of Miniature Aircraft 
Supply, Inc., 2594 N. Orange Blossom 
Trail, Orlando, FL 32804, (305) 647-1335. 
As of January 1981, all Schlueter prod
ucts, from its home base of M uhlheim / 
Main, West Germany, w ill be imported 
exclusively through this firm, which is 
headed by Walt Schoonard. SC Modeler, 
1999 Larkin Ave., Elgin, IL 60120, will 
continue to supply the Schlueter line as 
supplied by “ Schlueter USA.”

★  ★  ★

Bob Boucher, of Astro Flight, Inc., 
announces that his company has com
pleted its move to a new number, 13311, 
on the same street, Beach Avenue, in 
Venice, CA 90291, (213) 821-6242. In 
stock are the Astro Sport, Super M on-

GOSSAMER ALBATROSS 
— = »  & CONDOR

$10M
IOO% COTTON

OFFICIAL A IA A  CASE STUDY 

J 95T-Shirts $99 •rrdS A S f 1m tuOpfcuHtl

Ontrn Add S300 t1>n>ioy C$ld. nu d tn tt *Sd 6% Ua.
GOSSAMER VENTURES, Dept. 8
4685 · 3H Industrial St., Simi Valiev. California 93063

ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU STOPPED BEING A HACKER?
THE U BER  S K IV E R  W AS D E S IG N E D  TO M E E T  THE P R E C IS IO N  RE
Q U IR E M E N T S  OF P H O T O F A B R IC A T IO N , M IC R O C IR C U IT R Y , G R A PH IC  
A R T S  P R O D U C T IO N . ETC., A N D  A S  SUCH BECOM ES THE P E R F E C T  
C U T T IN G  TOOL FO R  THE D IS C R IM IN A T IN G  M O D E LE R

11 12

_  10
•  Rear Draw-Bar Clutch
•  Instrument-Quality Materials
•  Advance Collet Design
•  Hex Cross-Section
•  Deeply Knurled Grip
•  Long-Life Stainless Steel Blades 

See you r dealer, or order direct. 
Dealer inquiries are invited.
A ll direct orders sent postpaid.

15 20
uber Skiver Precision Cutting Tool

Available in seven satin anodized handle colors: 
silver, blue, red, green, gold, black, and violet. 
Complete set in fitted  hardwood case; includes 
uber Skiver, together w ith  tw o vials containing 
four No. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15.
and 2 0 ...........  $14.95
Individual handles (specify color) $5.95
Vial of 6 blades (No. 10, 11, or 15) $2.10

(No. 12 or 20) $3.30
California residents add 6% sales tax.

M O DEL B U ILD ER  PRODUCTS
621 West Nineteenth St., Costa Mesa, California 92627

terey, P-68 Victor, Californian, ASW-17, 
and Super Malibu. By the time you read 
this, the Porterfield and ASW-15 should 
be available.

Newest items from Astro Flight are the 
ball bearing versions of the popular 05 
and 075 electric motors. Unfortunately, 
the bad news is that all items have been 
increased in price by 10 to 20 percent for 
1981, as of February 15.

O f special interest; Astro Flight has 
equipped the Solar Challenger, another 
Paul McReady creation, with the 2.75 hp 
electric propulsion unit and the three 
kilowatt solar cell array for its attempted 
P a ris -to -London  channe l crossing 
scheduled for May 1981.
THINGS TO DO

Always a favorite, the M in t Julep Scale 
Meet will have its 9th Annual contest on 
April 25 and 26, at scenic Rough River 
Resort Park, Falls of Rough, Kentucky. A 
regional qualifying meet for the U.S. 
Scale Masters Cham pionships, it is 
sponsored by the Southern Indiana R/C 
Modelers, Dale Arvin, C.D. and John 
Guenther, Co-C.D. For further informa
tion, their phone numbers are, respec
tively (812) 283-5719 and (812) 967-2814. 

★ ★ ★
The Dallas R/C Boat Club is hosting 

the Sixth Annual Muscular Dystrophy 
Race, under IMPBAsanction, on April 25 
and 26,1981, at Lake Nitro-Dallas. There 
w ill be all classes, heat racing, including 
Outboard/Scale Hydro, also Deep Vee 
Enduro. Trophies first through third in 
each class plus merchandise to first place

finishers and High Point. Merchandise 
awards from K&B. Shamrock. Hustler 
Mark II Hydros. Steve Muck. Hughey, 
West Coast Marine, Prather, Futaba, 
Circus Hobbies, World Engines, Sherline, 
Precision Model Boats. Hobbypoxy, and 
others. Contact Steve M uck, (214) 
931-6597, or Kent Myhre, (214) 620-2391. 

★ ★ ★
On May 24, 1981, the Suffolk Falcons 

are sponsoring their 3rd annual Sport 
Scale and Biplane Pattern Contest at 
Suffolk County Airport, New York. For 
further information, contact M ike Lucas, 
194 Middle Rd., Calverton, NY 11933. 
(516) 727-7473. All prizes are cash, and it 
w ill go on rain or shine!

★  ★  *

The Q.S.A.A. announces that the 5th 
annual Las Vegas fly-in w ill take placeon 
October 8 through 11.1981. Headquar
ters w ill again be the Showboat Hotel, 
however, the flying site w ill be shifted to 
the Silverbowl Stadium. Admission by 
p re -e n try  o n ly , w ith  a d e a d lin e  o f 
September 10, 1981. For fu rth e r in 
formation, write to Pat Bunker, QSAA 
Sec., 6532 Bourbon Way, Las Vegas, NV 
89107. ·

♦  ST O P -A - P R O P  Engine B r a k e s *
1/2A-A  (TD) Brake K .t No. 101 ............... S2.75
FAI (AB) Brake K it  No. 1 0 2 ................$3.25
& C  Brake K it No. 1 0 3 ........... $3.75
1 o f each size $8.50 3 o f FA I size · $8 50
Adaptor fo r C o* .15. K it No. 1 0 7 .................$1.50

(Used w ith  K it  No. 102)
Pennsylvania Residents add 6% Sales Ta»

K &  W ENTERPRISES. 7824 Lexington Ave. 
Philadelphia. Penna 19152
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SOUTHW EST

modelers X
SHOW------------------  ------------------ -

MAY 16 and 17, 1981
Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport Holiday Inn North

STATIC MODEL DISPLAY . . . Radio C ontro l, Free F ligh t and U -C ontro l a irplanes: R C boats and cars; 
rockets, tra ins and p lastic models.

144 TROPHIES. . . fo r  top three winners in each o f the 46 divisions.

ONLY THE BEST MANUFACTURERS. . . seethe latest and greatest by the makers.

HOW-TO SEMINARS. . . on fiberglass layup. M onoK oting, rad io  ins ta lla tion  and m aintenance, engine 
cleanup and m aintenance.

SPECIAL INTEREST MEETINGS. . . A M A  D is tric t V III. NMPRA. NSS. N IM AS. NFFS. PA M P A. ROAR. 
NM PBA. SAM . IPMS. N M R A. IM PBA. NAR. M ECA. NRCHA. Q SM A. and m any others.

SWAP SHOP. . .y o u r chance to  tu rn  your junk  in to  someone elses treasure.

OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS. . . a irc ra ft w ill be flown on site, cars w ill be raced in the park ing  lot. 
and R C boats w ill be demonstrated in the H o liday Inn M arina.

DOOR PRIZES. . . every hour both days.

HOURS: Saturday 9:00 am to 6:00 pm; Sunday 10:00 am to 5:00 pm 
ADM ISSION: All-day ticket $3.00. Under 10 admitted free

LODGING INFORMATION
Dallas/Ft. Worth A irport 

North Holiday Inn
Irving, Texas 75060 (214) 255-7147

★  ★  ★  ★  Public Invited ★  ★  ★  ★
ADDITIONAL DETAILS

Southw est M odelers Show  
P.O . Box 1137, Dallas, Texas 75221
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MORE WORLD CHAMPIONS AND
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPION WINNERS
HAVE USED WEBRA ENGINES THAN A N Y  OTHER TYPE

Advanced mechanical design and pro- ___________________
duction techniques combined w ith  the 
latest in metallurgy provide the ultimate 
in performance a t a reasonable price.
Two series of engines are available,
Blackhead and Speed. For years the 
proven Blackhead 40's and 6 0 s  have 
supplied dependable power for training 
and sport models while the Speed serins 
has provided the power for more world 
championships and tournament of cham
pion winners than any other engine

webra

WEBRA 91 
SPEED, 4 cycle 
No. Ί040/Τ4
4 cycle glow engine w ith  ro ta ry  
drum intake and exhaust system 
Excellent power with large props 
Quiet running w ithout need for a 
muffler Perfect for scale models

Glow plug not supplied

J P i'X x x i
CIRCUS HOBBIES INCORPORATED A subsidiary of CIRCUS CIRCUS HOTELS. INC 

1241 E. Glendale. Sparks. Nevada 89431 (7021331-5334
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WEBRA 6 1 FS 
SPEED

Service and parts supplied from our facility  in Sparks. Nevada 
Technical assistance available from our regional managers who 
also use these fine engines themselves

Glow plug not supplied
1-31-2 ,

~  No. 1024
World s most successful competi
tion engine. Schnuerle ported, ball 
bearing, oversize crankshaft and 
revolutionary Dynamix carburetor 
supplied

Glow plug not supplied
Send $1 00 for all information 
on Circus Hobbies Products

The newest addition available for 
the competition flyer and winner 
of the 1979 World Championship. 
Rear exhaust especially designed 
for tuned pipes installed inside of 
fuselage. For com petitors who 
w ant the m ost readily available 
and powerful engine manufac
tured today
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IS READY 
TORY

WE HAVE IT ALL IN RTF

OUR READY-TO-FLY FLEET IS 
TAKING OFF . . .  in case you 
haven't noticed balsa building and time 
consuming hours of assembly are 
yesterday's news. MRC has built an 
eye-popping, powerful ready-to-fly fleet. 
Everything that once took you 
weekends of construction, hours of 
patience and countless dollars to 
assemble is now available ready-to-fly.
EASE AND CONVENIENCE Each 
of these meticulously designed craft 
can be assembled ready-to-fly in one or 
two hours depending on your skill.* And 
that means complete with engine, fuel 
tank, fuel tubing, pre-bent control rods 
and horns factory installed. And what 
isn't installed is included, all you need 
is your radio.

POWER AND BEAUTY
Each one is as powerful 
as it is eye appealing.
Take the Trainer Hawk, for 
instance, here's a stable, 

maneuverable trainer with 48" 
wingspan, .15 TV installed, steerable 
nose gear and full throttle control. It's 
magnificent. Or maybe your taste runs 
to a 1/10 scale Messerschmitt with 
smooth as glass, WWII, authentic paint 
job, or our stunt-filled aerobatic 
Chipmunk with it's slick, yellow finish 
and color coordinated decals.
SELECTION AND PRIDE The point 
is we have it all, including an almost- 
ready-to-fly sleek foam glider with 63" 
wingspan. And not one of these is an 
underpowered toy. They're powerful,

meticulously finished, complete, and 
made for the serious hobbyist at budget 
pleasing prices you'll find hard to 
believe. It's the new wave in 
ready-to-fly. Take your choice and take 
off with MRCs ready-to-go air force.

'Young Star Foam Glider requires 5-7  
hrs. to assemble depending on your 
skill.

MODEL RECTIFIER CORPORATION, 
2500 Woodbridge Ave., 

Edison. NJ 08817

NI97BI

1/10 Scale Messerschmitt (ME-109E)Piper Cherokee Cessna Cardinal 1/10 Scale DeHavilland Chipmunk

MRC Eagle Trainer Young Star GliderTrainer Hawk II
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